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ABSTRACT
Phytoplankton account for the majority of the primary productivity in the
ocean and contribute significantly to the global carbon cycle through
photosynthesis. A quantitative characterization of phytoplankton cell size and
taxonomic composition is essential for understanding marine biogeochemical
cycles, quantifying carbon export, and for predicting the ocean’s response to
future climate change. Our labs have developed a new instrument for this
purpose that combines fluorescence excitation spectroscopy with an all-optical
approach to multivariate statistics called multivariate optical computing (MOC).
The instrument, known as the Shipboard Streak Imaging Multivariate Optical
Computing (SSIMOC) photometer, is a simple filter photometer that images the
chlorophyll a fluorescence response of individual cells after excitation with a
spectrum of light tailored specifically to differentiate species of phytoplankton.
The images captured by the SSIMOC photometer carry information about
the size and spectral characteristics of phytoplankton cells that are related to
their taxonomic identity. Due to a relatively large depth of field, non-linear
multivariate calibration was need to provide accurate estimates of size regardless
of focus quality. The extracted size and spectral information were then used in
multivariate classification to both assess the ability of SSIMOC to differentiate
between cultured species of phytoplankton as well as to explore the spectral and
pigment characteristics that create the observed distinctions between species.
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During preliminary field studies, the methodologies for sizing and
classifying phytoplankton were applied to samples measured in situ. These
studies demonstrate the ability and efficiency of the SSIMOC photometer for
detecting phytoplankton, its ability to characterize their size distribution, and its
effectiveness at classifying phytoplankton in their natural environment. During the
field studies classes of phytoplankton that form chains were also imaged. In
these cases, the task of extracting the desired spectral information becomes
more difficult since the analysis software has been optimized for single cells. An
approach is presented for detecting these special types of phytoplankton and
identifying their class based on frequency patterns created by the repetition of
cells.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 PHYTOPLANKTON AND SPECTRAL FLUORESCENCE
Phytoplankton are single-celled photosynthetic organisms that live in
aquatic environments and account for approximately 90% of primary productivity
in the ocean.1,2 Measurements of phytoplankton cell size and community
composition are essential for understanding marine biogeochemical cycles,
quantifying carbon export, and for predicting the ocean’s response to future
climate change.3-5 Phytoplankton communities can be highly variable in space
and time. Characterizing this variability requires high sampling resolution with
sensors that can monitor continuously and be deployed at fixed locations or used
on tethered or autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs). Fluorescence-based
sensors fit these requirements and have been used for the continuous monitoring
of phytoplankton since the early 1960s.6
Among the available fluorescence methods, fluorescence excitation
spectroscopy of single cells holds the greatest potential for rapid analysis of a
local phytoplankton community structure. Photoactive pigments in phytoplankton
(e.g. chlorophyll b, chlorophyll c, peridinin, fucoxanthin, and the phycobilins)
absorb light in various regions of the visible spectrum and transfer this energy to
chlorophyll a for photosynthesis.7 Fluorescence excitation spectroscopy is ideal
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for distinguishing between taxa since it provides spectral signatures based on a
cell’s unique composition of these photoactive pigments.
While many ocean sensing platforms are equipped with a simple
fluorometric sensor for chlorophyll a, the measurements are made on relatively
large (bulk) water samples with many cells. Measurements with a single
wavelength of excitation and emission and that average over many cells are
unable to provide community structure information. Also, chlorophyll a alone
cannot be used to discriminate between different phytoplankton taxa since it (or a
derivative) is found in all microalgae and cyanobacteria.7 In situ flow cytometrybased instruments with one or two excitation wavelengths provide partial
community

structure

information

because

they

provide

single-cell

measurements8-12 but the narrow excitation wavelength spectrum restricts how
much of the fluorescence excitation spectrum can be probed. Also, power
requirements dictate that they be cabled to a shore-based power supply, thus
providing limited spatial resolution.
On the other end of the current instrumentation “spectrum” are those that
use more of the fluorescence excitation spectrum, but at the cost of single-cell
resolution. Fluorometers with multiple excitation wavelengths (e.g., the Algae
Online Analyser or Fluoroprobe by bbe Moldaenke, or the Aquatic Laser
Fluorescence Analyzer) allow limited taxonomic characterization in bulk waters,
but their lack of single-cell-based measurement restricts their utility for mixed
samples.13-16 Sensors that can be deployed broadly on mobile or fixed platforms
and that give detailed information on phytoplankton size and community
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composition remain elusive and are highly desired by the oceanographic
community.17
With these issues in mind, the Myrick and Richardson Labs have been
developing a new instrument for measuring taxonomic composition, size
distribution, and abundance based on full-spectrum fluorescence excitation
measurements of individual cells in natural communities. This instrument, the
Shipboard Streak Imaging Multivariate Optical Computing (SSIMOC) photometer,
has low power requirements and the potential for reductions in overall size that
would allow it to be deployed on an AUV or a mooring.18-20

1.2 MULTIVARIATE OPTICAL COMPUTING
The SSIMOC photometer21,22 is designed to use multivariate optical
computing (MOC)23-25 to power the spectroscopic measurement. MOC is a
predictive spectroscopy that aims to integrate the processes of spectroscopic
measurement and chemometric analysis into one, all-optical step. Conventional
applications of chemometrics in spectroscopy require the acquisition of
multivariate spectra followed by the use of techniques such as principal
component analysis (PCA) or partial least squares (PLS) to find a correlation
between the property of interest and a spectral pattern.26 The relationship, often
represented in the form of a regression vector, is then used to predict the
property of interest in an unknown sample via digitial computation. MOC allows
for the combination of the data collection step and the prediction step into one
measurement by encoding the relationship into an interference filter called a
multivariate optical element (MOE). The spectral profile of the MOE together with
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the spectral profile of the sample combine to produce a single, measurable
quantity. This emulates the process of computing the inner product of a sample
spectrum and a regression vector to predict the property of interest as is done in
many multivariate analyses.
The MOE design process was originally developed for application to
multivariate calibration problems, i.e., for the prediction of continuous properties
such as a chemical concentration.25,27,28 However, with the SSIMOC photometer,
the objective is to predict discrete classes of phytoplankton rather than a
continuous property based on their fluorescence excitation signatures. So, in the
absence of any native MOE design programming for classification, an alternate
approach was taken. In this approach, the target species of phytoplankton were
first analyzed with linear discriminant analysis (LDA).21
The scores for each species generated by LDA were then used with the
existing calibration MOE design algorithm as the continuous properties to be
predicted.20,22 The resulting MOEs therefore mimic the functionality of LD vectors.
The fabrication of these MOEs and the construction and characterization of the
first generation of the SSIMOC photometer were described previously by
Swanstrom et al.19,20 Preliminary tests show that this method is capable of
distinguishing between two cultured phytoplankton species for which the MOEs
were designed.20 However, as discussed in Chapter 3, this method of MOE
design may be limited when applied to more than two species of phytoplankton
or when those species have not been included in the MOE design.
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1.3 APPROACHES TO MULTI-CLASS CLASSIFICATION
Multivariate classification is the process of finding patterns within
multivariate data that are capable of differentiating objects of different class and
calculating a decision boundary based on these features that separates the
classes

optimally.

Many

classification

algorithms,

e.g.

Support

Vector

Machines,29 were developed for binary classification problems. However, in the
real-world, many classification problems involve more than two classes, e.g, the
recognition of handwritten digits,30 the classification of tissues,31 or the problem
here of classifying phytoplankton in the ocean. Two general approaches exist for
handling the commonly encountered multi-class classification problem. One
approach is to adapt the classification algorithm32-34 so that it can handle more
than two classes at one time. The disadvantage of this approach is that the
complexity of the resulting decision boundaries increases with the number of
classes included in the model.35 With increasing classifier complexity, the
potential for overfitting becomes a concern. An alternative approach involves
decomposing the multi-class classification problem into a series of binary
classification problems, sometimes called binarization. Though, classification by
binarization can be more computationally expensive, it also opens up the
potential for parallel processing since the training of the classifiers is not
dependent on one another.36,37 Additionally, binarization can often allow a multiclass problem that is inherently non-linear to be broken down into a series of
linearly separable problems.30,36 Binarization also allows for the extension of
multivariate calibration methods to classification problems.36
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With the binarization approach, the multi-class problem is first
decomposed and then the results given by each binary classifier is then
aggregated (or decoded) to give a final classification prediction. Several
strategies exist for both the decomposition and aggregation steps.
Two common strategies for the decomposition of a multi-class
classification problem include one-versus-one (OVO)35,36,38-40 and one-versus-all
(OVA).35,36,38,41 With the OVO approach, a k-class problem is divided into k(k-1)/2
binary classification problems, where a classifier is trained for every combination
of two classes. With OVA, a k-class problem is broken into k, 2-class problems.
For each of the k classifiers, one class is trained against the rest of the k-1
classes. With this approach, one must be cognitive of the class-imbalance that
may arise since the k-1 classes will almost always contain more examples than
the single class they are trained against.
The outputs of the binary classifiers trained with any of these
decomposition techniques are aggregated to produce a final classification
decision. Among aggregation techniques, the “majority wins” approach35,36,38 is
used most often. With this approach, each classifier votes for one of the two
trained classes and the class with the most votes at the end is the winner.
Though very simple and easy to implelement, the “majority wins” approch can
become problematic since when the classifiers provide circular results that give
no definitive solution (e.g., when class A beats class B, class B beats class C,
and class C beats class A). One adaptation used to avoid this problem is a
weighted voting strategy, which allows for the incorporation of a weighted
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preference for more competent classifiers or costs based on the known
consequences of misclassifications. Decision trees are also a popular
aggregation technique that carry the advantage of decreased computation time
since not all classifiers in the tree need to be consulted for every unknown
example introduced.35,38 Another attractive voting strategy is to incorporate the
probability estimates of the classifiers into the aggregation process.40 With this
strategy a level of confidence is associated with each final classification result,
which may be advantageous in cases where samples may belong with more than
one or none of the modeled classes.
In some cases, mistakes or false classifications can occur when an
example is forced into one of two trained classes. The use of a supplementary
classifier for determining whether the example belongs in one of the two trained
classes has been proposed.42 This idea coupled with a probabilistic approach to
classifier aggregation is incorporated into the work presented here to allow for
the possibility that a phytoplankton sample collected in situ may not belong to
any of the k classes for which a series of binary classifiers have been trained.

1.4 DISSERTATION OUTLINE
We have established in this chapter that there is a gap in the existing
technology

for

size

and

taxonomic

characterization

of

phytoplankton

communities. There is a need for an instrument that has the capability for making
real-time and space measurements of single cells in the ocean all while
maintaining low power consumption. Fluorescence excitation-based multivariate
optical computing coupled with a simple imaging photometer configuration has

7

been presented as an optimal alternative or complementary method to the
existing technologies. This SSIMOC photometer is capable of size and spectral
characterization of phytoplankton through the investigation of single cells. The
following chapters will outline the SSIMOC photometer’s capabilities for
detecting, sizing, and classifying single cells both in the laboratory and in the
ocean.
In Chapter 2, the investigation of sizing methods for SSIMOC-imaged cells
is described. Estimating the size of organisms adds valuable information that can
aid in post-MOC classification analyses. However, sizing particles with the
present SSIMOC photometer configuration is not a trivial task given the relatively
large depth of field. The utility of multivariate calibration for accurately sizing
SSIMOC imaged particles independently of the focus quality is explored.
Chapter 3 presents preliminary validation studies conducted with the
SSIMOC photometer at the Martha’s Vineyard Coastal Observatory (MVCO) and
investigates the data collected in situ through comparisons to FCB. The aim of
this study is to demonstrate the ability of SSIMOC for detecting phytoplankton in
the natural environment, show how efficient it is at that task, and to confirm its
analysis of phytoplankton size based on its characteristic streak images.
Chapter 4 explores the capabilities of the MOEs designed via the LDAMOC method for differentiating multiple species cultured phytoplankton. The
development of a classification model using the binarization approach will be
discussed and its application to samples collected in situ will be presented in
Chapter 5.

8

The 6th and final chapter of this document describes pattern recognition
procedures used to identify special kinds of phytoplankton that form long (or
short) chains comprised of multiple, connected cells. Since the software
developed for SSIMOC image analysis has been optimized for single cells,
chain-forming phytoplankton present analysis challenges. This chapter proposes
alternative procedures to optimize the current software for the recognition and
MOC

analysis

of

images

captured

9

of

chain-forming

phytoplankton.
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CHAPTER 2
FOCUS-INDEPENDENT PARTICAL SIZE MEASUREMENT1
2.1 INTRODUCTION
In oceanography, the size distribution of pollutant microplastics1 and
the size spectrum of sinking particles like single-celled photosynthetic
algae (phytoplankton) are among topics studied. Our laboratories are
interested in the latter application, where the size of the organism
determines the rate at which it sinks from the surface ocean, a
phenomenon related directly to the transport of carbon dioxide to the deep
ocean and, thus, global climate.2
While in most cases size alone is not sufficient to distinguish one
species or class of phytoplankton from one another, it is an important
variable in multivariate class discrimination3 and in understanding the
complex interactions that occur in marine ecosystems. The size of the
phytoplankton cells impacts a variety of physiological and ecological
processes such as metabolic rate, nutrient uptake, nutrient diffusion, light
absorption, and trophic interactions.2,4 The overall effect of community size
structure in the marine environment is dependent on the taxonomic
character of the community.4
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There are many existing methods for particle sizing. Classical light
scattering, one of the more popular methods in phytoplankton size
analysis, estimates cell size based on the angular dependence of light
scattering.5,6

This

approach

is

common

in

flow

cytometry-based

instruments. Imaging provides real-space information about individual cells;
the FlowCAM7 and the Imaging FlowCytobot3,8 are both instruments that
employ imaging in a cytometry environment. Another imaging method for in
situ plankon analysis, called the Video Fluorescence Analyzer (VFA),
images fluorescent particles with a small numerical aperture to obtain a
large depth of field and is suited to large, bright organisms.9 Most rapid
imaging methods used to extract particle size are arranged so that the
optical depth of field is smaller than the sample volume thickness, usually
by either hydrodynamic focusing or using a very small numerical aperture
collection lens or both.
Thick sample volumes and high numerical aperture optics increase
sample throughput and optical efficiency, but at the expense of sharp focus
throughout the sample depth. Yule et al. and Kashdan et al. describe an
image analysis method for determining particle sizes when images are out
of focus and applied it to droplet analysis in two-phase flows.10-12 In brief,
their method uses adaptive two-level thresholding of an object’s intensity
profile to determine the degree of focus and to give an estimate of particle
size. A recent multiple-threshold method described by Ju et al. was
reported to increase the detectability of smaller particles.13 In Ju et al.’s
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method, the apparent area of a particle is calculated at many thresholds to
form a curve describing the area of the particle as a function of its intensity.
This curve is then compared to a calibration database via curve matching
to estimate a particle’s size and distance from the focal plane. One key to
the operation of this method is that the curves obtained are relatively
unique, since the total absorption is a function of the particle size, and all
particles studied had similar absorption characteristics.
The SSIMOC photometer uses high numerical aperture optics for
good fluorescence sensitivity, as well as a large sample volume and high
flow rates to provide robust sampling statistics for phytoplankton in
seawater. Consequently, we obtain images of phytoplankton that vary in
focus quality and that form long streaks in our images. While particle shape
may be difficult to obtain from these streaks, at a minimum we would like to
obtain the apparent particle size from the streak profile. Since the
fluorescence intensity of phytoplankton varies widely even for cells in a
single monoculture,14 it was not clear whether the curve matching
approach of Reference 13 would work well for estimating cell sizes when
only the relative or normalized image profile of a particle (and not its
absolute amplitude) contains information on its size.
This chapter describes the application of several forms of multivariate data
analysis including curve matching to a multi-threshold fluorescent microsphere
calibration set recorded with our imaging photometer to develop models for
particle size. Compared to the multi-threshold work done by previous
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investigators, we use an objective lens with a higher numerical aperture (0.7 vs ≤
0.14) and a shorter working distance (1 mm vs 150 mm) objective to capture as
much fluorescence as possible. Our lens has a calculated depth of field of 1.1 µm
(versus 28 µm for the lens in Reference 13), but we calibrated over a 120 µm
range of focal depths. Performance of the various multivariate analysis tools is
evaluated to identify the best calibration approach for particle size determination
in this regime. As we report below, curve matching performs poorly on
normalized fluorescent microsphere streaks, with support vector machine
regression performing best. In the latter case, the performance of the calibration
begins to approach the theoretical limits determined from the distribution of
particle sizes for the fluorescent microspheres in our study.

2.2 EXPERIMENTAL
2.2.1 Calibration Particles

Fluorescent microspheres were purchased

from Polysciences, Inc. in the following sizes: 3.14 ± 0.09 µm, 6.125 ± 0.165 µm,
10.3 ± 0.4 µm, 18.68 ± 0.73 µm, 26.93 ± 3.03 µm, 41.68 ± 3.04 µm, and 46.58 ±
3.04 µm. The average sizes and standard deviations of these particles are
determined by the manufacturer by disc centrifugation (sizes 3 µm – 9 µm) or
single particle optical sensing (sizes > 9 µm).
2.2.2 Image Collection

Fluorescence from single microspheres in a flowing

stream was imaged the Shipboard Streak Imaging Multivariate Optical
Computing (SSIMOC) photometer.15 In this system, a CCD array is focused at
the center of a flow cell (approximately 200 µm deep) with a 60X objective lens.
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Radiation from a Xenon arc lamp is used to excite the calibration particles and is
modulated by a chopper wheel to create streak images such as the one in Figure
2.1. Figure 2.2 presents single streaks obtained of three different particles of the
same size class. It is clear that images of particles in the same size class can
appear dramatically different depending on their positioning relative to the focal
plane.
To apply the multi-threshold and curve matching procedures for
particle sizing, a calibration database including images of calibration
particles at different known depths of focus was required. This information
could not be obtained with the set-up described above because it is not
feasible to control the particle positions in the flow cell. Instead, the
fluorescent calibration standards were adhered to a glass coverslip that
had the same thickness as the face of the IMOC flow cell. A series of
images was then collected for a single particle repositioned in 10 µm
increments to depths of 100 µm on either side of the point of best focus.
This procedure was repeated for three different particles in each size class.
Streak images like the ones captured of particles in flow were simulated for
each of the still particle images based on information known about the
chopper wheel and pump speeds. In most cases, the profiles of particles
off the plane of best focus were found to be reasonably simple over a
range of displacements, corresponding to increasing blur as displacement
from the best-focus plane increased. From 100 µm inside the position of
best focus to 20 µm beyond it, the profiles were rounded peaks with simple
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Figure 2.1. Streak image of a single 6.125 µm fluorescent microsphere
collected with the SSIMOC photometer. Each fluorescent event is referred
to as a streak and the collection of streaks is called a track, e.g., this image
contains one track and eleven streaks.
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Figure 2.2. Single streaks from images captured in-flow of three different
10.3 µm particles at different degrees of focus: a) very out-of-focus, b)
slightly out-of-focus, and c) in-focus. The bottom panel (d-f) contains the
normalized intensity profiles (black trace) and profile second derivatives
(gray trace) of the corresponding streaks in the top panel (a-c). The second
derivatives have been inverted and scaled. The widths of the profiles are
taken between 0.20 and 0.99 (dashed lines) to create a threshold curve.
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first and second derivatives. However, for displacements beyond about 20
µm further from the objective than the position of best focus, profiles for
particles became consistently distorted into a peak-on-plateau shape. This
type of distortion was difficult for all calibration methods to model
effectively, so we confined our analysis to particles in the 120 µm range
from the front of the flow cell to 20 µm beyond its center by manually
discarding particle streaks displaying the unusual plateau profile (in the
case of ordinary multivariate modeling) or only using still images that did
not display the unusual profile to simulate streak images (for curve
matching).
2.2.3 Image Processing

The original and simulated streak images of

the calibration particles were processed with an updated version of an inhouse algorithm previously described by Pearl et al.16 In the algorithm,
images are first background-subtracted and flat-field corrected. An area of
interest (i.e., the track of fluorescent streaks given by a single particle) is
then located and the individual streak boundaries are determined. An
intensity profile for each streak in a track was calculated and normalized to
the maximum intensity (see Figure 2.2 d-f).

The normalized intensity

profiles of each streak in the track of a single particle were then averaged
to give one representative profile for every particle passing through the
field of view.
2.2.4 Data Preprocessing

For the application of Ju et al.’s multi-

threshold and curve matching methods, thresholds were defined at every
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hundredth of the profile maximum from 20% to 99% of the maximum
intensity and the width at each was calculated in detector units (pixels).
The resulting 80 profile widths form a single reference vector of data on
which modelling17 or curve matching can be based. The profile vectors
calculated from simulated streak images for a number of particles were
used to build the calibration database needed for curve matching. Profile
vectors calculated from particles imaged in-flow were used for multivariate
calibration procedures. Figure 2.3 shows these curves for every size and
sample used in the following calibrations.
For multivariate modeling, the calibration profiles were processed
using a number of standard pretreatments, and models were created using
several common methods. A second derivative pretreatment was applied
using the gap derivative method18-21 with a gap size equal to 1/4th of the full
width at half maximum (FWHM) of the profile.22 Figure 2.2 displays the
differences between the original intensity profile and the second derivative
for a fluorescent microsphere with a diameter of 10.3 µm at various
positions with respect to the focal plane. Additional pretreatments included
Fourier transformation of each profile and of each derivative profile.
A calibration set was compiled using images of 25 different
microspheres from each of the seven size classes. Prior to compilation of
the calibration set, outliers from each group were eliminated using
Hotelling’s T-squared test statistic with a criterion of 95% confidence.
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Figure 2.3. Threshold curves for every particle used in calibration. The
profile width (pixels) is represented as function of normalized intensity
measured at intervals of 0.01 between 0.20 and 0.99.
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In order to make effective comparisons between the methods described
below, each method was tested on the same set of sample profiles.

2.3 METHODS
2.3.1 Figures of Merit

The cross-validation (CV) error was used to

compare the performances of each prediction technique. For partial least
squares (PLS), support vector machines (SVM), and any models based on
a single full width, the root mean square error of cross-validation
(RMSECV) was calculated as
Eq. 2.1

!
!!!

!"#$%& =

!!!!! !
!

where yi is the actual size for the ith sample left-out, !! is the predicted size
with the model using the remaining samples, and N indicates the number
of samples left out during CV.
In our neural network (NN) analysis, the RMSECV was calculated as

!
!!!

Eq. 2.2
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where yi is as described above, !!" is the predicted size of the N left-out
samples with the network optimized with the jth set of M validation samples
More detail on CV for NNs is provided below.
Because the multi-threshold approach uses simulated calibration
samples, CV was determined to be an invalid method for estimating
performance on real samples. For this reason, the errors obtained when
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testing the calibration database on the same set of samples used in other
size estimation procedures was used in method assessment and
comparison. The result is best described as an error of prediction. This root
mean square error of prediction was calculated as
Eq. 2.3

!"#$% =

! (! !! )!
!
!!! !

!

where yi is the actual size for the ith sample tested, !! is the estimated size,
and N indicates the number of samples tested. Although this has the same
form as RMSECV above, the definition of !! is distinct.
2.3.2 Models with 0 or 1 independent variable The profile vector for
each particle allows for direct estimation of the particle size by using the
system magnification to convert from the apparent size in detector units to
a size in µm without requiring curve matching or numerical calibration.
One approach is based on the FWHM of the profile and its equivalent size
in the object plane. Estimates can also be made from the full width at any
other threshold level, and all of these 80 possible estimates of particle size
(from 80-point threshold values) involve no variables or modeling.
A better estimation of size can be made by fitting the actual
calibrated particle diameters to the full width at any threshold level to
develop a univariate model. The simplest of these univariate models can
include offsets, linear or higher polynomial terms; we used models no more
complicated than second order polynomials. With 80 threshold values and
3 classes of fitting functions, yielding 240 possible univariate models.
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2.3.3 Multivariate models

Although estimates can be obtained with a

univariate approach, the problem of estimating size from a blurred image is
a multivariate problem because blur spreads information about the particle
across multiple image channels. We show below that this problem is
inherently nonlinear as well. Multivariate models can be created using
some or all of the profile widths at the defined threshold levels in our data.
In all models tested here, the same 80-point base data vectors for each
particle were used. Two different classes of multivariate analyses were
tested: conventional chemometric modeling with classic methods of
pretreating the data to make predictions of particle size, and curve
matching.
The curve matching method described by Ju et al. was developed as
an improvement on an earlier dual threshold approach, and was applied in
their report to backlit particles and droplets. As the name suggests, their
multiple threshold method defines as many thresholds as possible in the
particle intensity profile and determines a particle area at each threshold.
The result is a curve of apparent particle area as a function of intensity.
The curves of unknown particles are then compared to a calibration
database via curve matching to estimate the size of the unknown particle.
Of the curve matching techniques tested, Ju et al. report that continuous
dynamic time warping (CDTW) produced the best results for their
particle/droplet

image

analysis

(PDIA)
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implementation of curve matching with IMOC streak images differs from
the application to Ju et al.’s PDIA images in several ways by necessity.
The first difference between our implementation and that in
Reference 13 is that they measure the apparent area of particles as a
function of threshold values, while we only measure streak width.
Measuring particle area in the IMOC streak images is not practical due to
motion blur in the flow direction. For this reason, only the apparent streak
width as a function of intensity is readily measured and used to form a
vector for curve analysis.
A second difference lies in normalization. The PDIA images reported
in Reference 13 are made in transmitted light for particles with similar
absorption characteristics, so the absolute attenuation of light by a particle
is relevant in determining its size.

Our IMOC photometer measures

fluorescence intensity and was designed for application to phytoplankton,
where particle size is only one of several factors that influence
fluorescence efficiency. Different species of phytoplankton with different
pigmentation will generally have different responses for different excitation
bands. Even in a healthy monoculture, the fluorescence intensity for
individual plankton can vary widely.14 To remove any bias that absolute
fluorescence intensity might introduce, the IMOC streak intensity profiles
were normalized and their thresholds were defined at every percent of the
peak maximum from 20% to 99% giving a vector of 80 points representing
the full width in detector units (pixels) at each threshold level.
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A third difference is found in the number of threshold levels being
used. Due to normalization, every particle in the analysis reported here is
based on a vector using the same number of threshold values. For
particles imaged by the PDIA system of Reference 13, the number of
thresholds calculated varies as a function of the particle size and its
defocus distance.
A final difference between the two approaches is that our samples
exhibit substantial motion blur as a result of a long (1 s) CCD exposure
time and an average particle velocity of 3.17 mm/s through liquid medium15
In the PDIA work, while the particles may be moving at higher velocities of
100 mm/s

13

up to 5000 mm/s,23 they do not exhibit significant motion blur

due to a much shorter exposure time of 100 ns.11,12,23 In the PDIA system,
calibration samples could be created with fixed particles at known
distances in air because the resulting calibration measurements should not
significantly deviate from those of the intended application to spray
particles, which are measured in air and exhibit little to no motion blur. We
measured the same type of fixed calibration samples at known distances in
air and then used an in-house computer program to simulate streak images
from them to form our calibration data for curve matching, which obviously
differ in both the surrounding medium and the noise characteristics from
real streaks.
Our calibration database for curve matching consisted of all curves
that could be calculated for each calibration bead size and defocus depth,
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ultimately totaling 714 curves that could be matched to any experimental
profile. We did not attempt to interpolate to a size between calibration
curves as was done in Reference 13 because the particle sizes used to
build our calibration database exactly match those of the particles tested.
Since we knew a priori that any particle tested must belong to one of the
available calibration bead size classes, the error statistic for this approach
is lower than if we attempted to interpolate sizes between available bead
types. Hypothetically, this should have advantaged the curve matching
methods over alternatives.
Three different methods (also tested by Ju et al.)13 of calculating the
distance between curves or the curve similarity were compared here: the
Fréchet distance method, the standard deviation method (SDM), and the
CDTW method. The Fréchet distance method calculates the maximum
“leash length” required to connect a point on one curve to the other.24 The
SDM simply computes distance as the standard deviation of the
differences between the curves. Dynamic time warping stretches or
compresses the abscissa of a waveform to best match a reference
waveform; the best match achievable between a measured threshold curve
and a calibration threshold curve is used to determine the size class of the
particle in this study.24 The distance measure used to find the closest
calibration curve was computed here as the sum of the squared differences
between the stretched/compressed curve and the calibration curve. CDTW
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was carried out in this study with algorithms obtained from MATLAB
Central File Exchange.25
Aside from curve matching, three classes of chemometric model
types were used to estimate size from measured profiles: PLS, NN, and
SVM regression.
PLS is one of the most widely used multivariate calibration
techniques today. PLS works by determining the patterns in a vector of
calibration variables (e.g., our 80-point intensity profiles) that best correlate
with a dependent variable of the calibration set (e.g., size).

PLS was

carried out here with the SIMPLS algorithm26 using the PLS toolbox 6.7.1
(Eigenvector Research Incorporated, Wenatchee, WA). Leave-one-outcross-validation (LOO-CV) was chosen to evaluate models because each
measured profile was independent. Different models were generated using
the raw intensity profiles and processed profiles as described above as
input variables. All variables were mean-centered before PLS calibration.
The selection of latent variables for models was based on the first
minimum in the plot of the RMSECV versus the number of latent variables
used in each model. If the model RMSECV for this first minimum was not
significantly better than one with fewer latent variables using the method of
Fearn,27 the similar model with the fewest latent variables was chosen.
NNs

are

a

pattern

recognition

technique

often

applied

to

classification and regression problems.28-30 A NN consists of a predefined
architecture connecting inputs to outputs through one or more layers of
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intervening nodes. The nodes apply weighting factors and transfer
functions to inputs and pass the result to outputs. Typically, in NN analysis,
a set of training data is used to iteratively modify the weights at each node
from a randomly assigned starting point until the network outputs best
match the reference outputs. Each new training run of a NN can result in
different sets of weights and therefore different performances in the
optimized network.
Network fitting was implemented using the Neural Network toolbox
7.0.2 (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA). All NNs used in this study were
fully connected feed-forward networks trained using back-propagation of
errors.28,29,31 Each NN contained three layers: the input layer, one hidden
layer, and an output layer. Sigmoid and linear transfer functions were used
for transport between layers. For each set of input data, a network was
trained 100 times each for network architectures with 1 to 20 hidden layer
nodes. To start, the samples used for NN training were randomly split into
training and test sets. Within the training set, a small subset of samples,
called the validation set, were used as an internal test set to decide when
network training should stop. Training ended when the errors within this
validation set converged to a minimum. The final network is then applied to
the test set to give an error of prediction.
Implementing CV in NNs is less straightforward than in the other
multivariate methods discussed here because each new training run can
result in a very different network because the starting point is randomized
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each time. To avoid this characteristic influencing NN CV results, LOO-CV
was implemented in NN analysis with a method adapted from the one
described by Burden et al.32 In this procedure, the best network was
chosen from 2000 trained to produce the lowest prediction error for the test
(i.e. external validation) set. The initial weights and biases of this network
were then used to seed a LOO-CV routine. For every sample left out, a
network was trained multiple times with this same set of starting weights
and biases; each time a new set of validation samples was chosen for use
in network monitoring. Equation 2.2 was used to calculate an RMSECV for
this process.
SVMs are learning machines that were first described by Vapnik.33
When applied to the regression problem, they work by nonlinearly mapping
input data into high-dimensional space via a kernel function. The goal is
then to find a function that minimizes both prediction errors and the
magnitude of regression coefficients (i.e. the cost function, C). The cost
function penalizes objects (e.g., normalized intensity profiles) with errors
larger than ε (a value defined by the user). These objects become support
vectors that later determine the predictions for new input data. For a more
thorough description of SVMs see References 33 - 36. Support vector
regression was carried out in this study with the PLS toolbox 6.7.1 using a
radial basis kernel function. Values of C and ε are optimized within the
toolbox during CV along with the value of g, a parameter of the kernel
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function. All sets of input variables and references were mean-centered
before SVM training and the LOO method was used for CV.

2.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.4.1 Uncertainty in reference values

Overfitting became a concern

during these studies. In multivariate calibration, overfitting refers to the
modeling of noise or other random attributes specific to the training data.3739

In general, overfitting occurs when a model becomes too complex, i.e.

including too many latent variables in PLS, too many layers or nodes in
NNs, or too many support vectors in SVM. This often results in apparently
good calibrations that perform poorly during prediction of future samples.39
A prediction set or an internal test set (cross-validation) is typically used to
prevent the choice of a model that is overfitting.40
Overfitting is not really a concern with the simple full width models
(and, of course, with the “no-model” methods) because there are few or no
variables. With multivariate methods like PLS, NN and SVM, steps were
taken to prevent selection of overly complex models that might cause
overfitting.
Despite taking these steps to prevent overfitting, the authors realized
early in this study that some methods remained capable of overfitting the
calibration data, resulting in anomalously low apparent errors from the
mean for one or more particle sizes. This generally happened when there
was an “orphan” size – a single particle size in a wide particle size range.
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As an example, when the largest particle size studied was nominally 47 µm
diameter and the next largest was 20 µm diameter, there was little overlap
in the profiles of the largest particle size with others. Methods like NN or
SVM often “recognized” these profiles as belonging to the “47 µm class of
particles” instead of making a real estimation of the particle size. This
problem was removed by introducing more particle sizes in the calibration.
In addition, we introduced a test to ensure overfitting was not occurring.
The test works by rejecting any models that cause one or more particle
sizes to show an apparent RMSEC that is lower than sampling statistics
should give with 95% confidence. This also tells us when a method is
approaching the limits of what is possible.
The apparent RMSECV given by our calibration methods is a
combination of modeling and other errors. The two most important other
errors are those caused by digitization of the image into pixels and the
random variability of the calibrated particle sizes. Of these, the ± 0.5 µm
uncertainty imposed by the digital images is small compared to the ± 2 µm
uncertainty due to the variance of the particle sizes themselves. For this
reason, the theoretical lower limit to the precision of our measurements
was taken as that determined by the particle sizes alone.
The average particle size of each standard reported by the
manufacturer was used as the reference value in developing each
calibration model and, more importantly, in assessing their performances.
But these standards are not monodisperse; they contain a distribution of
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particle sizes also characterized and reported by the manufacturer with a
standard distribution. We use the mean size of the distribution as the
calibrated size value for each particle since we do not know the individual
particle sizes; therefore even a hypothetical “perfect” method for
determining size should have an apparent error equal to the root mean
standard error of the diameter of particles actually sampled from the
standard.
In order to assess the merits of a method as well as to detect
possible overfitting, a lower error threshold was estimated for the overall
method performance and performance within each individual size class. An
individual size class threshold was calculated as the lower 95% confidence
interval of the sample standard deviation assuming a normally distributed
population. Kendall and Stuart provide an equation for the variance (Vs)
expected for the sample standard deviation (s) of N members in terms of
the population standard deviation of a parent normal distribution41:
!!

V! = !  !

Eq. 2.4

If we assume that the mean and standard deviations of the calibration
standards reported by the manufacturer are adequately representative of
the particle population and that the distribution within the standard
approaches normality we can estimate an uncertainty in the sample
standard deviation of those particles imaged and used in calibration. Since
for large numbers of samples the distribution for the variance of the second
moment should also approach a normal distribution, the 95% confidence
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interval for the sample standard deviation was used to establish a lower
threshold for the errors expected within a standard size (Table 2.1). These
thresholds are meant to serve only as a rough guide to help determine
when a method is approaching the theoretical limits of accuracy and also to
detect potential overfitting. The latter is of particular importance in this
study because we were unable to assess future performance with a fully
external validation set due to a limited number of particle sizes and batches
in the study. If a method performs noticeably better for any particle size
than the lower threshold values estimated in Table 2.1, we assess that it is
likely overfitting the input data and is not likely to make accurate
predictions for future samples.
2.4.2 Method Performance

Figure 2.4 depicts the performance of each

method described above (RMSEC for full width predictions, RMSEP for
curve matching results, and RMSECV for all others). The solid line in
Figure 2.4 represents the standard deviation in the reference values of the
samples and is an upper bound expected for any of our calibration
methods. It is the value that would be expected if our calibration returned
the average particle size in the study for all measurements. This upper
bound (solid line at 16.0 µm) lies at least 5 µm higher than any of the errors
calculated for the size prediction methods indicating that every method
tested has at least some predictive ability.
The dotted line in Figure 2.4 represents the lower error bound
estimate from statistical considerations described above for CV of all
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Table 2.1. Statistics for particles sampled. The mean particle sizes and
uncertainties are those reported by the manufacturer. The sample standard
deviation and 95% CI are calculated as described above for the particles
sampled in this study. The totals describe the combined statistics.
Sample
Lower 95%
Mean
Reported
Standard Confidence
Particle
Uncertainty Deviation
Interval
Size (µm)
(µm)
(µm)
(µm)
3.14
±0.09
0.01
0.06
6.125
±0.165
0.023
0.118
10.3
±0.4
0.06
0.3
18.68
±0.73
0.10
0.52
26.93
±3.03
0.429
2.17
41.68
±3.04
0.430
2.18
46.58
±3.04
0.430
2.18
Total
21.92
2.01
0.108
1.80
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Figure 2.4. Error results for all size estimation methods. All reported values
represent RMSECV unless denoted. RMSEP(*) is shown for methods in which
cross-validation was not performed. The black lines represent the standard
deviation in the reference values (solid) and the calculated lower error threshold
(dashed). For the full width and curve matching methods each bar represents the
error results for the following: (1) Predicting size directly from the FWHM of the
intensity profile, (2) Fitting a quadratic to the FWHM of the intensity profile (3)
Fitting a line to the optimum full width, (4) Fitting a quadratic to the optimum full
width, (5) Using the Fréchet distance for curve matching, (6) using the standard
deviation method (SDM) for curve-matching, and (7) using the continuous
dynamic time warping (CDTW) method for curve matching. For the multivariate
calibration methods, each bar represents the error associated with the five
different inputs (coloring indicated in figure legend): The intensity profile, the
threshold curve, the Fourier transform of the profile, the profile second derivative,
and the Fourier transform of the profile second derivative. In some cases, an
offset was applied to a size estimation method if it was found to have a significant
bias. For these models, the errors without bias correction are reported and
denoted by a second dark gray bar.
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particles in the study. None of the CV errors crossed the lower error
threshold indicating, at least initially, that none of the models are likely
overfitting the input data. There were three cases in which the methods
produced lower CV errors than the calculated individual microsphere
RMSE thresholds. Each of these incidents occurred with the 42 µm size
class (with a mean diameter of 41.68 µm) which has a reported standard
deviation of 3.04 µm and for which we calculated a lower threshold of 2.18
µm for the root mean error in size determination. Since the thresholds are
based on normally distributed particle sizes and normally distributed
sample standard deviations, and since the threshold violation was relatively
minor and occurred for the same particle size but for different calibration
methods, it is likely that these apparent violations result not from overfitting
but from something peculiar to the 42 µm particle class in our study that
violates one of our assumptions about the distributions in a minor way.
Often when comparing results for various multivariate data modeling
approaches the analyst faces the task of deciding whether the differences
in performance between methods are significant. Pitman and Fearn
provide an approach for rendering this judgment when the modeling
methods are in the same class (e.g., between different PLS models, or
different NN models, but not between PLS and NN models).27,42,43 We used
Fearn’s approach to determine when unbiased models using the same
calibration method were not significantly different.
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2.4.2.1 Full widths

The simplest size estimation methods discussed

here were those based on a single full width in the intensity profile of a
particle. The first four bars in Figure 2.4 represent results of full width
modeling with bar 1 representing errors based on using the simple FWHM
value, scaled for the optical magnification of the system, to directly
estimate particle size with no adjustable parameters.

Using FWHM

provides a biased estimate of particle size with a positive average error,
and a standard error of just under 7 µm.
The FWHM for this calculation was a single value taken from the
threshold curve of the particle streaks from our instrument. Other single
values from points above the half-max are able to provide more accurate
estimates due to lower average bias. The best single direct estimator was
the full width at 57% max with an error of 5.79 µm (bar 2).
These first two estimators of particle size are not based on
mathematical calibration models. The simplest calibration models based on
full width use an offset to remove offset bias. These very simple univariate
models gave standard errors of 5.81 µm and 5.67 µm when based on
FWHM and full width at 57% max, respectively.

These values are

represented as the 1st and 2nd green bars in the full width section of Figure
2.4.
Linear (bar 3, based on full width at 80% max with two adjustable
parameters) and quadratic (bar 4, based on full width at 83% max with
three adjustable parameters) univariate full width models differ mostly in
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their prediction of small versus large particles. The linear model predicts
the small particles better while the quadratic model predicts larger particles
better and is better able to correct for some apparent curvature of the full
width as a function of particle size.
In conclusion of this section, all univariate models with minor offset
biases, or with biases corrected at any level of calibration, gave standard
errors less than 1/3rd of the standard deviation in the calibrated particle
standard sizes used in this study. As we show below, not all the
multivariate methods perform as well, though some perform significantly
better.
2.4.2.2 Curve matching

The curve matching methods described by

Ju et al for sizing defocused particles were the least effective sizedetermination methods for the data presented in this study. The SDM curve
matching method produced the lowest error among the alternative curve
matching approaches (bar 5; 12.93 µm). While the CDTW curve matching
method produced the best results for the PDIA curves in Reference 13, it
produced an error (bar 7; 15.63 µm) that approaches our upper error
threshold. None of the curve matching approaches we tried were
competitive with the univariate models above. All models showed some
bias, but were still poor when bias was corrected. As described above, the
several differences in the way the curve matching method needed
modification to work with these data likely explain why it fails so
spectacularly in this case.
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2.4.2.3 Multivariate Calibration

The best estimates of particle size in

this study came from multivariate calibration models as expected. The
apparent improvements in RMSECV are 12%, 21%, and 39% for PLS,
NNs, and SVMs, respectively, over the best full width method. Since the
variance of the calibrated particle sizes are a source of uncertainty in the
calibration that is uncorrelated with the model error, we can estimate the
level of model error from the apparent error and the known variance in
particle size. We estimate the model errors for multivariate calibration to be
improved over univariate calibration by 15%, 25%, and 49% for PLS, NNs,
and SVMs, respectively.
The best PLS model used three latent variables and was based on
the particle intensity profile (left-most bar in the PLS group); none of the
preprocessing approaches we tried improved on it, and some had
significant negative effects. The model based on the Fourier transform of
the profile (third bar in the group) was the poorest of the PLS models, and
was significantly different from the other PLS models shown in Figure 2.4.
All other PLS models were not significantly different from the model based
on intensity profiles, although their RMSECVs were slightly higher.
All the methods used here had difficulty modeling the smallest
calibration particles (3.137 µm) compared to other particle sizes. Since the
pixel pitch in our camera in the image plane is conjugate to a 1.86 µm
spacing between object points, it is likely that the spatial resolution of our
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measurements is affecting calibration at least on the small end of our
scale.
Of the multivariate calibration methods, NNs produced the most
models with poor performance. For instance, four of the five NN models
represented in Figure 2.4 were less predictive than the best full width
predictor (quadratic model of optimal full width). However, the NN model
with the best RMSECV was an improvement on the best PLS models. This
model was based on the width of the profile as a function of its normalized
intensity – the inverse of the profile – and gave an RMSECV of only 4.018
µm using 3 hidden layer nodes. One peculiarity of the NN models is that
they tend to have a large difference between the RMSEC and RMSECV as
shown in Figure 2.5 and this model was no exception, with RMSEC of
2.617 µm. Nevertheless, the difference was lower for this model than for
the others shown. For this reason as well as its better RMSECV and the
relatively low number of hidden layer nodes, the threshold curve NN model
is the best among this group.
PLS is more consistent from calibration to CV predictions than NNs
(see Figure 2.5). The squared correlation coefficient between calibration
and CV errors for the same particle is greater than 0.99 for all PLS models.
For NNs, this figure varies from 0.18 to 0.74. This indicates that single
samples have more effect on the final NN than on the final PLS regression
vector. There is a possibility that this behavior is a side effect of the LOOCV methodology used for NN analysis in this study. Some researchers
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Figure 2.5. RMSECV (gray bars) and RMSEC (colored bars) for all
multivariate calibration methods and all five inputs.
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warn against using LOO-CV with NNs arguing that they will not provide
accurate validation results because the models created during CV may
deviate substantially from the global model.31 However, because the
starting architecture and weights for LOO-CV are not random but are
chosen via tuning on a small prediction set, there is a small likelihood that
the network from one left out sample to the next is highly variable or that
each network created during LOO-CV is totally different from the global
model. A check on calibration versus CV values revealed that one sample
was unusually variable from calibration to cross validation, but removing it
did not appreciably affect the RMSECV because of the large number of
samples being tested.
SVM produced, on average, the lowest RMSECVs of all the methods
presented here. Of the 22 methods shown in Figure 2.4, the 3 best models
were all SVM models. This seems to indicate that SVMs are good at
extracting the desired information (i.e. size) from a variety of different input
forms. The most predictive of the SVMs as judged by RMSECV, as well as
the best of all the prediction methods tested was the one built based on the
profile second derivatives (RMSECV = 3.098 µm); models based on
profiles and threshold curves were not significantly different, however. Of
all the SVMs, the second derivative SVM exhibits the largest percent
increase in error and the smallest correlation between calibration and CV
prediction errors (r2 = 0.497). The threshold curve model is not significantly
different according to Fearn’s test,27 but had RMSECV closer to its RMSEC
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and an r2 describing the correlation between calibration and CV errors of
0.874, both desirable statistics that tells us that the individual particles are
not strongly affecting the modeling.
Linear methods assume the data can be decomposed into linearly
additive components, and that the magnitude of a component varies
linearly with the magnitude of a factor. In the problem at hand, there is a
defocus blur convolution that interferes with the size factor. Further, since
the defocus blur interference does not scale linearly with defocus distance,
we anticipated that the calibration problem might be better solved with
methods such as NN and SVM. Figure 2.6 illustrates that PLS is failing to
completely compensate for this expected curvature.

However, the

inherently nonlinear SVM and NN methods we tested were not uniformly
better than PLS. A major reason NNs failed to improve on PLS in these
studies is likely the relative simplicity of the NN architecture that we utilized
in models. SVM methods, on the other hand, were not constrained in their
complexity. Indeed, the performance of our SVM models becomes suspect
because a large portion of our samples (>75%) become support vectors in
all SVM models, which is a possible indication of overfitting. Also, while
SVM is more consistent from calibration to CV than NNs, it is less
consistent than PLS, with squared correlation coefficients (between
calibration and CV errors) ranging between 0.50 to 0.97. Still, the ability to
predict samples not included in the models via cross validation suggests
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Figure 2.6. Residual (a) and regression (b) plots for the best PLS model
based on the intensity profiles. The curvature to each suggests that there is
some nonlinearity that is not accounted for by the PLS model.
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that despite these apparent defects, the SVM method is not necessarily
overfitting our data.
The RMSECV is an acceptable measure of how well a model will
predict future samples,44 but may not fully explain how well the models can
interpolate because the samples left out are all the same reference size as
24 of the samples used in the model. If the predictions on the left out
samples are very poor, one could safely conclude that the model is also
likely to be a poor predictor. The converse is not necessarily true: good CV
predictions do not necessarily indicate good interpolation ability. We
examined the ability of the SVMs to interpolate by leaving the entire 6 µm
size class out of the calibration and using it as an external prediction set.
This particular size class was chosen because, when left out, it does not
leave a large gap in between the two size classes on either side of it.
Leaving a large gap in reference values is likely to increase the leverage of
the isolated reference sizes and result in a model with little resemblance to
the original. As previously indicated, in early stages of this study we found
that “orphan” sizes often produced suspiciously low errors. The 6 µm group
poses the smallest threat to the overall model integrity, while still allowing
us to investigate SVM interpolation ability. It is to be expected that a
calibration model would become slightly less predictive with the absence of
an entire size class. However, the prediction error of the left out size class
should not be much different than the CV error of this size class in the
original model. If the two figures of merit differ greatly, it would indicate that
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the original model is not as predictive as the RMSEC and RMSECV of the
original model advertise, and is likely overfitting the data.
We see a 3 to 5 µm increase in the RMSECV/RMSEP of the 6 µm
particles with the Fourier transform models, effectively doubling the error
level. This behavior suggests that neither will interpolate well in future
cases. The intensity profile and threshold curve SVM methods perform
better, with errors actually decreasing somewhat for all other particle sizes
and with an RMSEP for the 6 µm particles that was less than 20% larger
than the RMSECV when 6 µm particles were included in the models.
Second derivative models were not quite as good, with the RMSEP for 6
µm particles being 21% higher than the RMSECV. This increase was also
accompanied by an 18% increase in the 3 µm particles. Because the
relationships between profiles and diameters do not appear purely linear,
some increase in error is expected when a gap is left between particle
sizes. However, these increases fall within about 2 standard deviations of
the RMSEP based on the use of Equation 2.4 for RMSEP as given by
References 37 and 44 leading to the conclusion that the interpolation ability
of the intensity profile, threshold curve, and profile second derivative SVMs
are acceptable and that these models are not likely overfitting the data.

2.5 CONCLUSIONS
There are two competing factors in selecting a method for estimating
particle sizes. The greatest emphasis is of course on accuracy; complexity
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is a competing factor. Generally we find that curve matching on these data
gives poor results, and is the most complex of the methods tested in terms
of both computation and experimental requirements. The need to record a
range of calibration particles at a range of focal positions is undesirable
and not feasible without changing the sample holder and optical system.
In-house programming of curve matching is also not trivial. On the basis of
complexity and poor performance, curve matching is not competitive with
the other methods tested here.
Full width methods were less accurate than some other methods but
were extremely simple to get working. PLS was somewhat (about 10%)
more accurate than the best full width methods. Among calibration
methods it had the best internal statistics (comparing calibration and cross
validation prediction errors for particles) and worked well when applied
directly to particle profiles, but it requires some skill in chemometric
analysis to implement with completely in-house software. Overall, the
benefits of PLS over the full width methods are debatable.
NN methods are more complex than PLS, more difficult to program
internally, and performed relatively poorly when comparing RMSEC to
RMSECV for standard particles. A method was found that improved on
PLS by an additional ~10%, however.
SVM methods provided the absolute best RMSECV models (3.1
µm); they were significant improvements over NN methods in every way
except perhaps being even more complex to incorporate in an in-house
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program. Their improvement over the best full width methods is about 39%,
or even better (49%) when one considered the theoretical floor to the
quality of a calibration of around 2 µm.
The SVM model based on threshold curves shows the fewest signs
of overfitting among all NN and SVM approaches. It exhibits only a 30%
increase between calibration and CV error, which is below the average for
all 15 multivariate models. It also shows above average correlation
between calibration and CV prediction errors (r2=0.87). In the test for
interpolation ability, it exhibited only a 14% increase in error for the 6 µm
references. The computation of the thresholds and the implementation in
calibration is also less complex than the profile second derivatives. For
these reasons, the SVM model based on the threshold curves was chosen
as the most appropriate model to implement in size prediction of future
samples.
All models reported here were based on studies of calibrated
spheres. Calibrated spheres are the simplest size calibration standards to
find for many purposes, but many samples to which models might be
applied are not necessarily spherical. We have not addressed the
performance of any of these models on non-spherical particles, in part
because good standards are hard to come by. Nevertheless, application to
non-standard particles of different shapes seem to suggest that the
modeling methods are not all equal in their ability to give reasonable
results for oddly shaped particles. Generally, one would expect the
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simplest methods to be the most bulletproof, while the nonlinear methods
might give spurious results.
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CHAPTER 3
PHYTOPLANKTON ABUNDANCE AND SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS MEASURED
BY THE SSIMOC PHOTOMETER AT THE MARTHA’S VINEYARD COASTAL
OBSERVATORY
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The SSIMOC photometer1,2 is designed to use multivariate optical
computing (MOC)3-5 to power the spectroscopic measurement. It measures the
chlorophyll a fluorescence response of individual phytoplankton cells after
exciting them with a broadband light source that is modulated by a spinning filter
wheel.6 While the spinning filter wheel can hold conventional band pass, long
pass, or short pass filters, MOC normally uses optical filters whose spectra are
optimized for a multivariate analysis.4,5,7,8 The design and fabrication of these
filters has been described previously6,7 and validation of the SSIMOC
photometer’s taxonomic classification ability for two laboratory cultures has been
published elsewhere.9
Our near-term goal is to show that SSIMOC provides data suitable for
analysis of taxonomic composition of phytoplankton that are difficult to classify
through single-band fluorescence or through morphological analysis. As a
preliminary step, this report shows its ability to detect phytoplankton in the natural
environment, shows how efficient it is at that task, shows what volume of water is
being sampled under typical operating conditions, and confirms its analysis of
phytoplankton size based on its characteristic streak images.
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The results reported here have been drawn from preliminary field tests of
the SSIMOC photometer using natural phytoplankton communities collected at
the Martha’s Vineyard Coastal Observatory (MVCO). We focus exclusively on
validation of phytoplankton abundance and cell size measured by the SSIMOC
photometer as compared to spatially and temporally concurrent measurements
made by the FlowCytobot (FCB), an automated submersible flow cytometer that
continuously

monitors

pico-

and

nanophytoplankton

at

the

MVCO

(http://www.whoi.edu/mvco)10,11.
The reference FCB is state of the art for flow-cytometric-style
phytoplankton analyses and has been recording continuously since 2003.10 It
monitors laser light scattering at an excitation wavelength of 532 nm as well as
fluorescence at two wavelengths to provide estimates of cell abundance,
chlorophyll a fluorescence, and phycoerythrin (PE) fluorescence for each particle,
as well as light-scattering-based single-cell size estimates for phytoplankton in
the approximate size range of 1 to 10 micrometers. It can also readily distinguish
phytoplankton that have PE fluorescence from those that have only chlorophyll
fluorescence.
In its expected operation, the SSIMOC photometer will be a full-spectrum
measurement tool; it uses a broad spectrum lamp and filters to excite
phytoplankton over a wide spectral window, but with a spectral distribution
designed to distinguish classes from one another based on multivariate optical
computing. To enable a comparison to the monochromatic laser-excited FCB in
this study, SSIMOC required minor modification.
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Our experiments were done with all MOC elements and other optical filters
removed from the filter wheel. A single band pass excitation filter centered at 532
nm was used to excite chlorophyll a fluorescence to mimic the excitation of FCB
(Olson et al. 2003) so that fluorescence signals detected were thus proportional
between the two instruments. The sensitivity of the SSIMOC instrument is
compromised by restricting the excitation wavelength band, but remains
adequate for the purposes of this report. We present relationships between
SSIMOC photometer and FCB measurements of fluorescence intensity,
phytoplankton detection efficiency, the phytoplankton cell abundance, detection
rate (cells detected per minute), sampling rate (mL sampled per minute), and
phytoplankton cell size distributions.

3.2 MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES
3.2.1 Instrumentation

For detailed specifications and a description of the

SSIMOC photometer optical set-up see Swanstrom et al.6 For this study, the
SSIMOC photometer was modified as follows to enable comparisons to data
generated by the FCB: All MOEs and other optical filters were removed from the
filter wheel, including the reference position, and a single 532 nm band pass filter
(532 ± 5 nm, Omega Optical) was placed in the excitation path. The filter wheel
was rotated at a frequency of 13.3 Hz (about 800 rpm) and seawater (collected
by Niskin bottles at the depth of the FCB intake) was pulled through the SSIMOC
photometer using a micro-gear pump (HNP Mikrosysteme GmbH mzr-2942).
Discrete seawater samples were collected for SSIMOC analysis on 10 July 2012
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at four intervals between the hours of 12:30 pm and 3:20 pm. The flow rate for all
seawater samples was set so that the transit time of a single phytoplankter
across the entire field of view in the center of the flow cell was approximately 125
milliseconds. The nominal volume imaged was 0.053 mm3, and assuming a
parabolic flow rate profile we obtained a sample volume of 2.8 x 10-4 mL for each
1-second image. These settings allow for more than one cell to be detected in a
single image, which increases SSIMOC sampling statistics.
SSIMOC photometer data were collected in sets of 16-bit image frames.
Six datasets were acquired containing a total of 2001 image frames. Files
containing background images, flat field images, and dark current images were
also acquired for correction of the datasets as described in Swanstrom et al.6
Details of the FCB design and operation can be found in Olson et al.10 The
FCB is deployed at a depth of 4m on the offshore tower (41° 19.500' N, 70° 34.0'
W) at the MVCO and the instrument samples water every 20 minutes. For these
experiments, the SSIMOC photometer was assembled on board the R/V Tioga,
and the ship was positioned as close as possible to the MVCO tower. FCB data
were processed to one hour resolution during the time samples were collected
for SSIMOC analysis. The FCB data collected during sampling period of the
SSIMOC were used for the comparisons made in this study. In order to account
for differences in sampling frequency between the SSIMOC photometer and
FCB, the resulting cell counts were normalized to sampling volume (mL).
3.2.2 Data Analysis

We

modified

the

Pearl

et

al.

algorithm9

to

accommodate the wider variety of shapes, morphologies and fluorescence
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intensities of phytoplankton found in field samples. All algorithms in the modified
version of the software, Streak Integrator for Multivariate Optical Computing
(SIMOC) 2.0, were written in the MatLab® 7.13 (Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA)
programming environment. Descriptions of these modifications can be found in
Appendix C.
Under normal conditions the SSIMOC photometer detects cells flowing
through the field of view as the excitation intensity and spectrum are both
modulated by a rotating filter wheel (Figure 3.1). For these studies, a single 532
nm bandpass was placed in the optical path and all filters were removed from the
wheel so it acted only as an intensity modulator. The set of modulated
fluorescence signals given by a single phytoplankter in an image is referred to
here as a “track” and each individual signal in a track as a “streak”. After
detection of the tracks and streaks within an image (see Appendix C), cell size is
estimated from the width of its streaks using the approach of Tazik et al.12 to
determine the size of individual cells independently of their focus.
A combination of three calibration models was used to determine cell size:
a single variable linear model based on the track full width (FW model), and the
Partial Least Squares (PLS) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) models based
on the threshold curves for calibration particles as described in Tazik et al.
2015.12 The application to field samples differed from Tazik et al.12 as follows.
First, a multivariate Mahalanobis distance (MD)13 for each particle threshold
curve from the average of the calibration set was calculated. When this value
was greater than or any threshold curve in the original calibration data set, only
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Figure 3.1. Image obtained from the SSIMOC photometer at MVCO. Cells are
imaged in-flow as they are modulated by an empty filter wheel. The entire set of
modulated fluorescence given by a single cell is called a “track” and the
individual signal is called a “streak”. Threshold curves for size analysis are
calculated as the width (double-sided arrow) of a single streak as a function of its
normalized intensity
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the simplest FW model method was used to estimate size. Otherwise, size was
estimated as a weighted average of all three of the model estimates. Weighting
was based on the reciprocal of the model RMSECV, except the weighting was
zero if the model estimate was an outlier, defined as more than 1.5 times the
model RMSECV beyond the average of the three estimates. This method
provides a single “size” value for each particle, which might show a lot of
variability for non-spherical particles depending on their orientation in the flow
cell.

3.3 RELATING SSIMOC AND FLOWCYTOBOT MEASUREMENTS
We assume that FCB detects all phytoplankton cells in a given
measurement volume with any appreciable fluorescence and therefore can be
considered a near perfect standard for assessments of cell density, 532-nmexcited chlorophyll a fluorescence and detection efficiency of SSIMOC.
While the sampling volume of FCB is known exactly, only an estimate
proportional to the sampling volume is available for the SSIMOC photometer
because it is an open, continuous flow system. The estimated sample volume of
the SSIMOC obtained by calculating the product of the optical sample crosssectional area with the estimated flow rate at the point of measurement of the
photometer, and it requires a correction factor to make its cell counts per unit
volume equal to those of the FCB. The correction factor we use, C, is the ratio of
the true sample volume to the nominal sample volume calculated as described in
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the Materials and Procedures section of this manuscript. Ideally, C will be close
to unity if we have estimated the sampling volume well.
The SSIMOC photometer and FCB also have different fluorescence
detection systems. The FCB uses a photomultiplier tube (PMT) that is optically
filtered to accept red fluorescence (660 - 700 nm) for detection of chlorophyll a
fluorescence and converts the signal to a voltage with a custom preamplifier
(Olson et al. 2003). The SSIMOC photometer uses a CCD, which measures
chlorophyll a fluorescence in photon counts over a similar but slightly broader
emission wavelength band (660-730 nm). Additionally, the FCB fluorescence
signals are integrated over the time a cell traverses the Gaussian intensity profile
of the focused laser beam, which is different from the SSIMOC photon counts
arising from an evenly illuminated cell. The two instruments also employ different
excitation energies and exposure times. Regardless of these differences, if the
two instruments were hypothetically to each measure phytoplankton cells that
were identical in every way, the number of photons detected by the CCD of the
SSIMOC photometer would be directly proportional to the signal that would be
recorded by FCB in millivolts except for contributions from noise or baseline
offsets. The constant of proportionality, m, that relates the signal recorded by
SSIMOC in photon counts and the signal recorded by FCB in mV is treated here
as an unknown that is determined from experimental data.
The SSIMOC photometer detects the presence of a phytoplankter using
only its chlorophyll a fluorescence signal. Fluorescence can be weak for some
particles and can be lost in background “noise” comparatively easily for small or
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weakly fluorescent organisms. To account for the SSIMOC photometer’s loss of
efficiency at low fluorescence intensities, we assumed a model for the efficiency
of the instrument as follows. First, above some critical fluorescence intensity
level, Icrit, the SSIMOC measurement of fluorescence becomes a reliable trigger
for the presence of a phytoplankter. This critical level is set by the lowest
fluorescence intensity at which the fluorescence can still be distinguished from
background noise when the cell is as out-of-focus as possible. In our model of
the response of the instrument, the SSIMOC photometer can only detect
phytoplankton with fluorescence intensities below Icrit when they are in better
focus and their fluorescence is less diffuse. There is also a lower limit of
fluorescence intensity below which the SSIMOC photometer cannot detect even
a perfectly in-focus phytoplankter by fluorescence alone. The variation of
SSIMOC’s detection efficiency with fluorescence intensity is described by the
function ηd(Ι).
To interpret the SSIMOC photometer 532-nm data with respect to the FCB
using our model of the instrument response, we need estimates of the three
parameters, C, m, and Icrit. Assuming we knew enough about the optics and fluid
dynamics of the system, it would be theoretically possible to calculate these
parameters. We do not know enough quantitative detail about the two systems to
feel comfortable with the pure theoretical approach, so instead we have
developed an approach to extract these parameters from comparison field data.
The approach we use is based on the following assertion: Over the intensity
regime at which the SSIMOC photometer gives 100% detection efficiency with
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respect to FCB, the two instruments’ fluorescence intensity distributions for 532nm excitation should be identical after correction for fluorescence intensity and
sampling volume using the parameters m and C. Thus, m and C can be
determined by matching the cell densities of the two intensity distributions to one
another as closely as possible over as wide a range of the highest fluorescence
intensities as possible. Once this is done, the parameter Icrit can be determined
from where the two distributions diverge and ηd(Ι) can be defined along the entire
range of intensities.
For both the FCB and SSIMOC measurements we can imagine a
functional relationship between the number of cells in a given water volume that
exhibit a specific level of fluorescence intensity as a function of the fluorescence
intensity. If both instruments were able to detect all phytoplankton with
chlorophyll fluorescence, these the two functions just described would differ from
one another because the water volume sampled by the SSIMOC may differ from
the estimated sample volume by a factor (which we will call C), and the
fluorescence intensities will be on different scales of mV for FCB and photo
counts for SSIMOC. The fluorescence intensities can be related by a conversion
factor (which we will call m). With these assumptions, the supplemental
information section provides a derivation for the FCB particle density as a
function of fluorescence intensity in terms of the SSIMOC-measured quantities
(Equation 3.1).

f

Eq. 3.1
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Here, ISSIMOC is the fluorescence intensity measured by the SSIMOC
photometer in photon counts and is equal to the fluorescence intensity measured
by FCB, IFCB, in mV multiplied by m. The apparent cell concentration measured
by SSIMOC, ρapp, is related to the cell density given by FCB, ρFCB, by the term
C*ηd(Ι)-1 where C is the SSIMOC volume correction factor and ηd(Ι) is the
SSIMOC detection efficiency with respect to FCB as a function of fluorescence
intensity.

3.4 DETERMINATION OF CRITICAL PARAMETERS
To simplify the task of determining the critical parameters, it is convenient
to form histograms of the distributions for both instruments based on the
logarithm of the cell fluorescence intensities and cell concentrations. In this case,
the distributions in terms of log fluorescence intensity for the two methods show
horizontal and vertical displacements from one another than can be used to
determine the unknown factors in Equation 3.1 (Equation 3.2).
Eq. 3.2

! log !!!"#$% −    log ! =    log !!"" +    log !

!
! (!"# !)

This simplifies for the portion of the distribution that has the highest
fluorescence intensities because SSIMOC can be assumed to detect all
phytoplankton with high fluorescence intensities in the sample volume (a
detection efficiency of unity for high intensities). Thus for the highest intensity
cells, we expect the log-log histograms of the two instruments to align within
experimental uncertainty with a simple horizontal and vertical displacement.
Once these corrections are implemented, Icrit will be the lowest intensity in the
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distribution at which ρSSIMOC equals ρFCB and the function ηd(Ι) will describe the
ratio of SSIMOC’s detected particle density to that of FCB for intensities below
Icrit. The obvious weakness of this method is that if the high-intensity edge of the
distribution happens to be linear in log-log space, there would be a range of
possible values of m and C that could form equally likely solutions. Fortunately
neither a log-normal distribution nor a normal distribution are linear in log-log
space.
To validate the method described above for determining the critical
parameters relating SSIMOC and FCB measurements, the data were split into
two sets: calibration and validation. The calibration set was used to derive the
critical parameters mcal, Ccal, and Icrit,cal by comparison to FCB data and consisted
of SSIMOC data collected of the first two aliquots of seawater acquired (10 July
2012; 12:35pm and 12:55pm). The validation set was used to test the strength of
the calibrated parameters and consisted of SSIMOC data collected of the second
two aliquots of seawater acquired (10 July 2012; 2:30pm and 3:20pm). The FCB
data used for calibration and validation were the FCB sample bins (20 min
sampling duration) collected at the times matching most closely to the times of
SSIMOC sampling.
Neither of the two instrument’s calibration distributions appears to be
linear in log-log space suggesting that only one relatively unique solution for mcal
and Ccal exists (Figure 3.2a). To determine the horizontal and vertical
displacements that give optimal agreement of cell density, the two calibration
intensity distributions found in Figure 3.2a were shifted incrementally. The FCB
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Figure 3.2. Calibration histograms of cell concentration per unit fluorescence
intensity versus chlorophyll a fluorescence intensity for FCB and the SSIMOC
photometer. Both axes are plotted on a log scale. Each sample bin represents
0.1 log fluorescence units. (a) FCB intensities are in mV and the SSIMOC
photometer intensities are in photon counts. (b) FCB intensities have been
converted to photon counts with the mV-to-photon count conversion, mcal = 1.0
x105 photon counts mV-1 and the SSIMOC photometer cell densities have been
corrected with the volume adjustment parameter, Ccal = 0.513.
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intensity distribution was shifted by 0 to 8.3 log units in increments of 0.1 log
units along the intensity axis to cover the entire range of possible overlapping
positions. For every incremental displacement of the FCB distribution, the
SSIMOC distribution was shifted upwards by 0 to 2 log units along the cell
density axis in increments of 0.005 log units. This range of vertical displacements
is equivalent to lowering the estimated SSIMOC photometer sampling volume by
0% (for a displacement of 0 units) up to 99% (for an positive displacement of 2
log units).
At each combination of horizontal and vertical shifts, the level of
agreement between cell densities of the intensity-corrected FCB distribution and
volume-corrected SSIMOC distribution and the range of intensities over which
statistical agreement was achieved were evaluated. Only intensities at and below
2.0 x 105 photon counts (5.3 log photon counts) were considered in the
evaluation because the raw cell count for the SSIMOC photometer at intensities
greater than this were not significantly different from zero. The SSIMOC and FCB
cell densities at a given intensity level were considered to be in agreement if the
corrected cell densities given by the SSIMOC photometer and FCB were within
two standard deviations of one another.
The standard deviation in the FCB cell densities and SSIMOC corrected
cell densities, σρ, at each intensity level of the intensity distribution was
calculated according to Equation 3.3, where c is the total number of cells counted
at intensity I and the standard deviation in c is the square root of c(I) . The
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contribution of the uncertainty in the volume component was considered
negligible compared with the uncertainty in the cell count.
!! ! =   

Eq. 3.3

!!!"#$% (!)
!(!)

The optimum displacement of the calibration cell density distributions for
FCB and SSIMOC occurred for a horizontal displacement of +5.0 log units of the
FCB distribution and a vertical displacement of +0.29 log units (Fig. 2b) of the
SSIMOC distribution. The horizontal displacement corresponds to a mV-tophoton conversion, mcal, of 1.0 x 105 photon counts mV-1 according to Equation
3.2. The vertical displacement corresponds to a volume correction factor, Ccal, of
0.513, so that our original estimate of the volume being sampled is found to be a
95% overestimate, likely due to viscous flow effects and irregularity of the flow
cell dimensions. From the range of greatest correspondence between the two
measurements we also obtained the critical level of intensity, Icrit,cal , below which
the SSIMOC photometer could not detect phytoplankton cells with unit efficiency.
Icrit,cal was found to be just above 1.0 x 104 photon counts.
The calibration parameters, mcal and Ccal, were then applied to the
validation data. The validation cell densities, ρSSIMOC and ρFCB, after correction by
mcal and Ccal appear to match nearly as well as the calibration cell densities
(Figure 3.3). From a plot of the corrected validation cell densities above Icrit =1.0 x
104 up to 2.0 x 105 photon counts, we find that the relationship between ρSSIMOC
and ρFCB is linear with a slope of close to one (1.12 ± 0.79). This trend suggests
that the calibration procedure is acceptable. If the method we used for defining
the FCB/SSIMOC relationship were poor, the relationship between FCB and
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Figure 3.3. Validation histogram of cell concentration per unit fluorescence
intensity versus chlorophyll a fluorescence intensity for FCB and the SSIMOC
photometer. Both axes are plotted on a log scale. Each sample bin represents
0.1 log fluorescence units. (b) FCB intensities have been converted to photon
counts with the calibration mV-to-photon count conversion, mcal = 1.0 x 105
photon counts mV-1 and the SSIMOC photometer cell densities have been
corrected with the calibration volume adjustment parameter, Ccal = 0.51.
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SSIMOC cell densities in the validation data would not follow any discernable
trend. Any slight differences between the two cell densities are most likely a
result of the limited size of the datasets. Since the validation results indicate that
our method for defining the relationship between FCB and SSIMOC
measurements is suitable, we can pool the calibration and validation datasets to
derive a more accurate set of critical parameters.
After pooling the calibration and validation datasets and we find that the
mV-to-photon count conversion factor does not change from the original
calibration parameter (m = 1.0 x 105). The updated volume correction parameter,
C, is 0.511, which is within the 95% confidence interval for the original calibration
value. The critical fluorescence intensity parameter, Icrit, does not change
significantly either.
The efficiency of detection as a function of chlorophyll a fluorescence
intensity, ηd(Ι), was calculated at all levels of intensity between 5.0 x 103 and 2.0
x 105 photon counts by taking the ratio of the corrected cell density from SSIMOC
photometer measurements to the cell density from FCB measurements. The
upper intensity limit on the efficiency analysis was implemented because there
were not enough cells counted above this intensity level to make a meaningful
comparison. The standard deviations in the efficiency values, σηd(Ι), was
calculated according to Equation 3.4 and account for the uncertainties in both the
SSIMOC cell counts (cSSIMOC) and FCB cell counts (cFCB) As before, uncertainties
in the volume components were neglected.
Eq. 3.4

!!! (!) =
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The

SSIMOC

detection

efficiency,

ηd(Ι),

appears

to

decrease

monotonically below Icrit (Figure 3.4a; red box) as expected. An expanded view of
the boxed area in Figure 3.4a shows that ηd(Ι) falls toward zero fairly sharply
below Icrit, with a lower threshold likely just below 5000 photon counts (Figure
4b). This means that the SSIMOC photometer is unable to detect phytoplankton
cells whose fluorescence intensity is less than about 4600 ± 50 photon counts
regardless of how well focused they are. A weighted exponential fit (Equation
3.5) to the first points in the efficiency curve as a function of fluorescence
intensity establishes Icrit and the lower bound of intensity for detection (Figure
4b). The ηd,0 coefficient was held at unity since this is the largest value of ηd(Ι)
expected. The exponential fit was chosen as the simplest function that fits the
data well, and not for any theoretical reason.
Eq. 3.5

!! ! = !!,! − !!,!   ×  exp

   ! !! !!
!

3.5 CELL SIZE
The method for estimating cell size in the SSIMOC photometer described
above is modified from the method of Tazik et al.12 and relies on integrating the
results from three different sizing methods with varying complexity. This method
has the advantage of utilizing the exceptional accuracy of machine learning
calibration techniques while also maintaining the reliability provided by more
conservative calibration methods in situations where the complex models are
tend to fall apart. The resulting size estimation error when applying this mixture
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Figure 3.4. (a) SSIMOC photometer detection efficiency as a function of
chlorophyll a fluorescence intensity, ηd(Ι). The error bars represent one standard
deviation calculated according to Equation 3.4. The boxed area represents the
points below Icrit (b) Expanded view of the points below Icrit. The red dashed line
shows a weighted exponential fit to the first four points. The coefficient ηd,0 is
held at one since this is the largest efficiency expected. The normalized χ2 for the
fit is 2.02.
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of calibration models to the original calibration particles was found to be ± 3.24
µm.
The most meaningful comparison of size measurements made by the
SSIMOC photometer and FCB are those made on the same sub-population of
phytoplankton (i.e., in the same fluorescence intensity range). Of the total
number of cells counted by SSIMOC, only 18% with intensity greater than Icrit and
16% overall were assigned an estimate of size. This is due to aspects of the
images, particularly of weakly fluorescing or out-of-focus cells, that complicate
the ability of SIMOC 2.0 to size a streak (see Appendix B). We found that the
efficiency of sizing a phytoplankter in the SSIMOC photometer was dependent on
its fluorescence intensity. To obtain a community distribution of sizes correctly,
the SSIMOC cell count at each size unit and at each intensity level, c(s,I), was
adjusted based on the efficiency of sizing, ηs(Ι), at each intensity level. Figure 3.5
shows that the number of cells sized by the SIMOC 2.0 software with respect to
the total number counted, ηs(Ι), follows a similar pattern to the efficiency of
detection shown earlier in Figure 4. While the average ηs(Ι) is 18% between 1.0 x
104 and 2.0 x 105 photon counts and 16% over the full range of intensities above
5000 photon counts, the value is lower for weakly fluorescing phytoplankton and
higher for those that fluoresce more intensely. Again, a simple exponential curve
fits this distribution reasonably well (see Equation 3.5) starting with ηs(I) =0 at
zero intensity, with a plateau ηs,0 = 0.28 ± 0.04 and τ = (18 ± 5) x 103 as shown in
Figure 3.5. As for any exponential, the calculated threshold where ηs(Ι) goes from
below average to above average efficiency occurs around τ photon counts, such
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Figure 3.5. SSIMOC photometer sizing efficiency, the number of cells sized with
respect the number counted, as a function of intensity. The error bars represent
one standard deviation and the red dashed line shows the weighted exponential
fit to the points with coefficients ηs,0 = 0.28 ± 0.04 and τ = 18 (± 5) x 104. The
coefficient I0 is forced through zero. The normalized χ2 for the fit is 0.57.
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that the sizing algorithm is biased towards organisms with brighter fluorescence.
The distribution of SSIMOC-measured diameters at each intensity level, I, was
multiplied by ηs(Ι)-1 to give a better approximation of the true cell count for each
size unit, cSSIMOC(s).
Eq. 3.6

!!!"#$% ! =

!!"" !,!
!! !

Adjusting c(s,I) by the sizing efficiency at each intensity level accounts for
some of the intensity bias in the sizing process but assumes that any intensity
bias in sizing is independent of the cell size itself. The original and adjusted size
distributions (cell density versus measured diameter in µm) for the SSIMOC
photometer are displayed alongside the FCB size distribution in Figure 3.6.
The limitation of the SSIMOC photometer in its current configuration in
detecting the smallest phytoplankton is also related to physical limitations of the
instrument. First, the SSIMOC flow chamber has a relatively long pathlength that
does not limit the flow path of a cell to an in-focus position. The tolerance for
detecting out-of-focus cells decreases as the cell size decreases, which limits the
detection efficiency for small cells and creates a bias towards larger cells. The
SSIMOC photometer is also limited by the optical magnification, which gives an
approximate pixel pitch of 2.01 µm/pixel in the focal plane. The smallest
measureable size for a particle spanning two pixels in this system has been
shown to be approximately 1 µm.
Size measurements from the two instruments are obtained in substantially
different ways and are interpreted differently as well. First, the FCB reports an
equivalent spherical diameter (ESD), which is determined via side scattering. For
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Figure 3.6. Histograms of cell concentration (cells/mL) per µm versus estimated
size for the SSIMOC photometer and FCB for chlorophyll fluorescence intensities
between 1.0 x 104 and 8.0 x 105 photon counts. Both are measurements of cell
diameter in µm. The black bars indicate the sizing efficiency corrected SSIMOC
cell density.
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non-spherical cells measured by the FCB, the measurement does not give
multiple size dimensions. Meanwhile, the SSIMOC photometer can only measure
the cell axis that is oriented perpendicular to the direction of flow, because the
cell axis that is oriented parallel to the flow direction is obscured by the
combination of motion and focus-related blur. It is unknown whether the
measured axis is a major or minor axis of the cell, or the diameter of a spherical
cell. As a result, for non-spherical cells, the apparent diameter given by the
SSIMOC photometer may range both larger and smaller than the FCB ESD.
Next, the SSIMOC photometer bases its measurement of cell diameter on
chlorophyll a fluorescence only. Therefore, the estimated size is a function of the
number, size, and distribution of chloroplasts within the cell (and to a lesser
degree, the focus of the cell) and not necessarily the full size of the cell itself.
These characteristics can differ from cell-to-cell and species-to-species,14
resulting in an inconsistent measure of size by SSIMOC. The FCB’s scatteringbased measurement of size is a more consistent measurement that is
representative of the total cell size, not just the fluorescent parts. Since the
diameters measured by the SSIMOC photometer represent the size and
distribution of chloroplasts, in some cases the apparent diameter SSIMOC
reports may be smaller relative to both the FCB estimation and the total cell size.
This will manifest as an apparent shift of the SSIMOC photometer size
distribution to smaller diameters. In Figure 3.6, we show an apparent shift of the
SSIMOC photometer size distribution towards larger diameters, which may be
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related to a tendency of the size calibration models to slightly over-predict the
size of particles with < 20 µm diameters.12

3.6 DISCUSSION
Our goal in comparing the SSIMOC photometer to the FCB was to assess
the SSIMOC photometer’s performance in detecting and characterizing single
cells of phytoplankton in situ based on their chlorophyll a fluorescence. In this
comparison, we have treated the FCB as a gold standard reference for the
SSIMOC analysis because the detection of cells and measurement of 532-nmexcited fluorescence are optimized in the FCB. The SSIMOC photometer was
modified to measure 532-nm-excited chlorophyll a fluorescence for this study to
provide the comparison data. However, in its normal operating mode, the
SSIMOC photometer is optimized for measuring chlorophyll a fluorescence via
multi-wavelength excitation. This and other aspects of the SSIMOC operation
have not been compared because the FCB does not provide sufficient data for
the comparison.
Comparisons to the FCB show that the SSIMOC photometer does not
detect weakly fluorescent phytoplankton very well, which is not surprising since
detection is triggered solely by fluorescence. By comparison, the FCB detects
much more weakly fluorescing cells. Because of these differences, at present the
SSIMOC photometer sees a subset of the red-fluorescing cells detected by the
FCB that have sufficient emission intensity to trigger an analysis. As a result of
this

limitation,

the

SSIMOC

cannot
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picophytoplankton community with fluorescence alone without an additional
measurement of light scattering. The two instruments do measure a common
portion

of

the

phytoplankton

community

that

appears

to

be

in

the

nanophytoplankton (2-20 µm) size range.
Both instruments characterize the phytoplankton community based on
single cell measurements and, to differing degrees, both classify these single
cells but the specific purposes and modes of operation differ between the two.
FCB measures red and orange fluorescence and light scattering with 532-nm
excitation. Based on these measurements, the FCB-detected cells are placed
into one of three categories: Synechococcus, cryptophytes, or other eukaryotic
phytoplankton; the eukaryotic plankton are subdivided by size as pico- or nanoeukaryotes. The distinction between these groups in part relies on the presence
of phycoerythrin (PE) as determined by the orange fluorescence level and/or the
cell size determined via scattering. The FCB distinguishes between non-PE
containing organisms based on the combination of scattering and chlorophyll a
fluorescence.
The target application of the SSIMOC photometer is to distinguish
phytoplankton for those organisms whose primary fluorescence is from
chlorophyll a. SSIMOC achieves these classifications using MOC technology,
which can provide full spectral information with a single measurement. We have
established that this method is capable differentiating between PE and non-PE
containing phytoplankton as well as between those phytoplankton that do not
contain PE based on their spectroscopic characteristics.9 With this report, we
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establish that the SSIMOC photometer is capable of measuring naturally
occurring phytoplankton and provide a preliminary evaluation of its classification
abilities. In a the next two chapters we will assess the capabilities of the SSIMOC
photometer for taxonomic classification of both cultured phytoplankton and
unknown samples collected in situ based on their spectral fluorescence
properties.

3.7 CONCLUSIONS
The MVCO field-testing was conducted during the active development of
the SSIMOC photometer. Accordingly, the series of field-tests were viewed as
opportunities for pinpointing areas that require improvement and adjustment as
well as identifying measurements where the two systems could be made to
provide data for comparison purposes. The 532-nm excitation filter used in this
study was added to the SSIMOC photometer to enable the specific comparison
of fluorescence intensities shown here. Among other attributes of the SSIMOC
photometer, this illustrates the versatility of the instrument, since it can be
adapted to different excitation and emission bands easily, and even to various
combinations of excitation and emission bands for complex single-cell
measurements.
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CHAPTER 4
CLASSIFICATION OF CULTURED PHYTOPLANKTON WITH THE SSIMOC
PHOTOMETER
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The performance of the Shipboard Streak Imaging Multivariate Optical
Computing (SSIMOC) photometer for the detection and size characterization of
naturally occurring phytoplankton were evaluated in the previous chapter through
comparisons to data provided by FlowCytobot.1 In that study, the SSIMOC
photometer was modified from its normal operating mode to measure the
chlorophyll a fluorescence of cells excited with a single bandpass of light, 532±5
nm. This was done so that SSIMOC intensity measurements and estimations of
size could be directly compared with FCB.
In normal operating mode, the SSIMOC photometer utilizes optical filters
whose spectra have been optimized for multivariate analysis using multivariate
optical computing (MOC)2-4, With MOC, the fluorescence excitation spectra5,6 of
the phytoplankton species of interest are incorporated into the optical filters or
multivariate optical elements (MOE)7. The MOEs housed in the SSIMOC
photometer’s spinning filter wheel filter the broad band excitation light so that
single cells of phytoplankton produce a level of chlorophyll a fluorescence that is
unique to their class. The design and fabrication of these MOEs and their ability
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to differentiate two cultured species of phytoplankton have been described
previously.7-9
In the applications thus far only a few species of phytoplankton have been
incorporated in the MOE design process. For example, the set of MOEs
described in Swanstrom et al.7 were designed with and for the separation of
three species, Emilinia huxleyi, Thalassiosira pseudonana, and Synechococcus
sp. However, we know that there are many more than three species that exist in
the ocean. For this reason it is necessary to characterize the capabilities of the
MOEs for the classification of species that have not been included in the design.
In the present study, the abilities of the SSIMOC photometer in classifying
cultured phytoplankton is characterized and the development of a model for
classification of unknowns is described. Ultimately, the goal is to develop a
classification model by which field samples can be identified regardless of the
species included in the MOE design or whether the SSIMOC photometer has
ever seen any of the unknowns. The first step towards developing such a model
is to understand the classes or groupings of species the SSIMOC is or is not
capable of differentiating. It is also useful to understand the underlying spectral
and/or pigmentation justifications for these groupings so that when assigning
identities to unknown field samples there are specific pigment (or spectral)
descriptors associated with the classification even if a specific species or
taxonomic identification is not available.
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4.2 EXPERMIMENTAL
4.2.1 Design and fabrication of MOEs

This chapter focuses on the

classification abilities of three sets of MOEs (a total of five filters). These filter
sets were tested on a cruise to Martha’s Vineyard Coastal Observatory (MVCO)
on 10 July 2012. These five MOEs were designed using fluorescence excitation
spectra (λem = 680 nm) of unialgal cultures obtained from the National Center for
Marine Algae and Microbiota at the Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean Sciences, East
Boothbay Harbor, Maine. All cultures were grown in 0.2 µm filter-sterilized f/2
culture medium, salinity ~ 32, at 23°C. Illumination was provided from the top and
sides at an irradiance of approximately 80 µmol photons m-2 s-1 on a 12:12
light:dark cycle. The species used for design and testing of MOEs in this report
are listed in Table 4.1 along with their CCMP identification.
MOE sets 1 and 2 were designed to distinguish between three taxa:
haptophytes, diatoms, and dinoflagellates. The design was carried out using
spectra from Emiliania huxleyi, as the representative haptophyte, along with
spectra

from

multiple

species

of

diatoms

(Pheodactylum

tricornutum,

Skeletonema marinoi, Thalassiosira weissflogii, and Thalassiosira pseudonana),
and dinoflagellates (Amphidinium carterae, Prorocentrum minimum, and
Lingulodinium polyedrum). MOE set 1 was designed to mimic the first LD of the
separation of the above classes and MOE set 2 to mimic the second LD. MOE 3
was designed to distinguish six species: E. huxleyi, T. pseudonana,
Synechococcus sp., A. carterae, Rhodomonas salina, and Dunaliella tertiolecta.
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Table 4.1 All species used in MOE design and/or testing along with their Center
for the Culture of Marina Phytoplankton (CCMP) identification numbers.
Species

CCMP

Amphidinium carterae
Dunaliella tertiolecta
Emiliania huxleyi
Lingulodinium polyedrum
Phaeodactylum tricornutum
Prorocentrum minimum
Rhodamonas salina
Synechococcus sp.
Skeletonema marioni
Thalassiosira pseudonana
Thalassiosira weissflogii

1314
1320
375
1738
2561
1051
1319
833
2092
1335
1051
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A summary of the MOEs and the species used in their design is found in Table
4.2. In the MOE subset column of Table 4.2, the (+) and (–) symbols describe the
nature of the relationship between the input LD scores and the theoretical MOC
prediction output. A (+) indicates that this relationship has a positive slope and (-)
a negative slope. Typically (with the exception of MOE 3 here) for each LD, one
of each slope type is chosen for fabrications because calculating a ratio between
responses of MOEs with opposite slopes enhances the sensitivity of the filters.
MOE sets 1 and 2 were designed with spectra of bulk culture samples
collected with a Hitachi Fluorescence Spectrophotometer (model F-4500, Tokyo,
Japan). MOE 3 was designed using single cell fluorescence excitation spectra
collected using an optical trapping fluorometer constructed by Bruckman et al.6
The transmission spectra of the MOEs are displayed in Figure 4.1.
4.2.2 Data collection

SSIMOC photometer data for eight different unialgal

culture species were collected for classification analysis. Approximately 2000
images were acquired for each of the species. Fluorescence excitation spectra of
the bulk unialgal culture samples were collected along with the SSIMOC images
(Figure 4.2; λem = 680nm; λex = 400-650nm). The spectra have been normalized
to unit area and corrected for the wavelength-dependent efficiency of the light
source, and the filters used to isolate the excitation and emission wavelengths.
The same spectra, narrowed to and renormalized in the excitation bandpass are
shown in the Figure 2b. Replicate datasets were collected on two separate days
for two species, R. salina and D. tertiolecta. The replicate datasets are
preliminarily treated as different classes/species in the analysis below since there
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Table 4.2 Summary of the three sets of MOEs including the wavelength band for
which they were designed, the LD each was designed to mimic, and the species
of phytoplankton incorporated in the design.
MOE
set

Wavelength
Range

MOE
Subsets

1

570-650 nm

(a) LD1 (+)
(b) LD1 (–)

2

570-650 nm

(a) LD2 (+)
(b) LD2 (–)

3

570-650 nm

LD1 (+)
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Species/Taxa used for
design
Diatoms:
P. tricornutum
S. marinoi
T. weissflogii
Dinoflagellates:
A. carterae
P. minimum
L. polyedrum
Hapytophytes:
E. huxleyi
Diatoms:
P. tricornutum
S. marinoi
T. weissflogii
Dinoflagellates:
A. carterae
P. minimum
L. polyedrum
Hapytophytes:
E. huxleyi
E. huxleyi
Synechococcus sp.
T. pseuodonana
A. carterae
R. salina
D. tertiolecta

	
  

Figure 4.1 Transmission spectra of the 3 MOE sets used in this study. The excitation
light from the broadband source is narrowed to the 570-650 nm band before modulation
by a filter wheel housing each of these five filters.
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Figure 4.2 (a) Fluorescence excitation spectra of eight cultured phytoplankton
(λem=680nm, λex = 400-650nm). The spectra have been normalized to unit area
and corrected for the wavelength-dependent efficiency of the light source, and
the filters used to isolate the excitation and emission wavelengths. (b)The same
spectra reduced to the working wavelength band of the MOEs (570-650 nm) and
renormalized to unit area.
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is evidence to suggest that factors such as time, age, light level, and nutrient
condition can cause variability in the florescence excitation spectra.5 The
broadband excitation light from a Xe arc lamp was narrowed before modulation
to a wavelength range of 570-650 nm with a 570-650 nm bandpass filter (610/75
nm; Omega Optical) and a 650 nm short wave filter (Newport). In addition to the
five MOE filters described above, the seven position filter wheel housed a single
neutral density filter (Newport OD 0.3), and an opaque glass element to provide a
reference position.
The filter wheel was rotated at a frequency of 13.3 Hz (about 800 rpm)
and the diluted monocultures were pulled through the SSIMOC photometer. The
flow rate was set so that a single phytoplankter would create a track of
approximately 9-12 fluorescent streaks. All data were collected in sets of 16-bit
image frames. Files containing background images, flat field images, and dark
current images were also acquired for correction of the datasets as described in
Swanstrom et al.8
4.2.3 Image analysis

SSIMOC images of single cells from unialgal cultures

were analyzed with the Streak Imaging Multivariate Optical Computing (SIMOC)
2.0 software. The first version of SIMOC is described by Pearl et al.9 and key
modification to this first version are outlined in Appendix C. For each cell
detected that also meets the requirements of an analyzable track, all possible
ratios of the six filter intensities plus an estimate of cell size10 are calculated.
These values form a vector of descriptors for each cell that will be used below in
multivariate classification.
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Outliers for all data were removed by species-by-species. Any cells
producing a single filter ratio outside the 95% confidence interval of the mean
ratio was considered an outlier. Additionally, any cell producing a filter ratio that
was larger or smaller than theoretically possible was removed as an outlier. The
theoretical maximum and minimum ratios were calculated by comparing ratios of
small continuous sections of the MOE transmission spectra.

4.3 CULTURE DATA EXPLORATION
SSIMOC data of the unialgal cultures were collected in order to build a
model capable of classifying samples collected in situ (Chapter 5). Prior to
building such a model it is important to determine what level of classifications can
be expected, i.e., which species can be separated from one another. Several of
the cultured species show very similar characteristics in their excitation spectra
(Figure 4.2), e.g., the diatoms, A. coffeoformis, P. tricornutum, and T.
pseudonana, and may not be separable from one another. Though, this is not
unexpected given that diatoms to have similar pigmentation.
4.3.1 One versus one approach

To gain an understanding of which

species can be satisfactorily separated from one another and those that cannot,
a one-versus-one classification approach11-15 was taken. In this approach, the
multi-class classification problem of distinguishing between three or more
individual species is decomposed into a series of binary classification problems.
This approach produces k(k-1)/2 classifiers each built to differentiate only two of
the k classes.
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Partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) was chosen as the
classification method used to model the separations between binary pairs of the
classes.16,17 Evidence suggests that the binarization of the multi-classification
problem often simplifies classifications so that they become linearly separable18
Therefore, it is reasonable to expect PLS-DA, a linear classification method, is a
suitable classification method for this problem. Each PLS-DA model was trained
with sixteen variables: all possible combinations of filter ratios and the estimated
cell size. A weighted mean centering routine was applied to each of the datasets
before modeling in order to reduce any bias towards species with a larger
number of training samples (Equation 4.1). The centered data was scaled by the
weighted standard deviations (Equation 4.2). No other preprocessing was
applied before modeling.
Eqn 4.1
Eqn 4.2

! = !! !! + !! !!   /   !! + !!
! =   

!! !! + !!   !!   /   !! + !!

The redundant datasets for R. salina and D. tertiolecta were treated as
separate datasets since we know that the fluorescence spectra, particularly for R.
salina, can be variable with age or with nutrient conditions.6 So, for k=10, 45
classifiers were built for the separation of the species in the training dataset.
4.3.2 Quality of separations

The 45 classification models were evaluated

using double cross-validation19 which is executed via two nested cross-validation
loops, the inner to tune the model to the optimal number of latent variables and
the outer to test each new tuned model. This method allows for the separation of
the tuning and validation processes without splitting the dataset and
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compromising model accuracy. The inner cross-validation loop was applied using
leave-one-out cross-validation and the outer loop was applied using leave-onebatch-out cross-validation where each batch contained approximately 10
samples.
A Fisher contrast ratio was calculated as the figure of merit for classifier
competence. The Fisher contrast ratio, F (Equation 4.3), compares the betweenclass variance (Equation 4.4), VB, to the within-class variance (Equation 4.5), VW,
in order to evaluate the separation of class means with respect to their pooled
variance. A larger F indicates a more competent classifier that produced larger
separation of class means and less total overlap of the classes. Classification
models were deemed poor when either the Fisher contrast ratio was below one
(which roughly corresponds to a 90% classification rate). F, however, is a more
descriptive metric that percent classification since it expresses the degree of
separation. Any pairs that could not be distinguished at this level were then
grouped together to constitute a single, larger class.
! = !! /!!

Eq. 4.3
Eq. 4.4

Eq. 4.5

!! =
!! =

!! !!! !!! !!!
[!! !!! !!]

!
!! !! !! ! !!! !! !!

[!! !!! !!]

For the ten cultured species (including the two duplicates) modeled, a total
of three separable classes were found. The first class (ω1) contained a single
species that was separable from all others, E. huxleyi. The second class (ω2)
was comprised of the two species that contain phycoerythrin (PE), R. salina
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(including its replicate dataset) and P. sulcata. The third class (ω3) was made up
of the remaining five species, T. pseudonana, A. coffeoformis, P. tricornutum, A.
carterae, and D. tertiolecta (including its replicate dataset). Since the separations
between the species within each group we were unable to be modeled
satisfactorily, three new PLS-DA models, µ, were developed, one for separation
of each of the binary pairs: µ12 for ω1 and ω2, µ13 for ω1 and ω3, and µ23 for ω2
and ω3.
4.3.3 Classification predictions

To make a class prediction on an

unknown sample, that sample is first projected into each of the three
classification models (after centering by the model mean, X and scaling by !;
Equations 4.1 and 4.2). A Q-residual was then calculated for each sample in
each model to determine if the sample falls reasonably within the model space
(SOURCE). The confidence limit for a sample’s Q-residual given the model
loadings was determined according to the Jackson-Mudholkar method.20 This
describes the probability that a sample belongs in one of the two modeled
classes. The reliability of the Q-residual method for detecting samples not
belonging to one of the two modeled classes, e.g., ω1 and ω2, was investigated
by projecting a third, dissimilar class, ω3, into the model, µ12, and comparing its
Q-residual to those generated by the modeled classes (Figure 4.3). This test
confirms that a species that does not belong to one of the two modeled classes
are likely to produce Q-residuals much larger than expected for the modeled
classes. Once the probability of belonging to one of the two classes is
determined, the sample’s probability of belonging in each of the modeled
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Figure 4.3 Plot of Q residuals versus PLS scores for the model built to separate
ω1 and ω2. Though they score similarly, the samples belonging to ω3 clearly
produce values that are to far outside the 95% confidence limits to be confused
with ω1 or ω2 even though. Field samples that could not be classified behave like
the un-modeled class here (ω3) and show similar behavior on the other two
models. The inset is an expanded view of the un-modeled class and field
samples (boxed area).
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classes, P(ω1Uω1)µ12 is determined based on a comparison to the mean and
standard deviation of the projections of the training samples. This leaves us with
three probabilities for each sample determined by each of the k classification
models: the probability, P(ωi)µij, that the sample belongs to class i given by model

µij, the probability, P(ωj)µij, that the sample belongs to class j given by model µij,
and the probability, P((ωi ∪ ωj)c)µij, that the sample belongs to neither i nor j given
by model µij. The derived probabilities are normalized so that for a single sample,
Eq. 4.5

!(!! )!!" + !(!! )!!" + !(!! ∪ !! )!!!" = 1

Here, the final probability that a sample belongs to class ωi is equal to the
product of the probability for ωi given by µij, the probability for ωi given by µim, and
the probability that that the sample does not belong to ωj or ωm given by µjm
(Equation 4.6). The probability that the sample does not belong to any of the
modeled groups is calculated as the product of each of the probabilities of not
belonging in the models (Equation 4.7). A sample is considered to belong to the
class for which it has the largest probability according to the scheme described
above. A flow diagram of the approach can be found in Figure 4.4. This is a
Bayesian-type21 approach to the classification problem, where the probability for

ωi resulting from the previous model behaves as the prior probability for ωi.
! !! =    !(!! )!!" ∗ !(!! )!!" ∗ !(!! ∪ !! )!!!" Eq. 4.7

Eq. 4.6

!! ∪ !!
4.3.4 Validation

!

! !! ∪

=    !(!! ∪ !! )!!!" ∗ !(!! ∪ !! )!!!" ∗ !(!! ∪ !! )!!!"

The approach described for determining the probability of an

unknown belonging to one (or none) of the training classes was validated by
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Figure 4.4 Flow of the prediction procedure. First a new sample (black circle) is
projected onto the binary classifiers (blue). The results of the projections are
used to calculate probabilities for each class (purple). In this case (for a 3 class
model), there are four classification possibilities; the sample can be classified as
one of the 3 training classes (ω1, ω2, or ω3) classes, or it can be classified as
none of the above (ω4). The probabilities given by each model, µ, are then
aggregated via multiplication (green) and the maximum probability determines
the final classification decision.
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splitting the culture data equally into training and validation sets. Training
samples

were

chosen

using

the

Kennard-Stone

method.22

With

this

method,samples are selected from the dataset so that the new subset of data
contains samples that adequately represents the full range of variation found in
each individual species’ measurements. After splitting, a set of 3 binary
classification models was developed using the selected training samples and
applied to the validation samples according to the scheme described above and
presented in Figure 4.4.
Of the validation samples, 91.6% were classified correctly into their metaclasses (ω1, ω2 or ω3), 2.6% were classified incorrectly as “no class” (ω4), and
5.8% were classified incorrectly as one of the other classes (see Table 4.3).
Figure 4.5 shows histograms that represent the distribution of model scores for
the validation samples. Though there is some overlap in the distributions, the
means of each class are clearly separated from one another. These results
indicate the binarization and aggregation methods work adequately for predicting
class. As such, the calibration and validation data were recombined to create a
more accurate model for the classification of ω1, ω2 and ω3.

4.4 DISCUSSION
4.4.1 Culture classifications

The cultured phytoplankton that were analyzed

in this study have their own unique combination of photoactive pigments that
produce characteristic signatures in their fluorescence excitation spectra (Figure
2a). MOEs are intended to take advantage of the differing spectral characteristics
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Table 4.3. Classification results for the validation experiment. The table presents
the percent of correct and incorrect classifications for each class as well as the
percent of validation samples in each class that were not assigned a class.
Class
Label

Cultured species in
class

Correct

Incorrect

“No
class”

ω1

E. huxleyi

94%

6%

0%

ω2

R. salina
P. sulcata

89%

10%

1%

ω3

A. coffeoformis
A. carterae
D. tertiolecta
P. tricornutum
T. pseudonana

92.3%

4.3%

3.4%

Total

91.6%

5.8%

2.6%
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Figure 4.5 Histograms normalized to the maximum frequency that represent the
distribution of scores calculated for the validation samples on the classification
models (a) µ12, developed to separate ω1 from ω2, (b) µ13, developed to separate
ω1 from ω3, and (c) µ23, developed to separate ω2 from ω3. The distributions are
colored to represent the true class membership of the validation samples. The
arrows indicate the class means for the calibration data. The bin widths for each
class vary and were chosen based on the number of samples in the class.
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of the species included in the design process to distinguish them from one
another. To better interpret the SSIMOC measurements of field samples (see
Chapter 5), a preliminary exploration of the groupings formed by known cultured
phytoplankton species was performed. This exploration served two purposes: 1)
to assess the performance of the MOEs for their intended purpose and 2) to
investigate the responses of species that had not been included in the design of
the MOE sets. The results of these analyses suggest that, in the narrowed
wavelength band, 570-650 nm, some of the cultured species do not contain
relative amounts of (photoactive) pigments that are different enough to
distinguish them from one another. The results of this data exploration enhance
our understanding of the spectral (and pigmentation) basis for the classifications
that were possible and give us clues for improving the design of filters to achieve
better classifications.
E. huxleyi, the representative haptophyte used in design and testing,
contains chlorophyll c3 in addition to chlorophyll c1 and c2, a characteristic that is
relatively unique among phytoplankton taxa.23 Though the chlorophyll c’s have
three main absorbance peaks, ~638nm (I), ~590 nm (II) and ~460 nm (III),24,25
the presence of any one or multiples of the three chlorophyll c pigments will
result in distinct peak maxima and peak intensity ratios. According to Zapata et
al.25 the intensity ratio of peak II to peak I in the absorption spectrum is greater
than one for chlorophyll c1, approximately one for chlorophyll c2, and less than
one for chlorophyll c3. The fluorescence excitation spectrum of E. huxleyi
presents characteristics consistent with the absorption spectra of chlorophylls c2
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and c3. Not only are the chlorophyll c peak maxima slightly red-shifted compared
with the spectra of those species only known to contain chlorophyll c125, e.g. A.
coffeoformis, the intensity ratio of peak II to peak I is only slightly less than one.
The absorption characteristics of chlorophyll c3 as well as chlorophyll c2 give E.
huxleyi distinctive fluorescence excitation features in the 570-650 nm wavelength
range that MOE set 1, in particular, exploits optimally (Figure 4.6).
R. salina and P. sulcata were unable to be satisfactorily distinguished from
one another with the MOEs used in this study. This is not surprising given that
these two species are red cryptophytes that both contain the characteristic
pigment phycoerythrin (PE). PE manifests in the fluorescence excitation spectra
(λem = 680 nm) as a broad peak with a maxiumum near 560 nm and a half width
of nearly 60 nm and (Figure 2a, red and magenta traces). This feature is partially
present in the narrowed wavelength band and creates a feature in the spectra of
R. salina and P. sulcata that are distinct from the other species (Figure 2b). MOE
2a and MOE 3 overlap well with this feature (Figures 4.7 and 4.8), which can be
expected since R. salina was included in the design of MOE 3. The MOE sets
were unable to adequately distinguish the diatoms (A. coffeoformis, T.
pseudonana, and P. tricornutum) from one another or from the dinoflagellate, A.
carterae, and the chlorophyte, D. tertiolecta. It is not unreasonable that the
diatoms and dinoflagellate were indistinguishable since the excitation spectra of
these species in the 570-650 nm band are nearly identical (Figure 2a). It is also
unclear how effective a different wavelength region would have been at
distinguishing these two classes given that they tend to contain photoactive
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Figure 4.6. Fluorescence excitation spectra of three cultured phytoplankton
species, one to represent each class (right axis). E. huxleyi represents the
haptophytes, R. salina represents the phycoerythrin-containing species, and A.
coffeoformis represents the diatom/dinoflagellate/chlorphyte group. The
transmission spectra of MOE set 1 (left axis, black traces) are overlaid on the
fluorescence excitation spectra.
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Figure 4.7 Fluorescence excitation spectra of three cultured phytoplankton
species, one to represent each class (right axis). E. huxleyi represents the
haptophytes, R. salina represents the phycoerythrin-containing species, and A.
coffeoformis represents the diatom/dinoflagellate/chlorphyte group. The
transmission spectra of MOE set 2 (left axis, black traces) are overlaid on the
fluorescence excitation spectra.
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Figure 4.8 Fluorescence excitation spectra of three cultured phytoplankton
species, one to represent each class (right axis). E. huxleyi represents the
haptophytes, R. salina represents the phycoerythrin-containing species, and A.
coffeoformis represents the diatom/dinoflagellate/chlorphyte group. The
transmission spectra of MOE set 3 (left axis, black traces) are overlaid on the
fluorescence excitation spectra.
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pigments, peridinin and fucoxanthin, that have very similar absorption
characteristic24.
However, it is not unreasonable to expect the diatoms and dinoflagellates
to separate easily from the chlorophyte, D. tertiolecta. Unlike, the brown-ish taxa,
chlorophytes do not contain peridinin or fucoxanthin, nor do they contain any
photoactive pigments that absorb a significant amount of green light.
Unfortunately, the 570–650 nm wavelength band does not overlap very well with
the absorption spectrum of the fucoxanthin and peridinin pigments. This
wavelength range would be optimal for differentiating the brown and green taxa.
D. tertiolecta contains chlorophyll b, which is characteristic pigment of
chlorophytes and not found in many other taxa of phytoplankton (more
importantly, chlorophyll b is not present in any of the other species in this study).
Chlorophyll b has an absorbance peak with a maximum near 650 nm and a full
width of approximately 25 nm.24 While this feature can be visually identified in the
fluorescence excitation spectrum of D. tertiolecta at the very edge of the MOE
wavelength band (Figure 4.2), the feature is not optimally excited due to the
presence of the optical filters used to narrow the excitation bandpass before
modulation by the MOEs. Specifically, the 650 nm short wave filter cuts on at 650
nm but does not reach its full transmission until near 445 nm. This reduces the
effectiveness of any of the MOEs with respect to distinguishing this chlorophyll b
feature of D. tertiolecta.
4.4.2 Choice of excitation band(s)

The

exploration

of

the

level

of

achievable classifications has revealed the extent to which the choice of the
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excitation band can influences the classification ability the SSIMOC photometer.
As discussed, the use of an excitation band shifted closer to 500-550nm would
have made the differentiation between D. tertiolecta and the diatom/dinoflagellate
group trivial since D. tertiolecta does not contain peridinin or fucoxanthin, both of
which absorb very well in this wavelength region. Additionally, the separation of
the red chlorophytes, R. salina and P. sulcata, from the others may have more
distinct with an excitation band slightly blue-shifted from the one used here. This
would allow us to fully take advantage of the PE fluorescence excitation feature
for classification. MOE sets, not described here, that have already been designed
and fabricated work in different bandpasses and may produce better (or different)
classification results.
4.4.3 Limitations to the MOE design approach

The process used design

the MOEs used in this study was an adaptation to the design process2,3,26
developed for calibration problems. In order to design filters for application to
classification

problems,

the

original

design

process

was

modified

by

incorporating a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) pre-processing step.5,7
Unfortunately, this pre-processing step imposes restrictions that limit an MOEs
effectiveness. In LDA, number of input variables (wavelengths, in this case)
cannot exceed the number input samples. This was the case in the fluorescence
excitation spectra dataset, so data reduction via principal component analysis
(PCA) was applied prior to LDA. An iterative process was performed to choose
the optimal continuous wavelength range and optimal number of PCs for
classification. The determination of the most competent LD model for the
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classification was made based on the wavelength range and PC combination that
produced the best figure of merit (Fisher contrast ratio) for the least separable
pair of training species.5 Though this particular decision method ensures that the
degree of separation between every pair of training species is greater than or
equal to the least separable case, it also compromises the potential for larger
degrees of separation for some of the classifications. Further, when noise levels
of the single cell measurements made with the SSIMOC photometer are taken
into account, a seemingly good theoretical separation become nonexistent.
In addition to the limitations imposed on number of descriptors used and
the model decision method, creating MOEs based on successive LDs
compromise the overall classification ability of the SSIMOC system. LD vectors
are ordered based on how informative they are. As a result, each successive LD
vector becomes less informative about the classes than the previous. So, the
MOE set designed to mimic the second LD vector of a 3-class separation will
always be less effective than the set designed to mimic the first LD vector. In
future applications we will show that it is much more effective (and desirable) to
devise a design scheme that creates MOEs whose discriminatory power is not
dependent on the previous designs.

4.5 CONCLUSIONS
This chapter demonstrates the potential power of dealing with a multiclass classification as a series of binary classifications. This approach provides
the basis for a native MOE design approach that can be applied to classification
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problems and does require a limiting pre-processing step such as LDA. The
development and testing of this new approach is currently in progress. The
algorithm operates by focusing on a single binary separation at a time to produce
MOEs that perform optimally for a single classification. Not only does the new
design method incorporate the flexibility to design MOEs with multiple distinct
working bandpasses that can be used simultaneously in the SSIMOC
photometer, it also incorporates the expected noise levels based on empirical
knowledge to give an accurate estimate of the MOEs’ discriminatory powers.
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CHAPTER 5
CLASSIFICATION OF NATURAL PHYTOPLANKTON POPULATIONS WITH
THE SSIMOC PHOTOMETER
5.1 INTRODUCTION
Chapter 3 evaluated the capabilities of the SSIMOC photometer for the
detection and size characterization of naturally occurring phytoplankton through
comparisons to data provided by FlowCytobot (FCB),1 the current state of the art
for flow-cytometric-style phytoplankton analyses. In that study, the SSIMOC
photometer was modified from its normal operating mode to measure the
chlorophyll a fluorescence of cells excited with a single bandpass of light, 532±5
nm. This was done so that SSIMOC intensity measurements and estimations of
size could be directly compared with FCB. We find that
The previous chapter explored approaches for assessing the groupings
that exist within a set data from cultured phytoplankton species without imposing
any class information (other than grouping specific species together). We found
that not all of the species were separable with the MOE sets, though this was not
totally unexpected. The groupings that were found via one-versus-one
classification analysis contained species that, in most cases, shared similarities
in pigmentation.
Chapter 4 also described the development of a classification scheme that
incorporated the one-versus-one approach for binarization of classifiers and
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aggregated classifier results with a probabilistic approach. In this chapter, the
ability of the SSIMOC photometer and accompanying classification algorithm to
classify single phytoplankton cells measured in situ using the classification
method is evaluated. Data from a single cruise to Martha’s Vineyard Coastal
Observatory (MVCO), on 10 July 2012, will be examined and the SSIMOC
classification results are compared to those classifications provided by FCB1 and
its imaging counterpart, Imaging FlowCytobot (IFCB).2,3

5.2 DATA COLLECTION AND PRETREATMENT
Four discrete seawater samples were collected by Niskin bottles at the
depth of FCB and IFCB intake between the hours of 12:30 pm and 3:20 pm on
10 July 2012 for analysis by the SSIMOC photometer. The seawater samples
were pulled through the SSIMOC photometer and modulated by a seven position
filter wheel at a frequency of 13.3 Hz (about 800 rpm). Optical filters were used to
narrow the excitation band (570-650 nm) prior to modulation by the filter wheel as
described in Chapter 4. Five MOEs (see Chapter 4), neutral density filter (0.3
OD; Newport), and an opaque glass element to serve as a reference position
were housed in the filter wheel. The flow rate for all seawater samples was set so
that the transit time of a single phytoplankter across the entire field of view in the
center of the flow cell was approximately 125 milliseconds. Eighteen datasets of
16-bit images were acquired to give a total of 8962 images. Files containing
background images, flat field images, and dark current images were also
acquired for correction of the datasets as described in Swanstrom et al. (2013b).3
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All images were analyzed by the Streak Imaging Multivariate Optical
Computing (SIMOC) software described by Pearl et al.5 with the key
modifications outlined in Appendix C. For each cell detected deemed apposite,
all possible ratios of the six filter intensities plus an estimate of cell size (Tazik et
al. 2015)6 were calculated. These 16. values form a vector of descriptors for each
cell that match the vectors calculated in Chapter 4 for the cultured phytoplankton
samples and will be used below to predict the cells’ classes.
Outliers were removed from this dataset by excluding any cell that
produced a filter ratio outside the range of ratios that are theoretically possible as
described in Chapter 4. Unlike the culture samples, filed samples were not
removed as outliers on the basis of having a ratio or size outside the 95%
confidence interval of the mean since this has the potential to exclude rare types
of cells that do not score like the rest.

5.3 CLASSIFICATION OF PHYTOPLANKTON SAMPLED IN SITU
After outlier removal, all field samples were projected into the models built
with all available culture samples and assigned a class according to the
classification scheme described in Chapter 4 (see Figure 4.4). We found that
25% were classified as having pigmentation consistent with E. huxleyi, 31% as
consistent with the phycoerytherin-containing species, and 27% consistent with
the diatoms, dinoflagellates, and chlorophytes. Figure 5.1 shows the distribution
of field sample scores on each of the classification models, with each distribution
colored according to the final predicted class. We found that 17% were not
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Figure 5.1 Histograms depicting the distributions of field sample scores on (a)
µ12, (b) µ13, and (c) µ23. The bars are colored according to the final classifications
decision. The arrows in each indicate the mean score for each training class, ω1,
ω2, or ω3.
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consisitent with any of the above. Considering that during the culture validation
study 2.6% cells were classified as “none of the above” indicates that the majority
of the unclassified field samples are not simply outliers but truly belong to an unmodeled class.
These classifications provide information about the individual cells with
respect to their pigmentation. Those determined to be similar to E. huxleyi likely
contain chlorophyll c3 in addition to or instead of the other chlorophyll c pigments.
Chlorophyll c3 is found in some haptophytes, some chrysophytes and has been
found to replace chlorophyll c1 in a small fraction of diatoms(Wright, Jefferey
Mantoura and wright).7,8 These likely describe the identities of 25% of the
measured field samples.
Those cells that were placed in the category with R. salina and P. sulcata
likely contain phycoerythrin (PE), which would indicate that they are red
chryptophytes or cyanobacteria. However, we can rule out cyanobacteria as the
identity of these cells since we know that SSIMOC cannot efficiently analyze (or
detect) cells of this small size that produce a low chlorophyll a fluorescence
intensity.
Those field samples that were classified with the remaining training
samples (diatoms, dinoflagellates, and chlorophytes) are most likely those cells
whose chlorophyll a fluorescence is produced via excitation of chlorophyll a,
chlorophyll c1, fucoxanthin (or a derivative), perididn, and/or potentially αcarotene. This would include primarily diatoms and dinoflagellates. However, with
the excitation band used, cells placed in this group might also be a species
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containing chlorophyll b. As discussed in Chapter 4, the use of a different
excitation band would easily differentiate any chlorophyll b-containing species
(mainly chlorophytes) from the others.

5.4 COMPARISONS TO FLOWCYTOBOT AND IMAGING FLOWCYTOBOT
The SSIMOC photometer was field-tested at MVCO so that classification
data for comparison would be available from measurements made by FCB and
(IFCB). FCB measures cells between roughly 1 and 10 µm by detecting 532-nm
excited

scattering,

chlorophyll

a

fluorescence,

and

PE

fluorescence

(λem,max~580nm). (Sosik, Wong et al 1981).1,9 From these measurements the
FCB detected cells are classified as Synechococcus, eukaryotes that do not
produce PE fluorescence, and other cells that do produce PE fluorescence.
FCB measured nearly 8 x 104 cells during the same sampling period as
SSIMOC photometer with 55% of classifying as Synechococcus, 41% as
eukaryotes without PE fluorescence, and 4% as others with PE fluorescence. We
know, however, that SSIMOC cannot detect Synechococcus since the
cyanobacteria are small (<2 µm) and do not produce enough chlorophyll a
fluorescence (>104 photon counts) to be detected efficiently (see Chapter 3). By
removing cells with chlorophyll a fluorescence intensity below 104 photon counts
the FCB dataset we can get a more direct comparison between FCB and
SSIMOC classifications. After reducing the FCB dataset, no cells were classified
as Synechococcus, 85% were classified as eukaryotes with no PE fluorescence,
and 15% were classified as others with PE fluorescence.
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SSIMOC found 31% of cells to classifiy with R. salina or P. sulcata, which
likely indicates the presence of the PE pigment in these cells. However, there is a
clear discrepancy between the percentage of SSIMOC-detected cells that
classified with the PE-containing species and the 15% of FCB-detected cells
classified as having PE fluorescence. There are a few possible explanations for
this discrepancy. First, chlorophyll a fluorescence resulting from PE light
absorption and energy transfer is not directly comparable to PE fluorescence
excited by a 532 nm laser. Since it is not likely that FCB is unable to detect the
presence of PE pigment by laser-induced fluorescence, this measurement
difference does not explain the discrepancy in classification results. Another
possible explanation is that the MOE filter set is picking up on features of
phytoplankton that contain pigmentation similar to PE but that does not fluoresce
at the same wavelength as PE. This would mean that SSIMOC would be
grouping these cells with the PE-containing species but FCB would not be
detecting any fluorescence at the PE wavelength. Phycocyanin (PC) could
potentially cause this behavior. PC is a phycobilin protein like PE and has a
maximum absorption peak that occurs at ~610 nm, which is right in the middle of
the wavelength band used here. It may be possible that cells measured in situ
with the SSIMOC photometer and classified with R. salina and P. sulcta
contained PC instead of (or in addition to) PE. This is a more likely explanation
for the classification discrepancy between FCB and SSIMOC since FCB would
not detect PC fluorescence. One final explanation for the classification
discrepancy is that SSIMOC detection may be slightly biased towards the
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detection and analysis of some species as a result of differing fluorescence
intensity levels or other characteristics that would affect software analysis. When
collecting the culture data described in Chapter 4, more images were required to
obtain a representative number of tracks for each species because (in addition to
differing culture cell concentrations), the efficiency of finding an apposite track
(one that is fully analyzable by SIMOC 2.0) differs between species. For
example, while 20% of the A. carterae cells detected were deemed apposite,
only 7% of T. pseudonana cells detected were deemed apposite. This sort of
detection bias could increase the percentage of cells in placed in one class
relative to the other. A bias toward certain species in combination with the
possibility of pigments other than PE causing cells to score similarly to R. salina
and P. sulcata could explain the discrepancy between the 15% of cells classified
as having PE fluorescence by FCB and the 31% of cells classified with the PEcontaining species, R. salina and P. sulcata, by SSIMOC.
IFCB images a population of phytoplankton that are larger (~5 up to 100
µm) than those analyzed by FCB and classifies them based on their
morphological features (Sosik and Olson 2007; Olson and Sosik 2007).2,3
Unfortunately, IFCB required maintenance during SSIMOC sampling on the 10
July 2012 cruise to MVCO and as a result no datasets exist from IFCB that were
measured during the same sampling period as SSIMOC. However, for the sake
of displaying the differences between IFCB and SSIMOC measurements and
classifications, the available IFCB data (collected after the SSIMOC sampling
period) for 2012 July 10 is presented. IFCB classifies cells into one of 74 possible
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classes. On this day, no detected were placed into 44 of those categories, 24 of
the categories contained less than 1% of the detected cells, and 86% of the cells
were classified into a category termed “mix”, which contain mostly round cells
whose morphologies are not distinct enough for identification (Figure 5.2). These
cells range in size from 4 to 20 µm, which is the size range of cells for which
SSIMOC operates best. This indicates that SSIMOC may be able to characterize
cells based on their spectral properties when they cannot be conclusively
identified by their morphologies. In this sense, SSIMOC provides a measurement
that is complimentary to the IFCB measurements.

5.5 CONCLUSIONS
FCB and IFCB are the current state of the art instruments for single-cell
phytoplankton analyses and have a well-proven track record of success
(SOURCES).

FCB

measures

532-nm

excited

scattering,

chlorophyll

a

fluorescence, and PE fluorescence for single phytoplankton cells between 1 and
10 um. It is able to distinguish cells whose primary fluorescence is from PE (e.g.
Synechococcus) from cells that do not give PE fluorescence. IFCB captures
high-resolution images of single cells in-flow to identify them by their unique
morphologies and can successfully identify chain-forming phytoplankton as well
as detect parasitic infections of certain species.11 However, many of the cells it
images cannot be successfully classified due to indistinct morphologies and
small size (i.e. “mix” category shown above).
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Figure 5.2 Breakdown of classifications made by IFCB on 10 July 2012 and
example images for a few of the classes. A very large portion of IFCB-imaged
cells were classified as “mix”. This category contains cells that SSIMOC is
optimized to measure. All images were obtained from the Imaging FlowCytobot
dashboard (http://ifcb-data.whoi.edu/mvco/).
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The SSIMOC photometer does not necessarily outperform these
technologies in the areas where they excel. However, SSIMOC can provide
information that is not available from FCB or IFCB. It performs optimally for round
cells between 3 and 20 µm (IFCB “mix” category). It measures chlorophyll a
fluorescence that results from excitation of and energy transfer from the various
photoactive pigments found within a single phytoplankton cell. We have shown
that it can distinguish between different types of phytoplankton whose primary
fluorescence comes from chlorophyll a using this unique spectral information, a
characteristic that has not yet been exploited to this extent. In this way, the
SSIMOC photometer provides measurements that fill gaps in the current
capabilities of FCB and IFCB.
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CHAPTER 6
RECOGNITION OF CHAIN-FORMING PHYTOPLANKTON
6.1 INTRODUCTION
So far, we have explored the capabilities of the Shipboard Streak
Imaging Multivariate Optical Computing (SSIMOC) for characterizing size
and taxonomic identities of single cells of phytoplankton both in the lab and
in the field. The SSIMOC photometer and image analysis software have
been optimized to detect and analyze single cells of phytoplankton for size
and taxonomic class. However, in aquatic environments, some species of
phytoplankton, typically diatoms, will form chains with one another typically
attached by filamentous threads or siliceous spines.1,2 It has been
postulated that the formation of chains by phytoplankton may be
advantageous for avoiding large grazers or predators,2,3,4 increasing
surface area to inhibit sinking,1,2 and/or increasing efficiency of functional
tasks such as allelochemical production (a survival response).3 The
number of cells included in a chain and the structural characteristics of
these chain-forming phytoplankton can differ between taxa or species.
Some form spirals (e.g., Chaetoceros debilis),5 others line up in parallel
(e.g., Skeletonema costatum),5 and some even from a star-like pattern
(e.g., Thalassionema nitzchioides).2,5 Some form long chains with many
cells (small or large) and others contain only a few cells. Many of the
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phytoplankton species that form chains are non-motile diatoms, though
some cyanobacteria and dinoflagellates will also form chains.4
Though the SSIMOC has the capabilities to image CF phytoplankton
as seen in Figure 6.1 (with an upper size limit, of course), the Streak
Imaging Multivariate Optical Computing (SIMOC) software has not been
able to sufficiently detect or anlayze them. This chapter presents a method
for identifying CFs in the SSIMOC images and proposes strategies for
determining their taxonomic identity through MOC computations and
pattern recognition that may be conducted in the future. The methods
presented involve characterizing the repeating patterns created by the
presence of the multiple, connected phytoplankton cells through inspection
of the angular distribution of frequencies present in the image’s twodimensional Fourier transform.

6.2 IMAGE COLLECTION
The SSIMOC photometer was subjected to a series of preliminary fieldtests conducted at the offshore tower at the Martha’s Vineyard Coastal
Observatory (MVCO). During each of these field tests, discrete water samples
were collected at a depth of 4 m and analyzed immediately by the SSIMOC.
brought back to the laboratory of the R/V Tioga for analysis by the SSIMOC
photometer. The seawater samples were pulled through the SSIMOC photometer
using a micro-gear pump (HNP Mickrosysteme GmbH mzr-2942). The flow rate
of the pump and frequency of the filter wheel rotation were set so that a single
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Figure 6.1 (Right) Image of a single cell captured by the SSIMOC photometer.
The entire set of modulated fluorescence is referred to as a track and each
individual fluorescent single a streak. (Left) Integrated track profile.
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phytoplankter will create a track of fluorescence made up of about 9-12
modulated streaks (Figure 6.1).

6.3 SINGLE CELL ANALYSIS
Software for the analysis of the streak images produced by the SSIMOC
photometer was written in-house using MatLab (Natick, MA)6 and has been
optimized to detect and analyze single cells collected in situ. In this routine,
images are first corrected for the background, dark current, and uneven
illumination.6,7 The software then searches for fluorescent tracks, applies a series
of tests to assess the quality (modulation, signal to noise, etc.) of the tracks, and
calculates the integrated signal from each streak within the tracks that pass all
quality tests (see Appendix C). These apposite tracks are then analyzed for
class. This procedure works well for the analysis of single cells. However, chainforming phytoplankton (Figure 6.2) that are imaged fail the one or more of the
quality tests and are removed from any further analysis.
The two tests that typically exclude CFs from further analysis assess the
modulation quality of a track. The first of these tests the track modulation by
assessing spacing between streaks (in the flow direction). The ratio between the
standard deviation and average of the integrated track profiles (Figure 6.1) of the
detected tracks is calculated.6 The second modulation test for well-defined
streaks calculates the ratio between the integrated magnitude of the three lowest
Fourier frequencies within the track area and that of the lowest twenty, with a
lower ratio indicating more distinct streaks.
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Figure 6.2 Images of CF phytoplankton captured by the SSIMOC photometer.
Each has a distinct shape or pattern that is related to its species.
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For a variety of reasons including the angled orientation of the CFs’ major
axes, CF phytoplankton typically do not pass both of theses tests (Figure 6.3). In
the training dataset, we find that two CFs pass both tests. One of these CFs, as
shown in Figure 6.4a, has clearly modulated streaks in the flow direction, while
the example that did not pass the modulation tests shown Figure 6.4b does not
have a well-modulated track profile.
The assumption of prior versions of the software is that when cells are
removed because they fail one or more of the tests applied because they are are
poor (noisy, low intensity, poorly modulated, incomplete) tracks from single cells
and therefore do not have present adequate features for distinguishing them from
one another. This is assumption, however, is erroneous; CFs do have qualities
that differentiate them from the simple single cells, but do not conform to the
standards in place for a single cell track to be apposite. CFs create patterns that
single cells do not, which sets them apart and allow for their recognition.

6.4 CHAIN-FORMER DETECTION
6.4.1 Approach

The most important feature that distinguishes a CF track

from single cell tracks is the repetition of cells along an axis other than the
vertical (flow) axis. Both CFs and single cells produce repeating patterns in the
vertical direction due to modulation by a filter wheel as they are in flow. Unlike
single cells, CFs also have off-vertical repeating patterns that have been created
by the existence of multiple linked cells. Both the frequency and directionality of
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Figure 6.3 Scores of single cells and CF cells on both modulation tests. The red
box encloses the area of passing scores. Only two of the CFs passed both tests.
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Figure 6.4 (a) A CF that passed both modulation tests because its orientation is
very close to perpendicular to flow. Its integrated track profile (left) shows clear
modulation patterns. (b) A CF that did not pass either modulation test due to is
angular orientation. Its track profile (left) contains no distinguishable modulation
patterns.
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the multi-cell patterns can be assessed via the Fourier transform (FT) of the
already filtered images (Figure 6.5).
The CF pattern recognition software begins by smoothing the images with
a Gaussian filter and reducing all signals other than the track area of interest to
the baseline intensity. Then a 2D-autocorrelation followed by a Laplacian filter
are applied to enhance any existing repetitions and their edges. After this filtering
process is complete, a two-dimensional Fourier transform (FT) of the filtered
image is calculated. The FT image displays the directionality of any repetitions as
well as their frequency (Figure 6.5).
For example, the major axis of the chain-former in Figure 2a enters the
image at about a 36° angle from the flow direction. So, in addition to having
strong features in its FT image (Figure 6.5) nearly parallel, it also has strong
features along an axis oriented 36° from the vertical axis.
All cells flowing through the field of view will have peaks in the angular
distribution that are near 0 (+/- 10°). Searching for peaks beyond 10° provides an
indication of whether the imaged organism is a single cell or multiple cells linked
together. Unless a single cell happens to flow slightly crooked, it will not produce
features in the FT image other than in the flow direction. To access the
directional information, the angular distribution of intensity in the FT images were
extracted (Figure 5b).
6.4.2 Training and test samples

Two sets of data were selected for

training and testing of this method for recognizing CFs. Images collected at
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Figure 6.5 (Top) Center portion of the FT images for (a) the single cell shown in
Fig. 6.1 and (b) the CF found in Fig. 6.2a. (Bottom) The angular distribution of
intensity in the FT image where 0° corresponds to the vertical axis. The single
cell and CF FT images and angular distributions are different particularly in the
off-vertical directions.
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MVCO were sorted into two groups, single and CF cells, by manual visual
recognition. This is a tricky task because not all CFs are imaged in an easily
recognizable configuration. Fifty nine CF images and 120 single cell images were
chosen for classification analysis. Sixty of the single cell images were randomly
selected be a part of a one-class classification model training set. The rest were
set aside, along with the CF samples, for testing the resulting model.
6.4.3 Multivariate Classification

A one-class SIMCA (soft independent

modeling of class analogies) model was built with the angular distributions
(between -75° to 75°) of single cells. The resulting model maintained one
component, which is not surprising considering that all the single cells produce
very similar patterns in their angular distribution vectors.
The test samples of both single and chain-forming cells were then
projected into the SIMCA model to asses whether they could be classified as
single cells or not. The classification decision is based on the Q residuals and
Hotelling’s T2 produced by new samples. If either the Q or T2 value is outside the
95% confidence limit calculated in the modeled samples, the new sample is said
not to belong to the modeld class. All single cell samples in the test set were
classified correctly and all but two of the CF examples classified correctly.

6.5 PROPOSED METHODS FOR TAXONIMIC IDENTIFICATION OF CHAINFORMING PHYTOPLANKTON
6.5.1 Calculating track profiles We can use the FT angular distribution of
intensity to determine the angle at which the chain-former entered the field of
view. With this information a scanning mask is created that integrates the
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intensity across the track width but at the appropriate angle (Figure 6.6). The
mask is a row of single pixels angled at the orientation angle of the CF under
investigation. At each step, the max integrated the intensity only along the pixel
locations of the max. The resulting track profile (Figure 6.7) looks similar to the
sinlge cell track in Figure 6.1 but a larger number of points. The number of points
or integrated scans is dependent on the orientation angle.
6.5.2 Streak segmentation

In addition to orientation information, we can

access information about spacing from the distance of the strongest features
from the origin. The distance between cells of the same chain can be deduced
from either the distance of the largest intensity along the 36° feature or the
largest intensity found in the calculated radial distribution of intensity in the FT
image, both of which describe the frequency of the repetitions. For example, for
the CF in Figure 2a, the largest radial intensity occurs at a radius of about 12
pixels in the FT image (Figure 6.8), which corresponds to intensity peaks that are
separated by approximately 17 pixels in the orginial image. This information
could be used to segment the cells from one another and get an MOE
measurement for the individual cells. However, there will be al limit to how close
the cells can be before this method will not work.
6.5.3 Classes of chain-formers from shapes and patterns

As seen in

Figure 6.2, CF come in a variety of shapes, sizes, and conformations.
Theoretically it is possible to analyze the conformations by gathering
informationof about angular orientation, spacing between cells, and even length
of the chain to provide more information about the cell’s identity. This will be
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Figure 6.6 Example of how the CF scanning mask works. The angle mask is a
single pixel wide and is oriented at the angle specified by the angular distribution
(Fig. 6.5). The mask scans along the entire length of the image and integrates
the intensity at each scan step. The mask shown here represents a single scan
step.
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Figure 6.7 The integrated track profile resulting from the scan displayed in Fig
6.6. Depending on the angle of the mask, there number of scans will differ. The
steeper the angle, the greater the number of scan will be required to integrate
over the entire track length.

Figure 6.8 Radial distribution of intensity in the FT image of the CF in Figure 2a.
The peak frequency can be converted to a measure of spacing between the
repeating units of the CF.
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particularly helpful in cases where poor modulation and other characteristics do
not allow for MOC analysis.
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APPENDIX B
PARTICLE SIZING MATLAB CODE
B.1 SIZE ESTIMATION ROUTINE
B.1.1 Outline
I. sizeable_p1.m
a.
II. estimatestreakbounds_v2.m
III. getprofiles_v3.m
IV. testsizeability.m
a. prodiagnosticsv2.m
b. basepro.m
c. evaluateprofile.m
V. sizeable_p2.m
VI. getthresholdcurve_p2
VII. particlesize_v3
a. multigetsize_v2.m
b. altcombo.m
B.1.2 MatLab Code
function [ijsize]=sizeable_p1(intarray,testscore)
int15E3=find(intarray(:,1)>=15000);%index of all detected tracks 15000 counts
and above
int5E3=intersect(find(intarray(:,1)>=5000),find(intarray(:,1)<15000));%index of all
detected tracks above 5000 and below 10000 counts
intcount=sum(intarray(:,1)>=5000);
ij=intarray(intarray(:,1)>=5000,2:3);%image and track numbers of all detected
tracks above 5000 counts
disp([num2str(intcount),' tracks with intensity above 5000 counts found']);
score=zeros(size(ij));
for i=1:size(ij,1);
score(i,1:2)=[abs(testscore{ij(i,1)}(ij(i,2),2)-0.7), testscore{ij(i,1)}(ij(i,2),4)];
end
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EQN1=[-0.253846153846154,0.33];
EQN2=[-0.266666666666667,0.20];
FFT1=polyval(EQN1,score(:,1));
FFT2=polyval(EQN2,score(:,1));
idx1=find(score(:,2)<=FFT1);
idx2=find(score(:,2)<=FFT2);
idx3=intersect(idx1,find(score(:,2)>FFT2));
idx15E3=intersect(idx1,int15E3);%index of tracks above 10000 counts with
qualifying(below EQN1) modulation scores
idx5E3_low=intersect(idx2,int5E3);%index of tracks above 5000 counts with
qualifyig modulation scores below EQN2
idx5E3_high=intersect(idx3,int5E3);%index of tracks above 5000 counts with
qualifying modulations scores above EQN2
above15=length(idx15E3);
low5=length(idx5E3_low);
idx=vertcat(idx15E3,idx5E3_low,idx5E3_high);
ijsize=ij(idx,:);
%designate if a track is above 15000 counts (1), below 15000 counts and
%below eqn#2 (2), or below 15000 counts and above eqn#2 (3);
ijsize(1:above15,3)=1;
ijsize(above15+1:above15+low5,3)=2;
ijsize(above15+low5+1:size(ijsize,1),3)=3;
disp([num2str(size(ijsize,1)),' tracks found with qualifying modulation scores']);
end%sizable_p1
function estimatestreakbounds_v2
function getprofiles_v3
function
[nfix,fixidx,forthresholding,sizescores,sizesummary,sizetests]=testsizeability(profil
en)
%% preallocate
sizetests{1}='Multiple Peaks';
sizetests{2}='Baseline';
sizetests{3}='Focus';
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sizetests{4}='Focus2';%Focus2 and Focus3 tests will be used for tracks with
intensity below 15000 counts
sizetests{5}='Focus3';
% sizetests{5}='Mutual';%a track can pass the baseline and focus tests;
% %if there isn't a single profile that passes both,
% %the score on this test will be 0 and the track will
% %not be sized
sizesummary=ones(size(profilen,1),5);
sizescores=zeros(size(profilen,1),5);
nfix=profilen;
fixidx=cell(size(profilen));
forthresholding=cell(size(profilen));
for i=1:size(profilen,1);
%% run baseline and multiple peak diagnostics
r=size(profilen{i},1);
i;
[npks,baseflag,edgeflag,multpkflag,~]=prodiagnosticsv2(profilen{i});
%if any of the profiles has only one peak, the track will pass the
%multiple peak test and only those profiles with a single peak will
%be used for sizing
sizescores(i,1)=prctile(npks,80);
if sum(multpkflag==0)==0;
sizesummary(i,1)=0;
end

%% fix any fixable baseline problems
fixidx{i}=zeros(r,1);
forthresholding{i}=zeros(r,1);
tctemp1=zeros(r,1);
tctemp2=zeros(r,1);
temp=baseflag;
temp(temp==2)=1;
temp(temp==3)=2;
sizescores(i,2)=mean(temp);
if sum(baseflag)>0;
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[nprofs,flag,fidx]=basepro(profilen{i},baseflag,edgeflag);
if sum(flag)>=1
nfix{i}(flag==1,:)=nprofs(flag==1,:);
tctemp1(flag==1,1)=1;
fixidx{i}=fidx;
else
sizesummary(i,2)=0;
tctemp1(1:r,1)=1;
end
else
tctemp1(1:r,1)=1;
end
%% run focus diagnostics
[p80,pi,pflag]=evaluateprofile(nfix{i});
sizescores(i,3)=p80;
sizescores(i,4)=pi;
if pi<=0.8
sizesummary(i,4)=1;
elseif pi<=0.7
sizesummary(i,5)=1;
else
sizesummary(i,4)=0;
end
if p80<0.5
sizesummary(i,3)=1;
else
sizesummary(i,3)=0;
end
tctemp2(pflag==1,1)=1;
tctemp=tctemp1+tctemp2;
forthresholding{i}(tctemp==2,1)=1;
clear npks baseflag edgeflag multpkflag flag fidx
end
end%testsizeability
function
[npks,baseflag,edgeflag,multpkflag,maxloc]=prodiagnosticsv2(normprofs)
ipix=size(normprofs,2);%length of profile
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num=size(normprofs,1);%number of profiles
npks=zeros(num,1);
edgeflag=zeros(num,1);
baseflag=zeros(num,1);
multpkflag=zeros(num,1);
pkside=zeros(num,1);
for i=1:num;
%% number of peaks
%finding number of peaks in each profile
[pks,locs]=findpeaks(normprofs(i,:),'minpeakheight',0.2,'minpeakdistance',round(i
pix*.3),'sortstr','descend');
[mx,maxpos]=max(normprofs(i,:));
maxloc(i,1)=maxpos;
%make sure list of maxima include the peak at 1 and sort the list of maxima
found
if ismember(maxpos,locs)==0
pks(length(pks)+1)=mx;
locs(length(locs)+1)=maxpos;
pks=circshift(pks',1)';
locs=circshift(locs',1)';
end
%total number of peaks in the profile; if any found, flag
npks(i,1)=length(pks);
%% baseline diagnostics
%take a look at the end points on either side, if they are above 0.2 on
%one side or both, save information to baseflag
%baseflag is 1 if left edge is above 0.2, 2 if right edge is above 0.2,
%or 3 if both edges are above 0.2
b1=normprofs(i,1);
b2=normprofs(i,ipix);
%are the baselines above 0.2
if b1>0.2
baseflag(i)=1;
end
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if b2>0.2
baseflag(i)=2;
end
if b1>0.2 && b2>0.2
baseflag(i)=3;
end
%
%
%
%

%is the maximum peak too close to the edge
if locs(1)<ipix*.20 || locs(1)>ipix-ipix*.20
maxedgeflag(i)=1;
end
%flag peaks that never reach baseline on one or both sides
temp=normprofs(i,:)-0.2;
if b1>0.2 && any(sign(temp(1:maxpos))<0)==0
edgeflag(i)=1;
end
if b2>0.2 && any(sign(temp(maxpos:length(temp)))<0)==0
edgeflag(i)=1;
end

%% multiple peak/track diagnostics
if npks(i)>1
%deterine if peaks close to the max are a shoulder or a double peak
d=abs(locs(2:npks(i))-maxpos);%absolute distance of any minor peak to
max peak
d(2,1:npks(i)-1)=maxpos;
close2max(2:npks(i))=d(1,:)<ipix*.25;%flag if the peak is closer than 25% of
profile length to max
d2=sort(d);
for j=1:size(d2,2);
maxtab(j+1)=abs(normprofs(i,locs(j))min(normprofs(i,d2(1,j):d2(2,j))));%difference in peak height
mintab(j+1)=abs(normprofs(i,locs(j+1))min(normprofs(i,d2(1,j):d2(2,j))));%distance between minor peak and minimum
between minor and max peaks
end
dub=double(maxtab>0.5);%flag if difference between peaks heights is
greater than 0.5
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dub=dub+double(mintab>0.25);%flag if the distance between minor peak
and minimum between peaks is greater than 0.25
multpkflag(i,1)=length(find(dub==2));
end
clear pks locs maxpos mx clear shoulders dub
end
end%prodiagnosticsv2
function [nprofs,flag,fidx]=basepro(normprofs,baseflag,edgeflag)
num=size(normprofs,1);
ipix=size(normprofs,2);
flag=ones(num,1);
nprofs=normprofs;
fidx=zeros(num,1);
for i=1:num;
[~,maxpos]=max(nprofs(i,:));
if edgeflag(i)==0
if baseflag(i)==1 || baseflag(i)==3
temp=nprofs(i,1:maxpos);
[mini,minpos]=min(temp);
if mini<0.2;
nprofs(i,1:minpos)=0;
fidx(i,1)=1;
else
flag(i)=0;
end
clear temp mini minpos
end
if baseflag(i)==2 || baseflag(i)==3
temp=nprofs(i,maxpos:ipix);
[mini,minpos]=min(temp);
if mini<0.2;
nprofs(i,maxpos+minpos-1:ipix)=0;
fidx(i,1)=1;
else
flag(i)=0;
end
clear temp mini minipos
end
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else
flag(i)=0;
end
end
end%basepro
function [p80,pi,flag]=evaluateprofile(pro)
t=0.2:0.1:.9;
flag=zeros(size(pro,1),1);
for j=1:size(pro,1);
for i=1:length(t)
temp=pro(j,:)-t(i);
temp=(sign(temp)+1)/2;
[maxtab,~]=peakdet(temp,0.5);
n=size(maxtab,1);
pp(j,i)=n;
end
pp(j,:)=(pp(j,:)-1);
if length(find(pp(j,:)==0))==8
flag(j,1)=1;
end
if length(find(pp(j,:)==-1))>1
flag(j,1)=0;
end
end
m=mean(abs(pp),2);
pi=prctile(m,80);
if sum(flag)>=1;
p80=0;
else
p80=prctile(m,80);
end
end%evaluateprofile
function [ij,pro,proidx]=sizeable_p2(sizesummary,ijsize,forthresholding,nfix)
idx1=intersect(find(sum(sizesummary(:,1:3),2)==3),find(ijsize(:,3)==1));
idx2=intersect(find(sum(sizesummary(:,1:4),2)==4),find(ijsize(:,3)==2));
idx3=intersect(find(sum(sizesummary(:,1:5),2)==5),find(ijsize(:,3)==3));
idx=sort(vertcat(idx1,idx2,idx3));
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ij=ijsize(idx,1:2);
proidx=forthresholding(idx,:);
pro=nfix(idx,:);
end%sizeable_p2
function [sizearray,label]=particlesize_v3(tcurves,ij,route)
%particlesizev2 applies three sizing methods and either choses the best
%estimate from the group or averages the 2 or 3 best estimates
%
% output sizearray will have 5 columns: 1. size in microns, 2. image
% number, 3. track number, 4. sizing method, and 5. mahalanobis distance
% from calibration data
%
% output label contains descritions of the number used in column 4 of
% sizearray -- sizing method
%step 1: we need to make sure that the new threshold curve is not
%significantly different from the calibration curves. We will test this
%using mahalanobis distance. If the curve is significantly different than
%the calibration set, we will use a full width method to estimate size. If
%it acceptably similar, we move on to step 2. Here, 'significantly
%different" is defined as a new curve having a distance (mahalanobis) from the
calibration set
%that is larger than the distance of the calibration curve with the largest
%distance from the rest of the calibration set
if nargin==2
route=1;
end
sizearray=zeros(size(tcurves,1),1);
meth=zeros(size(tcurves,1),1);
FWflag=zeros(size(tcurves,1),1);
%calcurves is a rx80 array of calibration threshold curves
load('Cal curves for particlesizev2_2014DEC03');
Dbase=mahal(calcurves,calcurves);
Mdist=mahal(tcurves,calcurves);
FWflag(Mdist>=max(Dbase),1)=1;
%all those curves that are outside the calibration range have been flagged
% in column one of dir; this means that we will use a FW estimate for these
% particles
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%step 2: now for those curves that are inside the range of the calibration
%data; we will start by calculating PLS, SVM and FW estimates of size
[SVMarray,PLSarray,FWarray,w]=multigetsize_v2(tcurves);
if ~isempty(FWarray);est=horzcat(FWarray,PLSarray,SVMarray);
%step 3: we need to compare the three estimates; if all are within 3 stds
%of the average, we will use the average as the estimate of size.
stats=[mean(est,2),std(est,[],2)];
%Made-up test for outliers: an estimate is considered an outlier if it is
%more than 1.5*RMSECV (see variable w for RMSECVs for each
methods)outside
%the average of the three estimates
tab=zeros(size(est));
for i=1:size(est,1)
stats2(1,:)=repmat(stats(i,1),1,3)+w;
stats2(2,:)=repmat(stats(i,1),1,3)-w;
tab(i,est(i,:)>stats2(1,:))=1;
tab(i,est(i,:)<stats2(2,:))=1;
end
switch route
case 1
[ sizearray,meth ] = altcombo( est,tab,w,FWflag);
case 2
for i=1:size(tab,1);
if FWflag(i)==1;
meth(i,1)=1;
elseif FWflag(i)==0;
if isequal(tab(i,:),[0,0,0])% None are outliers --average all estimates
meth(i,1)=2;
elseif isequal(tab(i,:),[0,0,1])%PLS is an outlier --average FW and SVM
estimates
meth(i,1)=3;
elseif isequal(tab(i,:),[0,1,0])%SVM is an outlier --average FW and PLS
estimates
meth(i,1)=4;
else
meth(i,1)=1;% FW is an outlier --use FW estimate
end
end
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end
label{1}='FW';
label{2}='FW/PLS/SVM';
label{3}='FW/SVM';
label{4}='FW/PLS';
%step 4: now we have tabulated which of the estimates is an outlier and
we know
%which estimates we want to use or average to get a final estimate
%if dir is 1 --use FW estimate only
%if dir is 2 --use average of all three
%if dir is 3 --use average of FW and PLS estimates
%if dir is 4 --use average if FW and SVM estimates
%All averages are weighted
for i=1:size(meth,1)
winv=1./w;
tempest=est(i,:);
switch meth(i)
case 1 %FW only
sizearray(i)=est(i,1);
case 2 %average all
tempest=tempest.*(winv);
sizearray(i)=sum(tempest)/sum(winv);
case 3 %average FW + SVM
tempest(2)=[];
winv(2)=[];
tempest=tempest.*winv;
sizearray(i)=sum(tempest)/sum(winv);
case 4 %average FW + PLS
tempest(3)=[];
winv(3)=[];
tempest=tempest.*winv;
sizearray(i)=sum(tempest)/sum(winv);
end
end
end
sizearray(:,2:3)=ij;
sizearray(:,4)=meth;
sizearray(:,5)=Mdist;
else
sizearray=[];
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label=[];
end
end%particlesize_v3
function [SVMarray,PLSarray,FWarray,w]=multigetsize_v2(tcurves)
REGinput=tcurves;
load('SVM for getcellsize_2014OCT24.mat', 'WVHsvm');
load('PLS for getcellsize_2014DEC01.mat','WVHpls','WVHcv');
load('FW81Max_conlinmod_2014DEC05.mat',
'FW81Max_conlinmod','RMSECV');
if size(REGinput,1)>0
options.plots='none'; options.display='off';
pred=svm(REGinput,WVHsvm,options);
SVMarray=(pred.pred{1,2});
clear pred
pred=pls(REGinput,WVHpls,options);
PLSarray=pred.pred{1,2};
FW=REGinput(:,61);
FWarray=polyval(FW81Max_conlinmod,FW);
w=[RMSECV,WVHcv.rmsecv(length(WVHcv.rmsecv)),WVHsvm.detail.rmsecv];
else
FW=[];
SVMarray=[];
PLSarray=[];
FWarray=[];
w=[];
end
end%multigetsize_v2
function [ particlesize,meth ] = altcombo(est,tab,w,FWflag)
for i=1:size(tab,1);
if FWflag(i)==1;
meth(i,1)=1;
elseif FWflag(i)==0;
if isequal(tab(i,:),[0,0,0])% None are outliers --average all estimates
meth(i,1)=2;
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elseif isequal(tab(i,:),[0,0,1])%SVM is an outlier --average FW and PLS
estimates
meth(i,1)=3;
elseif isequal(tab(i,:),[0,1,0])%PLS is an outlier --average FW and SVM
estimates
meth(i,1)=4;
elseif isequal(tab(i,:),[1,0,0])%FW is outlier --average PLS and SVM
meth(i,1)=5;
elseif isequal(tab(i,:),[1,1,0])%use SVM
meth(i,1)=6;
elseif isequal(tab(i,:),[1,0,1])%use PLS
meth(i,1)=7;
else
meth(i,1)=1;% FW is an outlier --use FW estimate
end
end
end
for i=1:size(meth,1)
winv=1./w;
tempest=est(i,:);
switch meth(i)
case 1 %FW only
particlesize(i,1)=est(i,1);
case 2 %average all
tempest=tempest.*(winv);
particlesize(i,1)=sum(tempest)/sum(winv);
case 3 %average FW + SVM
tempest(2)=[];
winv(2)=[];
tempest=tempest.*winv;
particlesize(i,1)=sum(tempest)/sum(winv);
case 4 %average FW + PLS
tempest(3)=[];
winv(3)=[];
tempest=tempest.*winv;
particlesize(i,1)=sum(tempest)/sum(winv);
case 5 %average FW + PLS
tempest(1)=[];
winv(1)=[];
tempest=tempest.*winv;
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particlesize(i,1)=sum(tempest)/sum(winv);
case 6 %use SVM
particlesize(i,1)=est(i,3);
case 7 %use PLS
particlesize(i,1)=est(i,2);
end
end
end%altcombo
B.2 NEURAL NETWORK CROSS-VALIDATION
function [CVerror, NNmod,RMSECV,CVpred] = NN_crossval( in,target,hls )
% [CVerror, NNmod,RMSECV,CVpred] = NN_crossval( in,target,hls ). This
%function performs leave-one-out cross-validation for a neural network
%calibration model.
%A suitable network is trained and its weights/biases are used as a
%starting point for cross validation. One sample is left out and
%the network is optimized. This is done for every combination of
%optimization samples and samples left out.
%SKT 2013OCT30
% inputs
% in is the set of training data; it is an rxc matrix where c
% indicates number of samples and r indicates the number of variables used
% to describe each sample
% target input is a 1xc maxtrix giving the target values associated with
% in
% hls is the matrix indicating the series of hidden layer nodes desired
% for initial training
% outputs
% CVerror output contains the cross-validation error for each sample left
% out
% NNmod output contains the network information for the "best" network
% whose
% weights and biases are used to seed LOO-CV
%We begin by training a series of networks as normal to get our "best"
%result. This will be the final network used in calibration.
it_number=input('How many times would you like to train?');
d=input('How many samples for training?');
e=input('How many samples for optimization?');
f=input('How many samples to leave out in cross validation?');
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n=size(in,2);
%mean center the training and validation set
[temptr,m]=NN_mc(in(:,1:d+e)');
tempt=in(:,d+e+1:n)';
%subtract mean from test set
for i=1:size(tempt,2);
mc_tempt(:,i)=tempt(:,i)-m(i);
end
%re-concatenate training/validation and test sets
inputs=(cat(1,temptr,mc_tempt))';
n=size(inputs,2);%number of input samples
tic
%train a number of networks to find the one that gives us a good result
for i=1:it_number; %retraing it_number times for several different layer sizes
j=0;
for k=1:length(hls) %size of hidden layers/number of neurons
j=j+1;
clear net
net=fitnet(hls(k));
net=init(net);
net.divideFcn='divideind';
net.divideParam.trainInd=1:d;
net.divideParam.valInd=d+1:d+e;
net.divideParam.testInd=d+e+1:n;
[net,tr]=train(net,inputs,target);
output=net(inputs);
errors=gsubtract(output,target);
performance=perform(net,target,output);
NN{i}{j}{1}=tr;
NN{i}{j}{2}=output;
NN{i}{j}{3}=errors;
NN{i}{j}{4}=net.IW;%inputs weights
NN{i}{j}{5}=net.LW;%layer weights
NN{i}{j}{6}=net.b;%net bias
NN{i}{j}{7}=performance;
NN{i}{j}{8}=sqrt((sum(NN{i}{j}{3}.^2))/length(NN{i}{j}{2}));%RMSEC for all
samples
net=revert(net);
wb=getwb(net);
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NN{i}{j}{9}=wb;
end
i
j
end
for i=1:length(NN)
for j=1:length(NN{i});
aa=length(NN{i}{j}{1}.trainInd);
bb=length(NN{i}{j}{1}.valInd);
cc=length(NN{i}{j}{1}.testInd);
RMSEC(i,j)=sqrt((sum(NN{i}{j}{3}(1:aa).^2))./aa);%errors for training
samples
RMSEOP(i,j)=sqrt((sum(NN{i}{j}{3}(aa+1:aa+bb).^2))./bb);%errors for
validation samples
RMSEP(i,j)=sqrt((sum(NN{i}{j}{3}(aa+bb+1:aa+bb+cc).^2))./cc);%errors for
test samples
%RMSEP wil be used to find best model
end
end
toc
%find the network that gives us the best RMSEP and extract weights and
%biases to use as initial weights/biases during cross validation
tic
[cm,ci]=min(RMSEP);
[rm,ri]=min(cm);
nodes=ri;
NNmod=NN{ci(ri)}{ri};
wb=NNmod{1,9};
% IW=NNmod{4};
% LW=NNmod{5};
% B=NNmod{6};
clear net
%initialize new network based on architecture of "best" model of routine
%above
net=fitnet(nodes);
net=train(net,inputs,target);
% M=length(target)/35;
% Q=M*(M-1);
k=0;
for j=1:length(target)/5:length(target)
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k=k+1;
X(k,:)=j:j+((length(target)/5)-1);%index matrix for validation samples
end
%Leave-one-out cross-validation
C=1:length(target);
for i=1:size(X,1);
i
opt=X(i,:);%validataion/optimization sample indices
CV=C;
for kk=length(opt):-1:1
CV(opt(kk))=[];%All samples minus validation/optimization samples
end
clear inp
clear tgt
clear tgtind
for j=1:size(CV,2);
trind=CV;
trind(j)=[];%all training samples with one removed for LOO-CV
clear temptr
%compile input data for training set
for h=1:length(trind);
temptr(:,h)=(in(:,trind(h)))';
end
%compile input data for validation/optimization set
for h=1:length(opt);
tempo(:,h)=(in(:,opt(h))');
end
%input data for test set/left out sample
tempv=(in(:,CV(j)))';
%mean center training and validation data
temp=cat(2,temptr,tempo)';
[in_mc,m]=NN_mc(temp);
%subtract mean from cross-validation/test sample
for h=1:size(tempv,2);
tempv_mc(:,h)=tempv(:,h)-m(h);
end
%put training, validation, and cross-validation data back in order
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inp=(cat(1,in_mc,tempv_mc))';
tgtind=cat(2,trind,opt,CV(j));
for b=1:length(tgtind);
tgt(b)=target(tgtind(b));
end
for bb=1:175
for nn=1:length(tgtind)
if tgtind(nn)==bb;
temp_in(:,bb)=inp(:,nn);
temp_tar(bb)=tgt(nn);
end
end
end

%
%
%

%

%set indices of training, validation, and cross-validation samples
net.divideFcn='divideind';
net.divideParam.valInd=opt;%optimization/validation samples
net.divideParam.testInd=CV(j);%LOO-CV sample
net.divideParam.trainInd=trind;%training samples--everything except
%the optimization and CV samples
%set weights/biases to those of "best" model from above
net=setwb(net,wb);
net.IW=IW;
net.LW=LW;
net.b=B;
%train the network
[net,tr]=train(net,temp_in,temp_tar);
output=net(temp_in);
CVpred(i,CV(j))=output(CV(j));
errors=gsubtract(output,temp_tar);
RMSEC_ov=sqrt((sum(errors.^2))/length(output));
%save error for cross-validation sample each time it is left out
%(i.e. each time a new set of validation samples is used)
CVerror{CV(j)}(i)=errors(CV(j));
for h=1:length(opt);
%
OPerror(h)=errors(opt(h));
%
end
%
RMSEC(i,j)=sqrt((sum(TRerror.^2))./length(TRerror));
%
RMSECV(i,j)=sqrt((sum(CVerror.^2))./length(CVerror));
%
RMSEOPT(i,j)=sqrt((sum(OPerror.^2))./length(OPerror));
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end
end
for i=1:length(CVerror)
B(i)=(sum(CVerror{i}.^2))/4;
end
RMSECV=sqrt(sum(B)/length(target));
toc
end%NN_crossval
B.3 STREAK SIMULTION
function [ streakimage ] = streaker( stillimage )
%[ streakimage ] = streaker( stillimage ). This function takes an image of
%a still image of a single particle and simulates a streak image. This
%function is called by streaksim_DOF.m
%MLM 2013DEC20
tseq6=[0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;2.86264593384717e-07;7.78836183447238e-07;-5.37670070873587e-05;-8.88060118307547e-05;0.000215562435106055;-0.000229509676414012;-0.000428354272528606;0.000328389623700667;-0.000638442679221062;-0.000374187550972886;0.00149954621791486;0.0102098940989124;0.0948067946869501;0.26043185
7027075;0.483276768266271;0.737518962919226;0.994019450408979;1.2193
4386462633;1.37106815216100;1.43418273031058;1.44046908570398;1.4404
6761045630;1.44067699265038;1.44004801139764;1.43249651414035;1.3355
4308143472;1.13323087925142;0.878001444237668;0.611970422031712;0.36
6657766187066;0.174467575096083;0.0565857613336817;0.00328876210940
586;-0.00170927352640768;-0.00210700245029051;-0.000477162041594115;0.00200009914274615;0.0340378711844297;0.155243961540752;0.347387765
118247;0.587152802267501;0.845590340696796;1.09430699783234;1.293300
77397774;1.40746804755883;1.44035519365874;1.43966537071428;1.441366
45201484;1.43941980518750;1.44139219517761;1.40721131879890;1.260801
89607899;1.03093100000407;0.766106107386218;0.505961019248552;0.2776
99700609510;0.116998148108083;0.0266036265064978;0.00191986446914901;-0.00140577255358660;-0.00172105955403062;0.00111949964677454;0.00410297201288734;0.0742455347474143;0.2280390
99730679;0.443030941229054;0.694220222411392;0.952274495487366;1.185
91339882721;1.35205038568088;1.42908007363502;1.44086865182989;1.440
05374565605;1.44112843273563;1.43948322392244;1.43745506228214;1.360
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31709972415;1.17182862833609;0.922453559596198;0.655441655191288;0.4
05031730245747;0.201204789958379;0.0716352670236137;0.0077953659683
5030;-0.00205205915716035;-0.00194992357496637;0.000690372391124727;0.00229691046807385;0.0224309929003640;0.129429256060453;0.311400469
706893;0.545074045072945;0.802400313740868;1.05502948866517;1.265456
54673536;1.39478658525887;1.43882970995611;1.43987520519289;1.441091
05238410;1.43986408160811;1.44106621621507;1.41977678241937;1.292687
28690174;1.07274254593001;0.810863590707669;0.547859702757265;0.3119
41607209499;0.138437960694015;0.0372701284794506;0.000714846372081363;-0.00138855264013388;-0.00201664194543768;0.000663636404099194;0.000487874031919074;0.0562695039348543;0.19757
2769053666;0.403878841530201;0.651156445410590;0.909913044981623;1.1
5054308035776;1.33045476353042;1.42206216320416;1.44104840698739;1.4
3975403707578;1.44139470839621;1.43921307151354;1.44019262070902;1.3
8173045677026;1.20882525399451;0.966404722316612;0.699476634342966;0
.444735747341353;0.230404878062415;0.0886403940443787;0.014453955155
6622;-0.00202229110170423;-0.000974452721171043;0.000823656351805471;-0.000245075214117507;-0.000470512268760499;0.000185424113395100;-0.000221359697798645;-6.53654896379457e-05;5.38650432632097e-05;-8.74356055199211e-07;-6.61854535601795e07;6.26486577963465e-07;0;0;0;0;0;0;4.39497343790046e-07;1.08803020279014e-06;-1.06520579655935e-05;-9.51783604140992e-05;0.000103120634003041;-0.000299442806543905;-0.000209155246399552;0.000566395505105690;-0.000199543620952304;-0.000932516192455311;0.000150308383160481;0.00101217163643297;0.0410727613342801;0.169139797528122;0.366021498
525329;0.608462626006528;0.867129390892789;1.11344130201894;1.306309
56593736;1.41290555903679;1.44076132391481;1.43964040514473;1.441432
49050869;1.43927664232829;1.44128405957259;1.39961214145358;1.243990
77191537;1.00964106991010;0.743797340374203;0.485301892014943;0.2613
25832071237;0.107009455759884;0.0219452025144329;0.00219696306004853;-0.00147871565277548;-0.00152099546845999;0.00140867617739737;0.00663662912611760;0.0841444027311027;0.2439108
81104839;0.463001811120096;0.715824649697860;0.973235529136972;1.202
88269667035;1.36188231610336;1.43185512569975;1.44068271542314;1.440
25200709910;1.44092108777126;1.43973572311284;1.43528794615357;1.348
33518903432;1.15271722065028;0.900276439060393;0.633638648862023;0.3
85675044047005;0.187559029268745;0.0638941390395316;0.0053409488464
3094;-0.00187925953143884;-0.00204542544192609;-
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0.000554926843160282;0.00225004665280111;0.0279139585249106;0.142086267299279;0.329217374
697333;0.566042509173436;0.824015253262178;1.07482730607511;1.279678
63144397;1.40143335096160;1.43972413315432;1.43974503113673;1.441250
04361985;1.43962082614083;1.44129896297174;1.41392605319822;1.277047
73749301;1.05197193292685;0.788468651829797;0.526818538970526;0.2945
79118620057;0.127469380140285;0.0317129682650843;0.00143910148779681;-0.00137362964361776;-0.00188950732837286;0.000864666224627411;0.00206768167830490;0.0649490559813374;0.212589
262990634;0.423317120560646;0.672659352865405;0.931159536447768;1.16
845845000254;1.34157362178099;1.42582548061274;1.44100043051445;1.43
988436127707;1.44128863970137;1.43930632635389;1.43906609373255;1.37
145731527182;1.19054040874163;0.944505003458684;0.677370091647704;0.
424698987823619;0.215408051192412;0.0798113439283213;0.010671166161
5393;-0.00220233669107368;-0.00183202123815216;0.000870454978892527;0.00219111669047482;0.0175797535928046;0.117289376532063;0.293949807
718901;0.524266387467520;0.780759806755570;1.03494276569816;1.250648
75456645;1.38751597416741;1.43763340898846;1.44004782019584;1.440899
80255294;1.44013262128770;1.44074932178857;1.42479379580817;1.307677
57613840;1.09322397389386;0.833283490133995;0.569169425221081;0.3298
76716602592;0.150215450853153;0.0435016969755142;0.0008413386321874
26;-0.00121547787427597;];
t2=zeros(307,256);
t3=zeros(307,256);
t3(1:256,:)=stillimage;
for i=1:307
t3=circshift(t3,1);
t2=t2+t3.*tseq6(i,1);
end;
streakimage=t2(1:256,:);
end%streaker
function [ streakimage,datafile,bkgfile] = streaksim_DOF()
%[ streakimage,datafile,bkgfile] = streaksim_DOF().This function creates
%streak images from still images of a single fluorescent particle. The user
%is promted to select background files in addition to still image files.
%SKT 2014MAR12
[datafile,pathname] = uigetfile('*.*','Select the Data File(s) for
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Analysis','MultiSelect','on');
s=size(datafile,2);
for i=1:s
fullname = strcat(pathname,datafile{i});
fid=fopen(fullname);
fseek(fid,4100,'bof');
A=fread(fid,256*inf,'uint16');
r=size(A,1);
count=r/(256^2);
data{i}=reshape(A,256,256,count);
end
[bkgfile,pathname] = uigetfile('*.*','Select the Background File(s) for Data
Analysis','MultiSelect','on');
s=size(bkgfile,2);
for i=1:s
fullname = strcat(pathname,bkgfile{i});
fid=fopen(fullname);
fseek(fid,4100,'bof');
B=fread(fid,256*inf,'uint16');
r=size(B,1);
count=r/256^2;
temp_b=reshape(B,256,256,count);
if i==2
temp_b(:,:,5)=[];
end
bkg{i}=mean(temp_b,3);
bkgstreak{i}=streaker(bkg{i});
end
for i=1:size(data,2);
p=size(data{i},3);
for j=1:p
tempimg=streaker(data{i}(:,:,j));
streakimage{i}(:,:,j)=tempimg-bkgstreak{i};
end
end
end%streaksim_DOF
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APPENDIX C
MODIFICATIONS TO THE SIMOC ALGORITHM
C.1 DETECTION OF CELLS
Phytoplankton travel parallel to the columns of each 256 x 256 pixel array and
appear in the image as a series of intermittent streaks due to modulation by the
spinning filter wheel (Figure S1). The set of modulated fluorescence signals
given by a single cell in an image is referred to here as a “track” and each
individual signal as a “streak” as indicated in Figure S1a. To improve detection of
phytoplankton cells with low fluorescence intensity, each corrected image is first
smoothed with a Gaussian filter. Since phytoplankton travel parallel to the
column direction in images, we expect to see modulated fluorescence in this
direction. To detect the modulated fluorescence, or track, the power spectrum is
calculated for each column in the smoothed image. We are concerned with the
frequencies in the power spectrum that correspond to 7 to 12 modulated streaks.
For this reason, the maximum intensity in this frequency range of the power
spectrum is recorded for each column, as seen in Figure S1b (see C.1.2.2). A
threshold for this signature frequency (Figure S1b, red dashed line), above which
a column is considered to contain part of a track, is optimized so that background
images register no apparent tracks 95% of the time. For the example in Figure
S1, SIMOC 2.0 detected three tracks centered at columns 147, 172, and 190.
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Figure C.1 (a) Phytoplankton imaged by the SSIMOC photometer with 532-nmexcitation. The enitre set of modulated fluorescence given by a single cell is
called a “track” and the individual signal is called a “streak”. (b) The power of the
signature frequency for each column in the image. Three tracks were found to
above the calculated threshold (red dashed line).
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function [FTfft]=calcFTfft()
%[FTfft]=calcFTfft(). This function calculates a Gaussian smoothing template
template=zeros(256,256);
template(128,128)=1;
for i=1:256;template1(i,:)=(smooth(template(i,:)',1))';end;
for i=1:256;template(:,i)=(smooth(template1(:,i),1));end;
for i=1:256;template1(i,:)=(smooth(template(i,:)',1))';end;
for i=1:256;template(:,i)=(smooth(template1(:,i),1));end;
FTfft=abs(fft2(template));
end%calcFTfft

function [xfft]=FTfftsmooth(x,FTfft)
%[xfft]=FTfftsmooth(x,FTfft). This function generates a set of smoothed images.
xfft=cell(size(x));
for i=1:size(x,2);
xfft{i}=ifft2(fft2(x{i}).*FTfft);
end
end%FTfftsmooth
function [r,p,x,y]=planka_4(datap)
%[r,p,x,y]=planka_4(datap). This function calculates the average, standard
deviation, and power spectrum of the columns of an image.
% For use in plankton_field_15.m
%written MLM; last edited by SKT
% inputs:
datap is an array of p background corrected, flat fielded image
% outputs
%
p is the number of images found in datap
%
r is the number of rows in datap images
%
x is a cell array of transposed images
%
y is a cell array in which, in each cell, row 1 is the mean column
%
intensity, row 2 is the standard deviation of each column, and row 3 is
%
the baseline-subtracted profile of row2,
% For use in plankton_field.m
[r,c,p]=size(datap);
for i=1:p
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x{i}=datap(:,:,i)';
% calculate the average column intensity
y{i}(1,:)=sum(x{i});
%calculate the standard deviation of each column
y{i}(2,:)=std(x{i}); % added by MLM (1-15-13)
% calculate the power spectrum for each column and an array of levels
%that describe the magnitude of the frequencies present that correspond
%to 7-12 modulated streaks
[acor,ftacor,levelarray(:,i)]=ftautocor(x{i});
y{i}(3,:)=levelarray(:,i)';
end
end%planka_4.m

function [ acor,ftacor,levelarray ] = ftautocor( iin, r )
% [acor,ftacor,levelarray]=ftautocor(iin,r).This function takes an input image,
%calculates the power spectrum of each column and also an array of levels in
%the power spectrum.
%written MLM; last edited by SKT
%inputs:
%
iin - the input image
%
r - the size of the square image in pixels (a simple number, like 256)
%outputs
%
acor - the autocorrelation function for each column in a 2-D array
%
ftacor - the magnitude of the FT of the previous variable (or power
%
spectrum)
%
levelarray - an array of r values, each of which represents a characteristic
%
of a given column in the image.
if nargin<2
r=256;
end
[FTfft]=calcFTfft()
acor=zeros(2*r-1,r);
ftacor=acor;
levelarray=zeros(r,1);
iout=ifft2(fft2(iin).*FTfft);
for i=1:r
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%calculate the autocorrelation of each column
acor(:,i)=xcorr(iout(:,i)-mean(iout(:,i)));
acor(r-1:r+1,i)=mean([acor(r-2,i) acor(r+2,i)]);
%calculate the powers spectrum
ftacor(:,i)=abs(fft(acor(:,i)));
%find the max of ftacor in the frequency range corresponding to the
%presence of 7-12 modulated streaks
levelarray(i)=max(ftacor(14:25,i))-mean(ftacor(14:25,i));
end
end%ftautocor
function [filtelec,filtall]=plankb5(p,y,th1,x,r,filtelec2)
filtelec=cell(1,p);
filtall=cell(1,p);
d=cell(1,p);
d2=cell(1,p);
for i=1:p
%smoothy=smooth(y{i}(3,:)',3);
d{i}=(sign(y{i}(3,:)'-th1')+1)/2;
% d is an array that shows where the track statistic generated by
% ftautocor is above its threshold. d2 is an array that is used
% to keep track of corrections to the track signature so that we
% eliminate tracks running too close to the edges of the image, or
% tracks that are only 1 pixel wide, or tracks that are separated
% by only a pixel, and we also widen the tracks somewhat.
d2{i}(:,1)=d{i}(:,1);
% we start by making sure the first pixel isn't a lone track to
% itself. If it is, we flip it to 0.
if (d{i}(1,1)==1)&&(d{i}(2,1)==0)
d2{i}(1,1)=0;
end
d2{i}(r,1)=d{i}(r,1);
% now we do the same thing for the final pixel on the right edge of
% the image as well, flipping to zero if it's a lone track.
if (d{i}(r,1)==1)&&(d{i}(r-1,1)==0)
d2{i}(r,1)=0;
end
% now we search through the track info to eliminate isolated
% track/non-track regions. for a given element, if an element is
% surrounded by a 0 and a 1, then it remains the state it already
% is. If it is surrounded by elements of opposing state, it takes
% that state.
for k=2:r-1
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d2{i}(k,1)=sum(d{i}(k-1:k+1),1)/3;
end
for k=1:r
d{i}(k,1)=(sign(d2{i}(k)-0.5)+1)/2;
end
% in case we've introduced the wrong states at zero and r, we reset
% them.
if (d{i}(1,1)==1)&&(d{i}(2,1)==0)
d{i}(1,1)=0;
end
if (d{i}(r,1)==1)&&(d{i}(r-1,1)==0)
d{i}(r,1)=0;
end
% we just created an array in the d{i}th cell that holds a
% mask of values for areas above th1, and that have been adjusted
% so there are no isolated pixels.
% if we introduced filtelec2 when we started the routine, we'll now
% reset all values of d{i} outside the boundaries of filtelec2
% regions
c=zeros(256,1);
if nargin==6
% if filtelec was input, we use it to mask regions of interest
for m=1:size(filtelec2{i},1)
c(filtelec2{i}(m,1):filtelec2{i}(m,2),1)=1;
end
else
c(1:256,1)=1; %if not, our region of interest is the entire image
end
d{i}=d{i}.*c;
if (d{i}(1,1)==1)&&(d{i}(2,1)==0)
d2{i}(1,1)=0;
end
d2{i}(r,1)=d{i}(r,1);
if (d{i}(r,1)==1)&&(d{i}(r-1,1)==0)
d2{i}(r,1)=0;
end
for k=2:r-1
d2{i}(k,1)=sum(d{i}(k-1:k+1),1)/3;
end
for k=1:r
d{i}(k,1)=(sign(d2{i}(k)-0.5)+1)/2;
end
if (d{i}(1,1)==1)&& (d{i}(2,1)==0)
d{i}(1,1)=0;
end
if (d{i}(r,1)==1)&&(d{i}(r-1,1)==0)
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d{i}(r,1)=0;
end
% If there are all 0's in array, then remove that cell from filtelec,
% otherwise, there is at least one 1 that corresponds to a track.
if d{i}(1:r) == 0
filtelec{i}=[];
filtall{i}=[];
else
%remember, d{i} is an array of 0s and 1s representing tracks.
bb=[];
bb2=[];
i;
bb=find(d{i});
bb2=zeros(size(bb,1),1);
bb3=[];
bb4=[];
bb2(1)=bb(1);
for k=2:(size(bb,1)-1)
if ((bb(k+1,1)-bb(k-1,1))~=2)
bb2(k)=bb(k,1);
else
bb2(k)=0;
end;
end;
bb2(size(bb,1))=bb(size(bb,1));
bb3=nonzeros(bb2);
s=size(bb3,1);
if sign((s/2)-(ceil(s/2)))<0
bb3(s)=[];
end
if isempty(bb3)==0;
i;
bb4=reshape(bb3,2,size(bb3,1)/2);
filtall{i}=bb4';
filtelec{i}=bb4';
end
end
for j=1:size(filtelec{i},1)
if filtelec{i}(j,1)>2
filtelec{i}(j,1)=filtelec{i}(j,1)-2;
end
if filtelec{i}(j,2)<r-2
filtelec{i}(j,2)=filtelec{i}(j,2)+2;
end
end
%now we extend the boundaries to the left and right by a couple of
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%pixels to be sure we have the track covered
for j=1:size(filtall{i},1)
if filtall{i}(j,1)>2
filtall{i}(j,1)=filtall{i}(j,1)-2;
end
if filtall{i}(j,2)<r-2
filtall{i}(j,2)=filtall{i}(j,2)+2;
end
end
%we've created an array in filtall that labels all the regions with
%tracks. What we've not done is eliminate all those that have
%tracks proceeding all the way to the edges of the image, out to
%elements 1 or 256. This is readily done, and is only done in
%filtelec; we need filtall to retain the full information.
s=size(filtelec{i},1);
if s~=0
if filtelec{i}(s,2)==256
filtelec{i}(s,:)=[];
end
end
s=size(filtelec{i},1);
if s~=0
if filtelec{i}(1,1)==1
filtelec{i}(1,:)=[];
end
end
%we have a problem with an interpolation command later that
%requires, with nothing about this in the information about the
%command, at least 9 points to do an interpolation. So now that
%we've got all our tracks identified for a particular frame, we'll
%go through and make sure none are less than 9 elements apart, or
%that the ending pixel minus the starting pixel is at least 8.
if size(filtelec{i},1)>0
for m=1:size(filtelec{i},1)
if (filtelec{i}(m,2)-filtelec{i}(m,1))<8
addn=8-(filtelec{i}(m,2)-filtelec{i}(m,1));
if filtelec{i}(m,1)<7
filtelec{i}(m,2)=filtelec{i}(m,2)+addn;
end
if filtelec{i}(m,2)>249
filtelec{i}(m,1)=filtelec{i}(m,1)-addn;
end
if (filtelec{i}(m,1)>6)&& (filtelec{i}(m,2)<250)
addn=ceil(addn/2);
filtelec{i}(m,1)=filtelec{i}(m,1)-addn;
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filtelec{i}(m,2)=filtelec{i}(m,2)+addn;
end
end
end
end
% now, if we've finished collecting our tracks, we should check to see
% if any of them overlap. The sign of this would be that the end of
% one track would be after the start of the next. In that case, we'll
% collect them into a single track
if size(filtelec{i},1)>1
for m=size(filtelec{i},1):-1:2
%i;
%m;
if filtelec{i}(m,1)<(filtelec{i}(m-1,2)+2)
filtelec{i}(m-1,2)=filtelec{i}(m,2);
filtelec{i}(m,:)=[];
end
end
end
if size(filtall{i},1)>1
for m=size(filtall{i},1):-1:2
%i;
%m;
if filtall{i}(m,1)<(filtall{i}(m-1,2)+2)
filtall{i}(m-1,2)=filtall{i}(m,2);
filtall{i}(m,:)=[];
end
end
end
end
end%plankb5

C.2 TOTAL INTEGRATED INTENSITY
To obtain the total integrated intensity of fluorescence produced by a
single cell, the pixel intensities within the detected track boundaries are first
summed. Then, to approximate the baseline level, the average integrated
intensity of the column directly to the left and the column directly to the right of
the track area are calculated. The lower of these two integrated intensities is
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taken to represent the baseline intensity and is used to correct the integrated
intensity within the track area. The uncertainty in this intensity calculation is
approximately ±2000 photon counts across all intensity levels. The intensity of
tracks that did not reach a total integrated intensity of at least 5000 photon
counts after baseline subtraction were not included in the analysis of chlorophyll
a fluorescence intensity because the uncertainty in the intensity was large with
respect to the integrated intensity; these cells were merely enumerated for the
calculation of cell density (for use in the validation studies found in Chapter 3).

function [testsummary,testscore,counter1,intarray,int] =
SNRcheck2(filtelec,y,testsummary,testscore)
%[testsummary,testscore,counter1,inatray,int]=SNRcheck2(filtelec,y,testsummar
%y,testscore). This function tests tracks to confirm an acceptable SNR based on
%an intensity measurement. We know have a good estimate of the background
%noise. We'd like to keep tracks that are going to have an intensity sufficient to
%give SNR of about 15+ when the background is considered. That means for a
%streak occupying 110 pixels, with a noise of ~800 counts, we'd need a typical
%streak intensity to be ~100000 when integrated over 8 or 9 streaks.
%Written by MLM; last edited by SKT
%int=100000;
counter1=0;
k=0;
for i=1:size(filtelec,2)
k=k+size(filtelec{i},1);
end
intarray=zeros(k,3);
k=0;
for i=1:size(filtelec,2)
for j=1:size(filtelec{i},1)
b=sum(y{i}(1,filtelec{i}(j,1):filtelec{i}(j,2)));
%we'll take the perimeter of the region of interest and make an
%array of all the pixels
if filtelec{i}(j,1)>2
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c1=sum(y{i}(1,filtelec{i}(j,1)-2:filtelec{i}(j,1)-1))/2;
else
c1=sum(y{i}(1,filtelec{i}(j,1)-1:filtelec{i}(j,1)))/2;
end
if filtelec{i}(j,2)<254
c2=sum(y{i}(1,filtelec{i}(j,2)+1:filtelec{i}(j,2)+2))/2;
else
c2=sum(y{i}(1,filtelec{i}(j,1):filtelec{i}(j,1)+1))/2;
end
if c1<c2
b=b-(filtelec{i}(j,2)-filtelec{i}(j,1)+1)*c1;
else
b=b-(filtelec{i}(j,2)-filtelec{i}(j,1)+1)*c2;
end
k=k+1;
intarray(k,1)=b;
intarray(k,2)=i;
intarray(k,3)=j;
testscore{i}(j,1)=b;
if b>int
testsummary{i}(j,1)=1;
counter1=counter1+1;
else
testsummary{i}(j,1)=0;
end
end
end
end%SNRcheck2

C.3 EVALUATING TRACK COMPLETENESS
A routine that evaluates the “completeness” of detected tracks was also included
in SIMOC 2.0. Since the filter wheel and the shutter of the CCD are not
synchronized with the transit of a phytoplankter, it is possible for a track to be in
progress as the CCD integration begins or be incomplete when CCD integration
ends (Swanstrom et al. 2013b). Consequently, a cell’s integrated intensity will be
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artificially low if it entered the field of view too early or too late. The test for this
type of ordinary incompleteness compares the integrated intensity of the first 100
rows, If, and last 100 rows, Il, of the track area. If and Il are baseline subtracted
using the method described above for baseline correcting the total integrated
intensities. If the values of If and Il are less than a factor of four different from one
another, they are considered complete enough to not have been truncated on
one end or the other. The occurrence of a partial track from a cell travelling at the
expected rate is unlikely, due to the length of cell transit time relative to the
integration time of the CCD. However, as the transit time of the cells increase
(i.e. when the flow rate is decreased), the likelihood of a observing a partial track
increases. At the flow rate used here, partial tracks were found to make up
roughly 7% of all detected tracks.

function [testsummary,testscore,counter1,counter2] =
detectcutofftrack_v2(x,filtelec,testsummary,testscore)
%[testsummary,testscore,counter1,counter2] = detectcutofftrack_v2( x, filtelec,
%testsummary, testscore). This function is modified from detectcutofftrack so
%that the beginning and ending integrated intensities are first baseline corrected
%before calculating a cut off ratio
%SKT
counter1=0;
counter2=0;
for i=1:size(filtelec,2);
for j=1:size(filtelec{i},1)
left=filtelec{i}(j,1);
right=filtelec{i}(j,2);
width=right-left;
track=sum(x{i}(:,filtelec{i}(j,1):filtelec{i}(j,2)),2);
bot=sum(track(1:100));
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top=sum(track(157:256));
if filtelec{i}(j,1)>2
cbot1=sum(sum(x{i}(1:100,left-2:left-1)))/2;
ctop1=sum(sum(x{i}(157:256,left-2:left-1)))/2;
else
cbot1=sum(sum(x{i}(1:100,left-1:left)))/2;
ctop1=sum(sum(x{i}(157:256,left-1:left)))/2;
end
if filtelec{i}(j,2)<254
cbot2=sum(sum(x{i}(1:100,right+1:right+2)))/2;
ctop2=sum(sum(x{i}(157:256,right+1:right+2)))/2;
else
cbot2=sum(sum(x{i}(1:100,right:right+1)))/2;
ctop2=sum(sum(x{i}(157:256,right:right+1)))/2;
end
if cbot1<cbot2
bot=bot-(width+1)*cbot1;
else
bot=bot-(width+1)*cbot2;
end
if ctop1<ctop2
top=top-(width+1)*ctop1;
else
top=top-(width+1)*ctop2;
end
if bot<1 || top<1;
m=min(bot,top);
bot=bot+abs(m)+1;
top=top+abs(m)+1;
end
a1=bot/top;
if a1>1
a1=1/a1;
end
testscore{i}(j,3)=(a1);
if (a1)>0.25
testsummary{i}(j,3)=1;
counter1=counter1+1;
if prod(testsummary{i}(j,:))==1
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counter2=counter2+1;
end
else
testsummary{i}(j,3)=0;
end
end
end
end%detectcutofftrack_v2

C.4 “STICKY” CELLS
SIMOC 2.0 was further modified to detect phytoplankters that adhere to
the flow cell walls in the CCD field of view. In this case, a single “sticky”
phytoplankter can span multiple images. All instances of a single cell spanning
multiple images were removed from the dataset as outliers so as not to include a
single cell more than once in cell density calculations. Less than 1% of tracks
were removed from the datasets as outliers for this reason.
This “sticky cell” detection routine begins by searching for tracks in
consecutive images that overlap in the same columns of pixels. Tracks whose
areas overlap by at least 75% in consecutive images are subjected to further
analysis. Next, the rows at which each suspected track begins and ends are
determined based on a threshold applied to the pixel standard deviation for each
row in the track. For tracks in two consecutive images generated by the same
“sticky” phytoplankter, the second image track must begin where the first image
track left off and continue towards the flow cell exit. If, for instance, the track in
the first image travels from row 256 to row 159 and the track in the second image
travels from row 150 to row 2, it is more likely that the two consecutive tracks
were created by the same cell since they complete one another instead of two
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cells that coincidentally start and end at the same locations in subsequent
images.
Two tracks may also be from the same cell if neither reaches either edge
of the image (within 60 pixels) and both are contained in rows that overlap by at
least 50%. This is indicative of a cell that became lodged for a period of time in
the flow cell. Usually, such phytoplankters remain stuck for a period of a few
seconds; occasionally they become permanently stuck and flushing of the flow
cell is required to remove them. At present detecting and removing permanently
stuck phytoplankters is a manual operation.
A few tracks detected had anomalously high intensity; a portion of these
appeared to be sticky cells that were not detected by the previous two routines
because they travelled the entire length of the image but were not imaged twice.
This is possible because the time between images is nearly as long as than the
image acquisition time, leaving ample time for a sticky phytoplankter to clear the
flow cell between measurements. At present there is no automatic detection of
these tracks although they have characteristics that could permit it (e.g., irregular
tracks with many modulations) they were removed manually and accounted for
1.8% of the tracks detected.

function [ idx ] = duplicateparticles( x,filtelec )
%[ idx ] = duplicateparticles( x,filtelec ). This function searches for “sticky” cells
that may span multiple images
counter=0;
idx=0;
for i=1:size(filtelec,2)-1;
emat=[isempty(filtelec{i}),isempty(filtelec{i+1})];
if sum(emat)==0
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n1=size(filtelec{i},1);
n2=size(filtelec{i+1},1);
for j=1:n1;
bounds1=filtelec{i}(j,1):filtelec{i}(j,2);
width1=length(bounds1);
track1=sum(x{i}(:,filtelec{i}(j,1):filtelec{i}(j,2)),2);
for k=1:n2
bounds2=filtelec{i+1}(k,1):filtelec{i+1}(k,2);
width2=length(bounds2);
in=intersect(bounds1,bounds2);
if width1>width2
p=width2/length(in);
elseif width2>width1
p=width1/length(in);
end
if length(in)<1
p=0;
end
if p>=.75;
track2=sum(x{i+1}(:,filtelec{i+1}(k,1):filtelec{i+1}(k,2)),2);
th1=(width1*th(i))*.6;
th2=(width2*th(i+1))*.6;

minitab=[find((sign(track1-th1)+1)/2, 1,'first' ),find((sign(track2th2)+1)/2,1,'first' )];
maxtab=[find((sign(track1-th1)+1)/2, 1,'last' ),find((sign(track2th2)+1)/2,1,'last' )];
if length(minitab)==2 && length(maxtab)==2
temp=[minitab(1)<minitab(2),maxtab(1)<maxtab(2),maxtab(1)<minitab(2)];
if sum(temp)==3
counter=counter+1;
idx(counter,:)=[i j i+1 k];
end
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end
end
clear bounds2 in track2
end
clear bounds1 track 1
end
end
end%duplicateparticles

C.5 EVALUATING MODULATION
There are two tests to evaluate modulation. The first test is based on the
ratio between the average and standard deviation of the intensity in a track, and
is similar to the test described in Pearl et al (2013). The second test calculates
the ratio between the sum of the magnitudes of the three lowest Fourier
frequencies within the track area and the sum of the lowest twenty, with a lower
ratio indicating more distinct streaks.

function [testsummary,testscore,counter1,counter2,llim,ulim] =
modulationtest(x,filtelec,testsummary,testscore,nfilt)
%[ testsummary, testscore, counter1, counter2, llim, ulim ] =
%modulationtest( x, filtelec, testsummary, testscore, nfilt ) It's based on the idea
%that a square wave should have a standard deviation equal to its average
%intensity.
%input
%
filtelec lists the column boundaries of tracks found in the images;
%
testsummary is a record of the passage of various tests
%output
%
counter1 is the number of tracks that meet the modulation threshold
%
counter 2 is the number of tracks that meet both of the first two thresholds
if nargin<4;
nfilt=6;
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end
if nfilt>1
llim=0.45;
ulim=0.95;
elseif nfilt==1
llim=0.28;
ulim=0.85;
end
counter1=0;
counter2=0;
for i=1:size(filtelec,2);
for j=1:size(filtelec{i},1)
track=sum(x{i}(:,filtelec{i}(j,1):filtelec{i}(j,2))');
track2=(track(1:length(track)-1)-track(2:length(track)))/(2^(1/2));
test=(((std(track)^2-std(track2)^2)^(1/2))/mean(track));
testscore{i}(j,2)=test;
if (nfilt>1)
if (test>llim)&&(test<ulim)
testsummary{i}(j,2)=1;
counter1=counter1+1;
if prod(testsummary{i}(j,:))==1
counter2=counter2+1;
end
else
testsummary{i}(j,2)=0;
end
end
if (nfilt==1)
if (test>llim)&&(test<ulim)
testsummary{i}(j,2)=1;
counter1=counter1+1;
if prod(testsummary{i}(j,:))==1
counter2=counter2+1;
end
else
testsummary{i}(j,2)=0;
end
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end
end
end
end%modulationtest

function [ testsummary,testscore,counter1,counter2] = trackffttest(
x,filtelec,testsummary,testscore )
%[ testsummary,testscore,counter1,counter2] = trackffttest(
x,filtelec,testsummary,testscore )
counter1=0;
counter2=0;
for i=1:size(filtelec,2);
for j=1:size(filtelec{i},1)
track=sum(x{i}(:,filtelec{i}(j,1):filtelec{i}(j,2))');
temp=abs(fft(track-mean(track)));
a1=sum(temp(1:3))/sum(temp(1:20));
testscore{i}(j,4)=a1;
if a1<.4
testsummary{i}(j,4)=1;
counter1=counter1+1;
if prod(testsummary{i}(j,:))==1
counter2=counter2+1;
end
else
testsummary{i}(j,4)=0;
end
end
end
end%trackffttest
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APPENDIX D
CLASSIFICATION CODE
D.1 DATA COMPILATION AND OUTLIER REMOVAL
D.1.1 Outline
I. MOEculture_v2.m
a. getculturedata_v2.m
b. datacat_culture.m
c. outlier1_v2.m
d. ratio_calc
e. outlier2.m
i. ratiolimits.m
1. getMOEspectra.m
2. possibleratios.m
ii. findratoutliers
iii. ratoutliers_byclass.m
D.1.2 MatLab Code
function [data,X,X_id,X_info,label,label_id]=MOEculture_v2(varargin)
%varargin:
%1: wavelength range (of MOEs)
%2: wavelength section size (to use for theoretical ratio calculation)
%3: startpath (path for folder selection)
%4: existing data structure to add to
%SKT
if nargin==1
wvrange=varargin{1};
startpath=cd;
elseif nargin==2;
wvrange=varargin{1};
wvchunk=varargin{2};
startpath=cd;
elseif nargin==3
wvrange=varargin{1};
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wvchunk=varargin{2};
startpath=varargin{3};
elseif nargin==4;
wvrange=varargin{1};
wvchunk=varargin{2};
startpath=varargin{3};
data=varargin{4};
else
wvrange=[570 650];
wvchunk=20;
startpath=cd;
end
%step 1: get the culture data
if exist('data','var')
qselect=questdlg('Would you like to select more data?,', 'Continue data
selection', 'Yes','No','Yes');
switch qselect
case 'Yes'
[ data ] = getculturedata_v2(startpath,data);
end
else
[ data ] = getculturedata_v2(startpath);
end
qsave=questdlg('Would you like to save the compiled data
structure?','Save?','Yes','No','Yes');
switch qsave
case 'Yes'
[filename,pathname]=uiputfile('*.mat','Save data as');
save([pathname,filename],'data');
end
%step 2: concatenate culture data for further analysis
[ X,X_id,label,label_id, X_info] = datacat_culture( data );
%step 3: identify and remove raw measurement outliers by class
%[X2,X_info2,label2,~]=outlier1(X,X_info,label);
[idx]=outlier1_v2(X,label);
label(idx)=[];
X(idx,:)=[];
X_info.files(idx)=[];
X_info.ij(idx,:)=[];
%step 4: calculate all possible ratios with existing variables
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[ X_rat,rat_id ] = ratio_calc( X2,X_id );
%step 5: identify and remove ratio outliers based on comparison to class and
%based on min and max ratio expected based on MOE spectra
X_rat=X(:,1:end-1);
rat_id=X_id(1,1:end-1);
[Ridx]=outlier2(X_rat,rat_id,X_info,label,wvrange,wvchunk);
X(Ridx,:)=[];
X_info.files(Ridx)=[];
X_info.ij(Ridx,:)=[];
label(Ridx)=[];
end%MOEculture_v2

function [ data ] = getculturedata_v2(varargin)
%[ data ] = getculturedata_v2(varargin). This function collects and organizes data
%outputs from SIMOC algorithm
%SKT
if nargin==2
startpath=varargin{1};
data=varargin{2};
allcultures=fieldnames(data);
counter=length(allcultures); %folder counter (starts with existing number of
cultures/folders in data)
elseif nargin==1
startpath=varargin{1};
%data=struct([]);
allcultures=cell(0);
counter=0;%folder counter (starts with 0 when data is not an input)
else
startpath=cd;
%data=struct([]);
allcultures=cell(0);
counter=0;%folder counter (starts with 0 when data is not an input)
end
%% set modes
mode=1;%folder selecting mode [on (1), off (0)]
ex=0;%exit function mode [exit function(1), continue with function(0)]
goback=0;%startover mode [go back to folder selection step(1), continue with
function (0)]
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%% folder selection
while mode==1 && ex==0;
counter=counter+1;
%selecting folder and acquiring all files/filenames within
folder=uigetdir(startpath,'Select folder with processed culture files for one
species');
files=dir(fullfile([folder,'/*.mat']));
filenames=cell(size(files));
filenum=size(filenames,1);
for i=1:filenum
filenames(i,1)={files(i).name};
end
%error is folder was not selected (properly)
if isempty(files)==1
cancel=questdlg('No folders were selected. Are you sure you want to
continue without selecting a folder?','Error','No','Yes','No');
switch cancel
case 'No'
mode=1;
goback=1;
counter=counter;%reset counter bc folder was not selected or was
selected improperly
case 'Yes'
mode=0;
ex=1;
data=struct([]);
end
else
goback=0;
end
%% get data and filter information
while mode==1 && ex==0 && goback==0;
%ask user for the name of the culture and number of filters used for
%the selected set of data
folderinfo=inputdlg({'Culture name:','Number of filters:'},'Data Info',1,{'G.
species','5'});
culture=folderinfo{1};
culture=strrep(culture,' ','');
culture=strrep(culture,'.','_');culture=lower(culture);
n=1;
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if ismember(culture,allcultures)==1
temp=strcat(culture,num2str(n));
while ismember(temp,allcultures)==1
n=n+1;
temp=strrep(temp,num2str(n-1),num2str(n));
end
culture=temp;
end
filternum=str2double(folderinfo{2});
load([folder,'/',filenames{1,1}],'fwexist');
if fwexist==1
%load filter information
load([folder,'/',filenames{1,1}],'wheel');
fn=fieldnames(wheel);
for kk=1:size(fn,1);
strorder(kk,1)=wheel.(fn{kk}).name;
end
FiltDetails=wheel;
else
fselect=1;%filter selecting mode [ 1 (on), 0 (off) ]
%open list of MOE's to choose from
filters=textread('MOElist.txt','%q');
strorder=cell(filternum,1);
filterorder=zeros(filternum,1);
%user selects the filters used and in the order used
while fselect==1
if counter>1
prevfilt=data.(allcultures{counter-1}).filterorder;
for f=1:length(prevfilt);
disp(['Filter ', num2str(f),': ',prevfilt{f}]);
end
samefilt=questdlg(['Is the filter order and details for ', culture, ' the
same as the previous culture: ', allcultures{counter-1},'? (see command window
for order)'], 'Filter Order/Details','No','Yes','Yes');
switch samefilt
case 'Yes'
strorder=prevfilt;
FiltDetails=data.(allcultures{counter-1}).FiltDetails;
fselect=0;
case 'No'
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for f=1:filternum;
[filterorder(f),~]=listdlg('PromptString',['Select Filter
',num2str(f)],'SelectionMode','single','ListString',filters);
strorder{f}=filters{filterorder(f)};
disp(['Filter ', num2str(f),': ',filters{filterorder(f)}]);
end
end
else
for f=1:filternum;
[filterorder(f),~]=listdlg('PromptString',['Select Filter
',num2str(f)],'SelectionMode','single','ListString',filters);
strorder{f}=filters{filterorder(f)};
disp(['Filter ', num2str(f),': ',filters{filterorder(f)}]);
end
%checking filter names and order
fcorrect=questdlg('See Command Window. Are these filters and thier
order correct?', 'Filter Check','No','Yes','Yes');
switch fcorrect
case 'No'
fselect=1;
case 'Yes'
fselect=0;
end
deets=questdlg('Would you like to add detailed notes about
filters?','Details','No','Yes','Yes');
switch deets
case 'Yes'
for k=1:size(strorder)
prompt={['Filter ' num2str(k),':'],'Enter person/book
info:','Enter page number:','Enter gain:', 'Enter position:','Other notes:'};
dlg_title = 'Input for filter details';
def={strorder{k},'John 1', 'p00','+000','0,0','n/a'};
deets=inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,1,def);
dfilt=['filt_',strrep(deets{1},' ','_')];dfilt=strrep(dfilt,'','neg');dfilt=strrep(dfilt,'+','pos');
FiltDetails.([Filter,num2str(k)]).filter_name=dfilt;
FiltDetails.([Filter,num2str(k)]).book_info=deets{2};
FiltDetails.([Filter,num2str(k)]).pagenum=deets{3};
FiltDetails.([Filter,num2str(k)]).MOE_gain=deets{4};
FiltDetails.([Filter,num2str(k)]).drum_position=deets{5};
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FiltDetails.([Filter,num2str(k)]).notes=deets{6};
end
end
end
clear prevfilt
end
end
%% loading variables from files
%begin openeing desired variables from each file within the folder
for i=1:filenum
load([folder,'/',filenames{i,1}],'inum','jnum','filtelec','streakdefs','sizearray','intarray',
'tcurves');
if exist('inum','var')
data.(culture).id{i,1}=vertcat(inum,jnum);
end
data.(culture).trackbounds{i,1}=filtelec;
data.(culture).streakdefs{i,1}=streakdefs;
data.(culture).filterorder=strorder;
if exist('FiltDetails','var');
data.(culture).FiltDetails=FiltDetails;
else
data.(culture).FiltDetails='n/a';
end
%data.(culture).sizes{i,1}=psize;
%data.(culture).allsizes{i,1}=particlesize;
data.(culture).size_info.sizes{i,1}=sizearray(:,1:3);
data.(culture).size_info.sizemethod{i,1}=sizearray(:,4);
data.(culture).allint{i,1}=intarray;
data.(culture).Tcurve_info.tcurves{i,1}=tcurves;
data.(culture).Tcurve_info.mahal{i,1}=sizearray(:,5);
data.(culture).allint{i,2}(1:size(intarray,1),1)=filenames(i);
data.(culture).files{i,1}=filenames{i};
data.(culture).folder=folder;
allcultures{counter}=culture;
clear inum jnum filtelec streakdefs sizearray intarray tcurves
end
clear FiltDetails
%Ask if the user wants to select more data; if so, re-loop, if not,
%finish out function and output the data from all folders selected
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done=questdlg('Would you like to continue selecting files?','File
Selection','No','Yes','Yes');
switch done
case 'No'
mode=0;
if exist('data','var')==0
eq=questdlg('No folders were selected. Are you sure you want to
continue without selecting a folder?','Error','No','Yes','No');
switch eq
case 'No'
mode=1;
case 'Yes'
mode=0;
data=struct([]);
end
end
case 'Yes'
mode=1;
goback=1;
end
end
end
end%getculturedata_v2

function [idx]=outlier1_v2(X,label)
options.algorithm='robustpca';
options.plots='none'; options.display='off';
idx_temp=cell(length(unique(label)),1);
for j=1:length(unique(label));
clear groupidx temp
temp=X(label==j,:);
groupidx=find(label==j);
model=pca(auto(temp),2,options);
outlier_idx=find(model.detail.robustpca.flag==0)';
if ~isempty(outlier_idx);
outie=unique(outlier_idx(:,1));
idx_temp{j,1}(:,1)=groupidx(outie);
end
end%outlier1_v2
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function [ X_rat,rat_id ] = ratio_calc( X2,X_id )
%[ X_rat,rat_id ] = ratio_calc( X2,X_id ). This function calculates all possible
%ratios of filter intensities.
%SKT
rat_idx=nchoosek(1:length(X_id),2);
X_rat=zeros(size(X2,1),size(rat_idx,1));
rat_id=cell(1,size(rat_idx,1));
for i=1:size(rat_idx,1);
X_rat(:,i)=X2(:,rat_idx(i,1))./X2(:,rat_idx(i,2));
rat_id(1,i)=strcat(X_id(rat_idx(i,1)),'/',X_id(rat_idx(i,2)));
end
X_rat(X_rat==Inf)=0;
X_rat(isnan(X_rat))=0;
end%ratio_calc

function [idx]=outlier2(X_rat,rat_id,X_info,label,wvrange,wvchunk,varargin)
% idx]=outlier2(X_rat,rat_id,X_info,label,wvrange,wvchunk,varargin). This
%function removes outliers that have ratios larger or smaller than the theoretical
%maximum and minimum possible ratios.
%SKT
if nargin<7
flag=1;
elseif nargin==7
flag=varargin{1};
end
%identify samples that are outiers based on thier MOE/filter ratios
%find the expected minimum and maximum ratio values for all combos
%of MOE/filter ratios
[minny,maxxy]=ratiolimits(X_rat,rat_id,wvrange,wvchunk);
%find the index of samples that are outside the minny-maxxy ratio
%range on each MOE/filter ratio ---these will be identified as
%outliers
[ R1idx ] = findratoutliers(X_rat,minny,maxxy);
% R1idx=[];
%find the index of samples that are more than 2 standard deviations
%beyond the mean ratio for the indivudal culture/class
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if flag==1
[ R2idx ] = ratoultiers_byclass_v2(X_rat,X_info,label);
idx=union(R1idx,R2idx);
else
idx=R1idx;
end
end%outlier2

function [minny,maxxy]=ratiolimits(Xrat,RatID,wvrange,wvchunk)
minny=zeros(1,size(Xrat,2));
maxxy=zeros(1,size(Xrat,2));
for i=1:size(Xrat,2);
ratstring=RatID{i};
if ~isempty(find(Xrat(:,i), 1))
if isempty(strfind(ratstring,'size')) && isempty(strfind(ratstring,'Neutral
Density'))
[T1,T2]=getMOEspectra(ratstring);
[limits,~] = possibleratios( T1,T2,wvrange,wvchunk );
minny(i)=limits(1);
maxxy(i)=limits(2);
end
end
end
end%ratiolimits

function [t1,t2]=getMOEspectra(ratstring)
ratstring=lower(ratstring);
ratstring=strrep(ratstring,' ','');
ratstring=strrep(ratstring,'+','pos');
ratstring=strrep(ratstring,'-','neg');
div=strfind(ratstring,'/');
r1=ratstring(1:div-1);
r2=ratstring(div+1:end);
path='C:\Users\Owmer\Desktop\SKT\Classification\Classification Programs';
Tdir=struct2cell(dir([path,'\','%T spectra\']));
Tdir(:,1:2)=[];
for i=1:size(Tdir,2);
if ~isempty(strfind(lower(Tdir{1,i}),r1))
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t1=textread([path,'\','%T spectra\', Tdir{1,i}]);
t1=flipud(t1(:,1:2)');
end
if ~isempty(strfind(lower(Tdir{1,i}),r2))
t2=textread([path,'\','%T spectra\', Tdir{1,i}]);
t2=flipud(t2(:,1:2)');
end
end
end%getMOEspectra

function [ limits,WV] = possibleratios( T1,T2,varargin )
%possiblratios is meant to calculate reasonable estimates for the min and
%max MOE ratios expected given two MOE %T spectra, found in T1 and T2.
%
%Inputs:
% T1 and T2 can be a single row or have a second row that contains the
% wavelengths corrsponding to the %T values. If T1 and T2 are different
% lengths, they must contain wavelnegth values.
%
% the user may input a third variable that specifies the wavelength range to
% be used in the analysis
%
%Outputs:
% limits contins the min and max values expected for the ratio of T1 to T2
%
% WV contains the wavlengths used for analysis
if nargin==3
wvrange=varargin{1};
wvchunk=20;%if the wavelength window for ratioing isn't defined, use
conservative value of 20nm
elseif nargin==4
wvrange=varargin{1};
wvchunk=varargin{2};
end
[r1,c1]=size(T1);
[r2,c2]=size(T2);
switch r1
case 2
wv1=T1(2,:);
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end
switch r2
case 2
wv2=T2(2,:);
end
if exist('wv1','var') && exist('wv2','var')
%determine if there are any overlapping wavelngth measurments for T1
%and T2
wvmatch=intersect(wv1,wv2);
if isempty(wvmatch)
error('Wavelength inputs of T1 and T2 do not contain overlapping values');
else
%reduce the wavelengths to the specified range
if exist('wvrange','var')
wvmatch(wvmatch<wvrange(1))=[];
wvmatch(wvmatch>wvrange(2))=[];
end
%reduce t1 and t2 to overlapping wavelength
%measurments in the desired range
idx1=zeros(size(wvmatch));
idx2=zeros(size(wvmatch));
for i=1:length(wvmatch)
idx1(i)=find(wv1==wvmatch(i));
idx2(i)=find(wv2==wvmatch(i));
end
t1=T1(1,idx1);
t2=T2(1,idx2);
WV=wvmatch;
end
else
%if not wavelength inputs exist, display warning when T1 and T2
%are the same length or display error when T1 and T2 are not the same
%length
if c1==c2
warning('Wavelength inputs missing for one or both T1 and T2. Elements of
T1 and T2 may not match');
else
error('T1 and T2 are not the same length and wavelength inputs missing for
one or both T1 and T2');
end
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t1=T1(1,:);
t2=T2(1,:);
WV=[];
end
%we want to ratio 20nm at at time (in the desired wavelength range) when
%possible; if wavelength information is not available, we will ratio every
%10 points (typically we are working with 2nm resolution spectra)
if exist('WV','var');
res=mean(diff(WV));
chunks=(wvchunk/res)-1;
rat=zeros(1,length(WV)-chunks);
for i=1:length(WV)-chunks;
area1(i)=sum(t1(i:i+chunks));
area2(i)=sum(t2(i:i+chunks));
end
end
limits=[min(area1)/max(area2),max(area1)/min(area2)];
end%possibleratios

function [ idx ] = ratoultiers_byclass_v2(X_rat,X_info,label)
idx_temp=cell(length(unique(label)),1);
for j=1:length(unique(label));
clear X classidx groupdx
X=X_rat(label==j,:);
temp_info=X_info.files(label==j);
groupidx=find(label==j);
p=size(X,1);
r=round(0.05*p);
[~,~,~,~, outlier_idx] = gesd(X, temp_info, r, 2, 0.05);
if ~isempty(outlier_idx)
outie=unique(outlier_idx(:,1));
idx_temp{j,1}(:,1)=groupidx(outie);
end
end
idx=cell2mat(idx_temp);
end%ratoutliers_byclass_v2
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function [ idx ] = findratoutliers(Xrat,minny,maxxy )
flaggy=zeros(size(Xrat));
for i=1:size(Xrat,2);
if minny(i)>0 && maxxy(i)>0
flag1(:,1)=(Xrat(:,i)<minny(i));
flag2(:,1)=(Xrat(:,i)>maxxy(i));
flaggy(:,i)=logical((flag1+flag2));
end
end
idx=find(sum(flaggy,2));
end%findratoutliers

D.2 ONE-VERSUS-ONE CLASSIFICATION
D.2.1 Outline
I. OVO.m
a. buildclassifers.m
i. plsclassifier_v3.m
1. weightedscaling
II. groupPLS_v2.m
III. field_projections_v2.m
D.2.2 MatLab Code
function [classifiers,binary] = OvO( x,label,x_id,label_id, method)
%[classifiers,binary] = OvO( x,label,x_id,label_id, method). This function applies
%a one-v-one binaraization of a multi-class problem using PLS-DA (or SVM).
%SKT
%Count variables and preallocate space
c=size(x_id,2);%number of variables
n=size(label_id);
binary=nchoosek(1:n,2);
ppxoptions=textread('ppxoptions.txt','%q');
ppxselection=listdlg('PromptString','Choose data preprocessing
method(s)','SelectionMode','multiple','ListString',ppxoptions);
ppx=ppxoptions(ppxselection);
for i=1:size(binary,1);
x1=x(label==binary(i,1),:);
x2=x(label==binary(i,2),:);
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y=vertcat(ones(size(x1,1),1)-2,ones(size(x2,1),1));%Y-block
temp=vertcat(x1,x2);
m=mean(temp,1);
s=std(temp,1);
[results]=buildclassifiers(temp,y,method,ppx);
results.classlabels(1)=label_id(binary(i,1));
results.classlabels(2)=label_id(binary(i,2));
classifiers{i,1}=results;
end
end%OvO

function [results]=buildclassifiers(X,Y,method,varargin)
%[results]=buildclassifiers(X,Y,method,varargin). This function separates k
%classes into k(k-1)/2 2-class problems and applies PLS-DA (or SVM) to each
%binary classification problem. For use in OvO.m.
%SKT
if nargin==3;
ppxoptions=textread('ppxoptions.txt','%q');
ppxselection=listdlg('PromptString','Choose data preprocessing
method(s)','SelectionMode','multiple','ListString',ppxoptions);
ppx=ppxoptions(ppxselection);
elseif nargin==4;
ppx=varargin{1};
end
varnum=1:1:size(X,2);
k=0;
%for i=1:length(varnum);
i;
combo=nchoosek(varnum,size(X,2));
for j=1:size(combo,1);
j;
data=X(:,combo(j,:));
%[datap]=ppxing(data,ppx);
switch method
case 'pls'
[results]=plsclassifier_v3(data,Y);
case 'svm'
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[results]=svmclassifier_v2(data,Y);
end
end
%end
end%buildclassifiers

function [results]=plsclassifier_v3(x,y)
%[results]=plsclassifier_v3(x,y). This function applies PLS to a binary
%classification problem. Double cross-validation is implemented where the inner
%loop is done via LOO-CV and the outer loop by batch (~10) CV (the inner and
%outer CV loops are carried out differently to reduce computation time). For use
%in buildclassifiers.m. Must be used with the Eigenvector PLS toolbox.
%SKT
ybar=mean(y);
ncomp=size(x,2);
%PLS options
plsopt.display='off';
plsopt.plots='none';
%plsopt.preprocess={preprocess('default',ppx),preprocess('default','mean
center')};
%CV options
cvopts.display='off'; cvopts.plots='none';
%cvopts.preprocess={preprocess('default',ppx),preprocess('default','mean
center')};
idx1=find(y==-1);
n1=length(idx1);
idx2=find(y==1);
n2=length(idx2);
p1=round((n1/(n1+n2))*10);
p2=round((n2/(n1+n2))*10);
k=min(floor(n1/p1),floor(n2/p2));
loidx=[];
for i=1:k
lomat{i}(1:p1,1)=idx1(1:p1);
lomat{i}(p1+1:p1+p2,1)=idx2(1:p2);
loidx=vertcat(loidx,lomat{i});
kimat{i}(:,1)=(1:size(x,1))';
kimat{i}(lomat{i})=[];
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idx1(1:p1)=[];
idx2(1:p2)=[];
end
if ~isempty(idx1) || ~isempty(idx2)
lomat{k+1}=vertcat(idx1,idx2);
loidx=vertcat(loidx,lomat{k+1});
kimat{k+1}(:,1)=(1:size(x,1))';
kimat{k+1}(lomat{k+1})=[];
end
for i=1:length(kimat)
tempx=x(kimat{i},:);
tempy=y(kimat{i});
%[datax,mx,stdx]=auto(tempx);
[xweighted,xbar,sbar]=weightedscaling(tempx,tempy);
testx=x(lomat{i},:);
testy=y(lomat{i});
%testx_auto=(testx-repmat(mx,size(testx,1),1))./repmat(stdx,size(testx,1),1);
testx_weighted=(testxrepmat(xbar,size(testx,1),1))./repmat(sbar,size(testx,1),1);
cvmod=crossval(xweighted,tempy,'sim','loo',ncomp,cvopts);
for n=1:ncomp-1;
cvscores=cvmod.cvpred(:,:,n);
%
[thresh,misclassed,prob]=plsdthres(tempy,cvscores);
%
classprob(:,1:2)=interp1(prob(:,1),prob(:,2:3),cvscores);
%
class(classprob(:,1)>0.5,1)=-1;
%
class(classprob(:,1)<0.5,1)=1;
%
percentclass(n)=length(find((class-tempy)==0))/length(tempy);
Fcv(n)=Fcalc(cvscores,tempy);
end
[~,startn]=max(Fcv);
ncomp2=startn;
ssign=0;
for h=startn:-1:2;
if ssign==0;
hat1=cvmod.cvpred(:,:,h);
hat2=cvmod.cvpred(:,:,h-1);
fearn=fearncomp(hat1,hat2,tempy,2);
ssign=fearn(2);
ncomp2=h;
end
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if ssign==0 && h==2
ncomp2=1;
end
end
plsopt2=plsopt;
cvmod2=pls(xweighted,tempy,ncomp2,plsopt2);
pred=pls(testx_weighted,testy,cvmod2,plsopt);
cv2pred{i}=pred.pred{2};
cv2comps(1,i)=ncomp2;
clear datax mx stdx xbar
end
temppreds=cell2mat(cv2pred');
cv2scores(loidx)=temppreds;
cv2scores=cv2scores';
class(cv2scores<0,1)=-1;
class(cv2scores>0,1)=1;
cv2_percent=length(find((class-y)==0))/length(y);
clear thresh prob classprob class
ncompmod=mode(cv2comps);
%[datax,mx,stdx]=auto(x);
[xweighted,xbar,sbar]=weightedscaling(x,y);
mod=pls(xweighted,y,ncompmod,plsopt);
scores=mod.pred{2};
prob=discrimprob(y,scores);
Qres = findorthogonalscore( mod.reg,xweighted );
class(scores<0,1)=-1;
class(scores>0,1)=1;
class_percent=length(find((class-y)==0))/length(y);
[Fcv2,Fcrit]=Fcalc(cv2scores,y);
[Fclass,~]=Fcalc(scores,y);
sep=0;
cv2sep=0;
if class_percent>=.90;
sep=1;
end
if cv2_percent>.90
cv2sep=1;
end
results.F.CV2=Fcv2;
results.F.mod=Fclass;
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results.F.crit=Fcrit;
results.separable.CV2=cv2sep;
results.separable.mod=sep;
results.percent_classification.mod=class_percent;
results.percent_classification.CV2=cv2_percent;
results.mod=mod;
results.weighted_xbar=xbar;
results.weighted_sbar=sbar;
% results.mod.auto_mean=mx;
% results.mod.auto_std=stdx;
results.Q=Qres;
results.prob=prob;
end%plsclassifier_v3

function [xweighted,xbar,sbar]=weightedscaling(x,y)
%[xweighted,xbar,sbar]=weightedscaling(x,y). Mean centering and scaling are
%weighted by the number of samples in each class.
%SKT
n=unique(y);
for i=1:length(n);
tempx(i,:)=mean(x(y==n(i),:));
tempv(i,:)=var(x(y==n(i),:));
end
xbar=mean(tempx);
sbar=sqrt(mean(tempv));
xweighted=(x-repmat(xbar,size(x,1),1))./repmat(sbar,size(x,1),1);
end%weightedscaling

function [classifier]=groupPLS_v2( x, label, label_id, clusters)
%[classifier]=groupPLS_v2( x, label, label_id, clusters). This function creates
PLS-DA %models for the separation of groups (variable clusters) of species that
were %determined to be unseparable by OvO.m The output, classifier, of this
function is to be %used in fieldprojections_v2.m to classy unknown. Must be
used with the Eigenvector %PLS toolbox.
%SKT
n=1:size(clusters,2);
binary=nchoosek(n,2);
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for i=1:size(binary,1);
i
y1=clusters{binary(i,1)};
y2=clusters{binary(i,2)};
idx1=[];
idx2=[];
for j=1:length(y1);
idx1=vertcat(idx1,find(label==y1(j)));
end
for j=1:length(y2);
idx2=vertcat(idx2,find(label==y2(j)));
end
g1=auto(x(idx1,:));
g2=auto(x(idx2,:));
ncomp=7;
options.display='off';
options.plots='none';
p1=pca(g1,ncomp,options);
p2=pca(g2,ncomp,options);
% m1=length(idx1);
% m2=length(idx2);
% alpha1=(p1.tsqs{1}.*(m1-ncomp))./ncomp./(m1-1);
% alpha2=(p2.tsqs{1}.*(m2-ncomp))./ncomp./(m2-1);
% prob(:,1)=ftest(alpha1,ncomp,m1-ncomp,2);
% prob(:,2)=ftest(alpha2,ncomp,m2-ncomp,2);
X=vertcat(x(idx1,:),x(idx2,:));
Y=vertcat(-1*ones(size(idx1,1),1), ones(size(idx2,1),1));
[results]=plsclassifier_v3(X,Y);
for j=1:length(y1)
results.classlabels(j,1)=label_id(y1(j));
end
for j=1:length(y2)
results.classlabels(j,2)=label_id(y2(j));
end
results.pca.class1=p1;
results.pca.class2=p2;
classifier{i,1}=results;
clear idx1 idx2 y1 y2 X Y
end%groupPLS_v2
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function [ probs,proj,class,q ] = field_projections_v2(
xfield,xtrain,classifiers,binary,clusters,labeltrain )
%[ probs,proj,class,q] = field_projections_v2 ( xfield, xtrain, classifiers, binary,
%clusters, labeltrain ).This function applies classifiers built with groupPLS or
%plsclassifier_v3 and applies them to unknown samples. Must be used with the
%Eigenvector PLS toolbox.
%SKT
r=size(xfield,1);
c=size(classifiers,1);
proj=zeros(r,c);
Q=zeros(r,c);
class=ones(r,c);
n=unique(binary);
classidx=binary;
for i=1:size(binary,1);
classidx(i,3)=setdiff(n,binary(i,:));
end
%[rvs,y,scores]=orthoandscale(xtrain,labeltrain,classifiers,clusters,binary);
for i=1:size(binary,1);
xbar=classifiers{i}.weighted_xbar;
sbar=classifiers{i}.weighted_sbar;
[probchart,~]=discrimprob(get(classifiers{i}.mod.detail.data{2},'data'),classifiers{i}.
mod.pred{2});
%[probchart,~]=discrimprob(y{i},scores{i});
ij=binary(i,:);
datap=(xfield-repmat(xbar,size(xfield,1),1))./repmat(sbar,size(xfield,1),1);
options.display='final';
options.plots='none';
resopts = residuallimit('options');
resopts.algorithm = 'invjm';
pred=pls(datap,classifiers{i}.mod,options);
probq=1-(residuallimit(classifiers{i}.mod,pred.ssqresiduals{1,1},resopts));
q{i}=pred.ssqresiduals{1,1};
proj(:,i)=pred.pred{2};
%proj(:,i)=dot(repmat(rvs(:,1)',size(datap,1),1)',datap')';
R(:,1)=interp1(probchart(:,1),probchart(:,2),proj(:,i));
R(:,2)=interp1(probchart(:,1),probchart(:,3),proj(:,i));
idx1=find(isnan(R(:,1)));
idx2=find(isnan(R(:,2)));
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%idx1=find(proj(:,1)<min(probchart(:,1)));
%idx2=find(proj(:,1)>max(probchart(:,1)));
idx=vertcat(idx1,idx2);
R(idx,1)=interp1(probchart(:,1),probchart(:,2),pred.pred{2}(idx),'spline','extrap');
R(idx,2)=interp1(probchart(:,1),probchart(:,3),pred.pred{2}(idx),'spline','extrap');
probs{i}(:,1)=R(:,1);
probs{i}(:,2)=R(:,2);
probs{i}(:,3)=1-probq;
%probs{i}=probs{i}./repmat(sum(probs{i},2),1,size(probs{i},2)); %normalize so
that they add to one
end
for i=1:length(n)
[r,c]=find(classidx==n(i));
for j=1:length(r)
class(:,n(i))=class(:,n(i)).*probs{r(j)}(:,c(j));
end
end
class(:,length(n)+1)=probs{1}(:,3).*probs{2}(:,3).*probs{3}(:,3);
class=class./repmat(sum(class,2),1,size(class,2));
end%fieldprojections_v2
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APPENDIX E
CHAIN-FORMER ANALYSIS MATLAB CODE
E.1 CALCULATING ANGULAR AND RADIAL DISTRIBUTIONS
E.1.1 Creating polar coordinate templates
function [ thetaindex,v2theta,rhoindex,v1rho ] = TRindex( )
%MLM 2014JAN14
%create set of coordinates
for i=1:201
X(i,:)=-100:100;
Y(:,i)=-100:100;
end
%convert X Y coordinates to polar coordinates
%(angle THETA and radius RHO)
[THETA,RHO]=cart2pol(X,Y);
%sort coordinates by radius
[v1rho,rhoindex]=sort(RHO(:));
v1theta=THETA(:);
for i=1:size(v1rho,1)
v2theta(i)=v1theta(rhoindex(i));
end
v2theta=v2theta(80:7879);
[~,thetaindex]=sort(v2theta);
end%TRindex

E.1.2 Image transformations and calculation of angular/radial distributions
function [imft,raddist,angdist]=getFTdistributions(image,rhoindex,thetaindex)
%[imft,raddist,angdist]=getFTdistributions(image,rhoindex,thetaindex). This
%function smooths and filters an image (all area outside of track area set to
%background level), calculates its 2D Fourier transform and calculates the radial
%and angular distribution of intensities in the Fourier image.
%MLM and SKT 2014JAN14; Last edited 2016FEB11 SKT
%create Gaussian smoothing filter
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h=fspecial('gaussian',1);
imfilt=imfilter(image,h);
%apply 2D autocorrelation and 2D Laplacian filter
imautolap=del2(xcorr2(imfilt-mean(imfilt(:))));
%calculate 2D Fourier transform
imft=fftshift(abs(fft2(imautolap)));
%calculate radial and angular distributions from Fourier image
imflat=imft(:);
imflat2=imflat(rhoindex)';
imflat2=imflat2(80:7879);
rad=reshape(imflat2,[200,39]);
raddist=sum(rad);
imflat3=imflat2(thetaindex);
theta=reshape(imflat3,[100,78]);
angdist=sum(theta);
end%getFTdistributions

E.2 CALCULATING ORIENTATION ANGLE
function [mxangle]=getangle(angulardist,degrees)
%[mxangle]=getangle(angulardist,degrees). This function takes the angular
%distributions of identified chain-formers and searches for the orientation angle
%of its major axis. This function only searches for angles between -80 and -5
%degrees and between 5 and 80 degrees from the flow axis.This angle is then
used by chainscan.m to calculated the track profiles.
%SKT 2016FEB29
D=degrees(3:38)+90;
AD=angulardist(:,3:38);
for i=1:size(AD,1);
[pks,locs]=findpeaks(AD(i,:));
dtemp=D(locs);
[a,b]=sort(pks,'descend');
p=dtemp(b);
mx=0;
while mx==0
if p(1)<5 && p(1)>-5
p(1)=[ ];
else
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mx=p(1);
end
end
mxangle(i)=mx;
clear mx
end
end%getangle

E.3 CALCULATING CHAIN-FORMER TRACK PROFILES
function [track]=chainscan(image,filt,angle)
%[track]=chainscan(image,filt,angle). This function calculates the track
%profile of a chain-former by taking the orientation angle of its major
%axis (from getangle.m) and creating a mask of single pixels across the track
%area that is oriented at the same angle. The mask is then used to scan the
%entire length of the image to calculate the track profile.
%SKT 2016FEB12
%crop out only track area
im=image(:,filt(1):filt(2));
mask=zeros(2*256,size(im,2));
if angle<0
mask(256,size(im,2))=1;
elseif angle>0
mask(256,1)=1;
end
%create mask
SE=strel('line',256*2,angle);
mask=imdilate(mask,SE);
a=sum(mask')';
g=257-find(a,1,'last');
g2=(256*2)-find(a,1,'first');
mask2=circshift(mask,g);
%scan image with mask
for i=1:g2+1;
k=i-1;
mtemp=circshift(mask2,k);
dispmask=mtemp(257:end,:);
dispmask(dispmask==1)=4;
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dispmask(dispmask==0)=1;
dispmasked=dispmask.*im;
pcolor(dispmasked);shading interp; daspect([1,1,1]);drawnow; pause(0.001);
masked=mtemp(257:end,1:size(im,2)).*im;
track(i,:)=sum(masked(:));
clear dispmask
clear dispmasked
end
end%chainscan
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